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HC asks Virbhadra why he isn’t joining assets case probe



U.S. to sell nine AH-1Z Viper attack helicopters to Pakistan



Modi launches ‘Stand up India’ to promote entrepreneurship



China, Sri Lanka think big ahead of Wickremesinghe’s visit
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BRIEFLY



MONETARY POLICY



Iceland PM quits after leak of Panama Papers



As RBI cuts repo rate, home loans could become cheaper



REYKJAVIK/NEW DELHI: Iceland’s Prime Minister Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson has resigned, the first major political casualty of the leak of the Panama Papers. Meanwhile, Panama has promised India help in probing those who figure on the list. NEWS | PAGE 14 WORLD | PAGE 16



쐍 쐍



India’s fastest train flagged off NEW DELHI: Tuesday marked a



leap for the Indian Railways, with the launch of the Gatimaan Express between Hazrat Nizamuddin and Agra Cantonment, the country’s fastest train.



쐍 CITY | PAGE 2 Bhatkal man detained at Pune airport NEW DELHI: Ismail Musab Raoof



Ahmed, 34, a resident of Bhatkal in Karnataka, was detained at the Pune airport when he was about to board a flight to Dubai for onward journey to Syria to join the Islamic State. NEWS | PAGE 14



쐍



IS threatens attacks in London, Berlin, Rome LONDON: In a video released by



its media wing, the Islamic State has threatened attacks in London, Berlin and Rome. WORLD | PAGE 16



쐍



EMPOWER Page 7



Dalit teenagers thrashed, six held KAVITA UPADHYAY JAIPUR: Days after three Dalit teenagers were stripped naked and thrashed by a mob in Laxmipura village in Chittorgarh district, the Rajasthan Police on Tuesday arrested six persons, including three Dalits, in connection with the incident. The arrests came on a day when Prime Minister Narendra Modi promised to “change” the lives of Dalit and tribal people during the launch of ‘Stand-Up India,’ an initiative aimed at promoting entrepreneurship among them. The three teenagers, aged between 16 and 17 years, were attacked by the mob for allegedly stealing a motorcycle from the village. The boys belong to the ‘Kanjar’ nomadic community. The police detained the trio on Saturday and said cases of theft and fighting had been registered against them earlier too. Nobel laureate and child rights activist Kailash Satyarthi condemned the attack on the Dalit teenagers.



Announces measures to help banks lower rates



It is not proper to name all defaulters: Rajan



MANOJIT SAHA



(RBI) Governor Raghuram Rajan said on Tuesday that it was not proper to make the names of all defaulters public as it would hurt the risk-taking ability of entrepreneurs. He said only the names of wilful defaulters should be revealed. “Sometimes, you default on a credit card bill. Do you want your name to be put out in public,” Dr. Rajan asked, during an interaction with the media after the policy announcement in Mumbai. PAGE 17



MUMBAI: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Tuesday cut the benchmark repo rate by 25 basis points to 6.5 per cent, as widely expected, with Governor Raghuram Rajan assuring that the monetary stance will remain “accommodative.” Bankers said the comment signals that the central bank is leaving the door open for further reductions. The rate cut could help lower the cost of loans for consumers, including automobile and home buyers. The RBI said easing price pressures had been a key factor in determining the policy stance and cited “government’s efective supply side measures keeping a check on food prices, and the government’s commendable commitment to fiscal consolidation.” Retail inflation slowed to 5.18 per cent in February after accelerating for six consecutive months. The repo rate, which is at



MUMBAI: Reserve Bank of India



its lowest in five years, will help banks reduce borrowing costs, helping boost economic growth. “We have cut interest rates by 150 basis points since the beginning of the accommodative cycle,” Dr. Rajan told reporters. The latest rate cut should be seen in the backdrop of banks reducing lending rates by 25 to 50 bps since adopting a new loan pricing mechanism — the marginal cost of funds based lending rate — in the first week of April, according to the RBI Governor. “Policy action is more sig-



nificant today than just a 25 basis points rate cut. Borrowing is now significantly cheaper and will continue to get so,” he said. The RBI also announced measures to ease liquidity in the banking system. The daily requirement for maintaining cash reserve ratio has been reduced to 90 per cent from 95 per cent from April 16, the marginal standing facility rate (the penal rate at which banks borrow from the RBI) was cut by 75 basis points and the reverse repo rate (the rate banks earn when they park



Mishra calls Modi ‘ISI agent’, draws BJP’s ire



Nitish imposes total ban on alcohol in Bihar



STAFF REPORTER



AMARNATH TEWARY



NEW DELHI: Delhi Water Minister Kapil Mishra on Tuesday called Prime Minister Narendra Modi an “ISI agent”, drawing a sharp reaction from the BJP and Modi supporters on social media. “Do we have a ISI agent as PM now?? Its very serious the way PM is surrendering to anti India forces? [sic]”, tweeted the Minister, who has been at the forefront of the Aam Aadmi Party protests against the Central government for inviting a Pakistan team to investigate the Pathankot terror attack. As Mr. Modi’s supporters started trolling Mr. Mishra, the Minister in his replies asked “if calling ISI to India was valid and who was going to take responsibility for the insult to India and its people?” Condemning the tweet, BJP spokesperson Sambit Patra said, “Such use of words for a Prime Minister for cheap politics and lust of power amounts to insult of the Indi-



PATNA: The Nitish Kumar government on Tuesday declared Bihar a dry State while imposing total prohibition on the sale and consumption of liquor, both country-made and Indian-Made Foreign Liquor, with immediate efect. Earlier, following an excise amendment law, the ban on country-made liquor had become efective across the State from April 1. The government will stick to the 1991 guidelines on the sale and consumption of toddy. “Seeing the tremendous support from the people, particularly women and children, to the ban on countrymade liquor in the State within just days of its prohibition, we decided to put a total ban on alcohol,” Chief Minister Nitish Kumar told reporters here after a Cabinet meeting. No new liquor licences will be issued, he said.



It is very serious the way PM is surrendering to anti-India forces? Kapil Mishra Delhi Minister an people.” Mr. Mishra’s tweets come after Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal called Mr. Modi a “coward and a psychopath” following CBI raids on his office in December last year.



쐍 PROTESTED AGAINST PAK



TEAM IN PATHANKOT | PAGE 14



money with the RBI) raised by 25 bps. “Policy actions... are not moving into the real economy as quickly as we would like,” Minister of State for Finance Jayant Sinha said on Tuesday. “So our focus is not so much on the sugar high of what the RBI can do in terms of rate cuts as on working in the areas of the economy where transmission is proving a problem.”



쐍 STOCKS SLUMP | PAGE 17 쐍 STAYING ACCOMMODATIVE | EDITORIAL



Whole country is with us on nationalism: Shah



BCCI has become a mutual benefit society, says SC



‘No English equivalent for our concept of a state’



concepts. A prime example of this is secularism. It means sarva dharma samabhav and not asaampradayikta as some people have defined it,” he said. The party’s first item in its vision document for Assam, is to seal the India-Bangladesh border to keep out illegal immigrants. The document also gives a historical perspective of the assimilative nature of Assamese society. Mr. Shah dismissed any contradiction in any of these things. “We have spoken of sealing the international border and of harmony and assimilation within it.”



Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has done nothing to fulfil its mandate to develop cricket on an equal basis across the country, the Supreme Court on Tuesday said cricket bosses have transformed the Board into a “mutual benefit society,” which allocates “huge” amounts to members without bothering to ask how they spend it. A Special Bench of Chief Justice of India T.S. Thakur and Justice F.M.I. Kalifulla asked whether the ‘no-questions-asked’ policy of the BCCI was a ploy to influence voting patterns. The Bench was hearing objections raised by the BCCI, represented by senior advocate K.K. Venugopal, to several recommendations made by the Supreme Court-appointed committee, led by former Chief Justice of India R.M. Lodha, to overhaul and bring transparency into Indian cricket administration. “You function like ‘show me the face, I will make the payment’. The impression we get is that you are practically corrupting the persons by not demanding how the money is spent. It’s like the moment you want a vote, their hands will go up,” Chief Justice Thakur told Mr. Venugopal.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 14



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 14



NISTULA HEBBAR GUWAHATI: BJP president Amit Shah has claimed the support of “everyone across the country” for the party’s stand on nationalism, dismissing the current debate as something that has arisen out of a “lack of commensurate words in the English language to capture certain concepts.” In an exclusive interview to The Hindu, while on his campaign in Assam, he said the word ‘secularism’ in the Indian context was another example of such a “confusion.” “Whoever has started this debate on nationalism will soon realise that not just Assam, but the whole country is with us on this issue. The confusion that some people have over the question of nationalism stems from the positing of the concept of what constitutes a state. We are a ‘rashtra’. There is no word in English to explain that concept, of a cultural whole. It is just a confusion on such issues because the English vocabulary is unable to supply words for our



KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Noting that the



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 14



With azadi, Brand Kanhaiya takes wing But mainstreaming of student union leader sets off questions over wider acceptance ANURADHA RAMAN NEW DELHI: Jawaharlal Nehru



University student Kanhaiya Kumar, whose call for azadi became a buzzword for freedom from everything oppressive, is on his way to becoming a brand in his own right, appropriated by politicos, a rap singer and even a travel website. This mainstreaming of a student union leader has also set of questions about whether this is any indication of a wider acceptance of Mr. Kanhaiya, from the All India Students Federation of the Communist Party of India. Yatra.com, a website that promises hassle-free travel anywhere around the world with its services, now carries a spoof CM YK



ATTRACTING EYEBALLS: Kanhaiya Kumar strikes his trademark pose while addressing students in New Delhi recently.



featuring a Kanhaiya lookalike, performed in an accent identifiable with that of a native of Bihar, demanding a window seat in a plane. Failing to secure one, he launches into the azadi chant, signalling his “freedom” to be seated wherever he wants. Soon, others join him.



The 1.15-minute long commercial has caught the attention of social media. However, before the website cashed in on the spoof, music composer Sidharth Sharma spun azadi into a rap number. “As a musician, sometimes I find rhythm in the sound of an



autorickshaw. I found rhythm in his speech and I connected with this small clip in my song that talked about certain types of azadi,” Mr. Sharma said, however, adding that there was not enough data to point to a middle-class acceptance of the young man from JNU. “If it does, it means the middle-class agrees with him and he probably is becoming their voice,” Mr. Sharma said. For the AAP government in Delhi, Mr. Kanhaiya’s slogan means freedom from inflationary electricity and water bills — courtesy an amnesty scheme the government has floated. It is also a way of targeting the BJP, over rising prices.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 14 ND-ND
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CITY Bijwasan project nears finishing line



CM to take call on female drivers today



Four years late, the railway over-bridge (ROB) and railway underbridge (RUB) project in South Delhi’s Bijwasan village is finally nearing the finish line >> Page 4



The Chief Minister will take a call on whether female drivers will continue to be exempted from the provisions of odd-even part two at a review meeting on Wednesday >> Page 5



Part of history



— PHOTO: SIDHARTHA ROY



SIDHARTHA ROY NEW DELHI: It was a feeling of



déjà vu for Gulshan Kumar (57), standing near the engine of Gatimaan Express on a rather hot April morning with a box of sweets in his hand. Nearly 28 years ago on July 10, 1988, Mr. Kumar was on board Bhopal Shatabdi to experience the inaugural run of the then fastest train in the country, along with Sunil Sharma, his friend and a freelance photographer. On Tuesday, Mr. Kumar was on board Gatimaan Express with his son Abhay and Mr. Sharma to witness the record of Bhopal Shatabdi being broken by a few minutes. “I have always been passionate about railways, even though I don’t claim to be an expert. Back then, Sunil and I were neighbours in Bhogal, and hopped on to train just for the experience. This time it was due to my son’s insistence,” said the resident of Nirman Vihar. Mr. Kumar brought sweets that he shared with the crew of the train and anyone willing to partake in the celebrations. “He has always been crazy about trains. Since photography is my passion, he always wants me to come along,” said Mr. Sharma.



Train left dirty NEW DELHI: When Gatimaan



Express started its maiden run towards Agra, its coaches, vestibules and toilets were spic and span. On its return, it showed signs of being ravaged by callous passengers. Sinks choked with pan masala dregs, empty bottles and food packets lying on the floor and soiled toilets brought the train closer to the standards of any other train.
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Always dreamed of driving a high-speed train, says loco pilot SIDHARTHA ROY



DÉJÀ VU: Gulshan Kumar with son Abhay and friend Sunil Sharma on Tuesday.



NOIDA/DELHI



NEW DELHI: Relaxing on a folding bed at the loco lobby of the Agra Cantonment railway station with a smile on his face, 49-year-old Pankaj Kumar Garg answers congratulatory calls in chaste Punjabi. The soft-spoken man is the one who ran the 5,400-horse power beast pulling the 10-coach Gatimaan Express. The two-man team of Mr. Garg and his colleague Sudesh Kumar hauled India’s fastest train on its inaugural run and return to Delhi. Interestingly, the duo, along with the loco inspector and crew controller, are all from the 1986 batch of trainees. “While I was still under training, the Bhopal Shatabdi, the fastest train before this, was launched. Since then, I have always dreamed of driving a high-speed train myself. That dream was fulfilled on Tuesday and now I want to drive trains clocking 200 kmph,” said a visibly-



VISIBLY PROUD: Pankaj Kumar Garg, the loco pilot for the inaugural run of Gatimaan Express. — PHOTO: R. V. MOORTHY



proud Mr. Garg. His daughter, a BTech student, has been calling him since morning, along with many of her batch mates, to congratulate him. The duo had to undergo a monthlong training to be able to run the train that can go up to 160 kmph. “We took counselling sessions by experts who are specialists in the field of high-speed trains. We also had to pass a high-speed psychological test,” Mr. Kumar added.



While most trains have only one main loco pilot, trains with a speed of over 110 kmph need two equallytrained loco pilots, Mr. Kumar said. In fact, a third loco pilot was also kept on standby at Hazrat Nizamuddin railway station for any eventuality. Mr. Garg said while the engine of Gatimaan Express is not very diferent from other high speed trains, it is definitely superior technologically. “It is equipped with a Train Protection & Warning System (TPWS), which makes chances of accidents almost nil,” he said. “The Railways has put in a lot of efort behind Gatimaan Express, including upgrading of tracks, signalling, etc.” He said the inaugural run was a smooth one, with the train not facing any obstacle, including technical, on the way to Agra. The train did slow down at some points, but that was due to some geographical constraints like curves, he said.



FAST TRACK: The Gatimaan Express, India’s first semi-high-speed train, seen at the Hazrat Nizamuddin railway station ahead of the



flagging off ceremony on Tuesday. — PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY



Delhi to Agra in 100 minutes Gatimaan Express covered a distance of about 200 km in the promised time SIDHARTHA ROY



Train hosts trained at IGI Airport SIDHARTHA ROY NEW DELHI: “I feel like I am on a plane due to the service and food on ofer,” said Pankaj Batra, who travelled on Gatimaan Express on Tuesday. Mr. Batra wasn’t very far from the truth. The “train hosts” on board the semihigh-speed train have been trained in airline hospitality at Terminal 3 of Indira Gandhi International Airport here. Though the food and services in the train have been provided by the Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC), the work has been outsourced to a firm specialising in airline hospitality. “The company, Travel Food Services, has got 250 outlets in India and UAE, and runs 25 lounges at airports in Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata, apart from running a kitchen at T3,” IRCTC spokesperson Sandip Dutta told The Hindu. He said the train hosts were experienced in airline catering and serving on do-



IMPRESSIVE SERVICE: A hostess serving passengers. — PHOTO: PTI



mestic full-cost carriers. “They run a consortium along with Sky Gourmet and are one of the few companies selected to run the T3 kitchens. That’s why the standard of food and services on the train match that of an airline. We hope to maintain these standards.” For most passengers, the high point was services by the perpetually smiling hosts. From greeting passengers with roses and chocolates, to serving food and beverages on time, most people didn’t find any room



for complaint. “We are already experienced in the hospitality industry and have been trained specifically for this train,” said Laxmi, a hostesses. “It is a bit diferent dealing with train passengers compared to air passengers. We have to be careful to cater to all their needs,” said a train host who did not wish to be identified. “Train passengers can sometime be more demanding and the real challenge will begin when the train start running at full occupancy,” he added.



NEW DELHI: Tuesday marked a high-speed leap by the Railways with the launch of Gatimaan Express, touted as the fastest train in the country. The semi-high-speed train, with a 5,400 horse power electric locomotive and a top speed of 160 km per hour, covered the distance of nearly 200 km between Delhi’s Hazrat Nizamuddin railway station and Agra Cantonment railway station in exactly the promised 100 minutes. Gatimaan Express is, however, only slightly faster than Bhopal Shatabdi. Launched 28 years ago, Bhopal Shatabdi takes 117 minutes to reach Agra from New Delhi Railway station. The Delhi station wore its resplendent Tuesday best as Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu flagged of the train at 10.10 a.m. “It is a happy occasion for us as the first semihigh-speed train starts today [on Tuesday]. We want to increase the speed of all trains — whether ordinary or express — as part of our raftar mission. It is not an easy task. It will take time, but we have a plan,” Mr. Prabhu said. The blue-grey train with a



streak of bright yellow in the middle sputtered to a start, picking up speed as it crossed Okhla railway station. After that, it completed the journey in a tearing hurry, even as the 237 passengers on board settled down in the cushy seats of the spanking new air-conditioned chair car coaches. “I often drive to Agra with my family over the weekends. But with Gatimaan Express taking less time to cover the distance and in far greater comfort too, I wouldn’t need to do that anymore,” said Kalkaji resident Ravi Goel (52). Most passengers on board were there only for the thrill of the journey, with many having booked tickets on Tuesday morning itself. Kapil Jain (30), an Air Force oicial, came to Delhi from Agra just to take the inaugural ride back home. “It is a great initiative and I wanted to be a part of it. It was awesome to see the train speed at 160 kmph. I hope we soon have trains running at 300 kmph.” There was also a group of “rail fans”, who had come equipped with GPS-based apps on their smart phones to see exactly how fast Gatimaan Express could run. “The speed varied between



147 kmph to 170 kmph. Since these apps are not entirely accurate, the average comes to about 160 kmph,” said Mohit (28), a member of Indian Railways Fan Club Association. For passengers, the high point of the journey was the perpetually smiling train hosts, who greeted them with flowers and chocolates. A sore point for many, however, was the unavailability of the promised free wi-fi services. “Where is the Internet connectivity they had promised? Apart from the speed, it’s like any other Shatabdi,” said Ravi Mehrotra, a businessman who travels between Delhi and Agra frequently. The on board multi-cuisine menu, that included a wide variety, from pasta and garlic bread to chhole-puri, was appreciated by the passengers. “It feels as if I am on a flight, thanks to the eicient service and food, the likes of which I have never experienced on a train before. In fact, the tea and cofee is a huge improvement on the usual fare served even on Rajdhani or Shatabdi trains,” said Pankaj Batra. The food and services were provided by the Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC), which



also ofered two guided tours of Agra — of one-day and two-day durations — coinciding with the timetable of Gatimaan Express. The plush LHB coaches have been built by the Rail Coach Factory at Kapurthala and fitted with bio-toilets that turn waste into small amounts of disposable water. From Wednesday onwards, Gatimaan Express will depart from Hazrat Nizamuddin at 8.10 a.m. and reach Agra Cantonment station at 9.50 a.m. The train will depart from Agra at 5.50 p.m. and reach Hazrat Nizamuddin at 7.30 p.m. One side fare for the AC chair car coach is Rs.750 and Rs.1,500 for the executive AC chair car coach. Both fares are inclusive of food. Railways PRO Anil Saxena said that studies are on to achieve a speed of 200 kmph for trains and more corridors such as Delhi-Agra will be started for Gatimaan Express. “This is a new milestone for the Railways, which has entered the high speed age,” Mr. Saxena said. “Passengers are very satisfied with the services provided on Gatimaan Express and we will try to improve them and make them world-class,” he said.
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Speeding Merc runs over 35-year-old; minor held



2 nabbed for kidnap, murder



Dropped off by his college friend, victim went to a local eatery and got some noodles packed before crossing the road on Monday evening



STAFF REPORTER



SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR NEW DELHI: A speeding Mercedes Benz killed a 35-year-old business consultant in North Delhi’s Civil Lines on Monday evening. The police have apprehended the son of the vehicle’s owner who was allegedly driving the car at the time of the accident. The accused is a minor, just two months short of turning 18 years old. The father of the boy will also be booked under relevant provisions for allowing a minor to drive. Eyewitnesses have told the police that there were four to five “boys” in the car; individual accounts recounted that as many as eight persons were in the car, a couple of them in their pre-teens. The victim Siddharth Sharma, a resident of White House Apartments in Civil Lines, was walking towards home when the hit and run incident took place around 9 p.m. near Ludlow Castle School. Dropped of at Sham Nath Marg by his college friend, who he had shared a cab with, Sharma first went to a local eatery and got some noodles packed before proceeding to cross the road, said his friend Di-



DELHI TODAY Dance: Spring festival of dance: “Passing on a tradition: Guru and Disciple” – Odissi duet recital by Shobha Bisht and Deepika Bisht, and Kuchipudi recital by T. Reddi Lakshmi at IIC, 6 pm Dance: “Smriti”: Indian classical music and dance festival. Pt. Salil Bhatt and Manganiyars of Rajasthan (Desert Storm); Accompanist: Pt. Udai Mazumdar (Tabla) followed by Namrta Rai (Kathak) Accompanists: Pranshu Chaturlal (Tabla), Rupesh Pathak (Vocals/Harmonium), Anand Mishra (Sitar) & Nikhil Das (Bansuri) at The Stein Auditorium, IHC, 7 pm Dance: “Nal-Damyanti” Odissi and Chhau style at Kamani Auditorium, 6:45 pm Art: “Secrets of Life - Emotions, Relationships & Us” - By Thomas Francis to commemorate 200th year of Independence of Argentina at Instituto Cervantes, 11 am-7 pm Art: “Expression of Feelings – 6” - a group art show by 7 artists at Gallery 7, Lalit Kala Akademi, 11 am-7 pm Art: “Chaos, Mischief-Order, Harmony” - a solo show of artworks by Jai Zharotia at Shridharani Gallery, Triveni Kala Sangam, 11 am-7 pm Exhibition: “Flying Colors” - paintings, drawings and sculptures by contemporary artists at All India Fine Arts & Craft Society, 11 am-7 pm Screening: “Journey to Italy (Viaggoi In Italia)” - Italian film screening with English subtitles at Italian Embassy Cultural Institute, 6:30 pm (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



TRAGIC END: The car and (right) Siddharth Sharma. PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



vya. “While crossing the road at that junction, he was hit by the speeding Mercedes. Eye witnesses told us that it was being driven at high speed and in a rash manner,” said Deputy Commissioner of Police (North) Madhur Verma. Eyewitnesses claimed that Sharma was hit at a speed of minimum



80-100 kmph. He was flung at least 15-20 feet in the air by the collision, said Divya who also shared the video of a purported eyewitness recounting the accident. The car went on to hit the road divider which led to tyre bursts on the right side. It was partially damaged and came to a halt in about 20-



Red sanders worth Rs 1.5 crore seized STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: In a major haul of



red sanders, the police have seized 2,545 kg of the expensive wood after arresting a man in North-West Delhi. The cost of the seized red sanders is around Rs.1.5 crore, the police said, adding that the seizures were made in two instalments. The arrest was made on Burari Road in North-West Delhi’s Swaroop Nagar on Monday based on a tip-off received by the police. The arrested man has been identified as 42-year-old Pappu, a truck driver. The vehicle he was driving was found to have 790 kg of red sanders, said Vijay Singh, DCP (North-West). His interrogation led the police to a godown in North Delhi’s Burari area from where an additional 1,755 kg of red sanders was recovered. However, no one was found



The arrest was made on Burari Road in NorthWest Delhi on Monday at the godown during the raid because of which no additional arrests could be made, said the DCP. The police said they are still investigating the source as well as the final receivers of the red sanders. “The arrested accused has claimed that he was only involved in the transport of the red sanders and has not yet shared details of others involved in the smuggle,” said a senior investigator. The police have booked Pappu under three sections of the Indian Penal Code and five of the Indian Forest Act even as police are on a hunt to nab the others involved.



30 meters. The occupants got of the car and fled the spot. Locals shifted Sharma to Sant Parmanand Hospital, where he later succumbed to his injuries. The police reached the spot and impounded the vehicle. With the help of its registration number plate, they traced its owner. “However, when we tried to contact the owner or his family members they were not found at their residence nor was there any response to the calls made by us,” said Mr. Verma. It was around Tuesday evening that they finally joined the investigation and were questioned. “We subjected them to questioning to find out who was driving the vehicle. We initially registered a case of causing death by negligence and rash driving against unidentified persons. “The boys were going to play basketball. We are probing if the accused had consumed alcohol,” said Mr. Verma. The victim, the son of a retired Naval oicer, hailed from Himachal Pradesh’s Kangra district and lived in the Capital with the inlaws of his sister Shilpi who is married to film director Yogesh Mittal.



Man injured in road rage case



Driver takes blame before making a quick U-turn STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Shades of the trial of the hit-and-run case against actor Salman Khan were witnessed in the case when a driver working for the family claimed responsibility for the accident, said the police. This sudden twist in the Civil Lines hit-and-run case took the investigators by surprise. The police, however, busted his claim by confronting him with counter questions. The driver backtracked when he was informed that the victim Siddhartha Sharma had died. “Early in the morning, the driver visited the police station and claimed that he had hit Siddhartha Sharma. We suspect he was tutored by the father of the accused,” said Deputy Commissioner of Police



Three-year jail in molestation case NIRNIMESH KUMAR



SHIV SUNNY NEW DELHI: In an alleged road



rage incident, a man was left with fractured legs after his car grazed past a scooter in North-West Delhi’s Maurya Enclave on Tuesday morning. The police quoted the victim alleging there were four assailants. Two of them arrived at the scene a little after the assault started. Vijay Singh, DCP (NorthWest), said they have the registration number of the scooty, but the identity of the owner is yet to be ascertained. “Two men had brought the victim to a hospital and had entered their names while admitting the victim for treatment,” said the DCP. The victim has been identified as Gaurav Sharma, a builder who lives in Model Town. He was on his way to oice in Rohini in his Maruti Swift car when the incident took place around 11 a.m.



(North) Madhur Verma. “It is here that he got a little confused and we sensed that he perhaps was not even present at the accident site, let alone having caused the accident. It seems he was told to take the blame by assuring that the victim will survive and he will get away with a lesser punishment along with the promise of a reward. We are probing further,” said Mr. Verma. A statement released by Sharma’s friend Divya also said that the owner and a few others arrived at the hospital where the victim was undergoing treatment and were unrepentant for the wrong doing. This, however, was not corroborated by the police who managed to contact the owner only on Tuesday.



NEW DELHI: A childhood friend of Ankit Gupta, a school student from North-East Delhi, is among the two held in connection with his abduction and murder this February. The minor, along with co-accused Zeeshan Rai (19), had been planning the abduction for the past one year. The two had demanded a ransom of Rs. 1 crore from the parents. It was only recently when 10,000 posters of the boy were put up, ofering a reward of Rs.2 lakh, that they learnt of his death. A police team from Shakarpur police station realised that they had seen the boy’s pictures among those of some unidentified bodies and it was established that Ankit had been murdered. The police then formed a team comprising Inspector K.G. Tyagi of the East Special Task Force and several others including Sub-Inspectors Mukesh Kumar, Pradeep, Neeraj, Pankaj and Amar. A member of the investigating team told The Hindu that the accused were tracked down using technical surveillance.



NEW DELHI: A Delhi court has



sentenced a 23-year-old youth to three years in jail for molesting a six-year-old child. In 2013, he had abused the child at her flat in a housing society at Prashant Vihar in North-West Delhi. Additional Sessions Judge Gautam Manan pronounced accused Jitender guilty on the basis of evidence provided by the victim and her mother. The court also granted a compensation of Rs. 1 lakh to



the victim and asked the Delhi Legal Services Authority, North District, to ensure the payment. Though the victim could not identify the accused with certainty during her testimony in the trial of the case, and the accused picked this up as his defence, the court dismissed the latter’s argument, saying that the victim was testifying after two-and-a-half years. Counsel for the accused also argued that the prosecution had not recorded the statement of the victim before



a Magistrate, which is mandatory, after the incident. But the court did not take note of this as well, saying that the girl was so terrified that she was not ready to appear before a court to record her statement. The accused had molested the girl by touching her hands and legs when she was coming down the stairs of the flat in a society where the accused had gone to deliver a bag of flour to someone staying opposed the victim’s flat. The mother of the victim had seen the accused flee on a



bicycle. Later, the victim’s mother had taken her daughter to a nearby flour mill where the victim worked. The victim as well as her mother had identified the accused. “Testimony of the mother of victim shows that in her presence the victim had identified the accused as the offender and the deposition of mother of the victim finds corroboration from the testimony of victim who testified that she went to the market with her mother and where she saw accused present in the flour mill,” the Judge said.



Correction In the story headlined ‘Delhi Police get 30 new Labradors’ on page 3 of the edition dated April 5, 2016, it has been erroneously mentioned that the police dog squad was formed in 2010. It was actually formed in 1960. The error is regretted.
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Work on Rani Jhansi flyover began in 2008, but it is only half done; experts say delays compromise quality; flyover that collapsed in Kolkata was also delayed



A flyover in decay even before its opening DAMINI NATH



M



assive water pipelines, debris from demolished shops and illegally parked cars all lay underneath the incomplete Rani Jhansi Road flyover, which has been under construction for eight years. The grade separator was meant to ease traic in Central Delhi, by giving vehicles from East to North Delhi a way to by-pass the congested area. The 1.6-km-long flyover from Filmistaan Cinema to near St. Stephen’s Hospital was originally proposed in 1998, but work started only 10 years later in 2008. As of April 2016, oicial records including a report being sent to the Lieutenant-Governor’s oice this week, say 50 per cent of the project has been completed. The cost has escalated from Rs.70 crore to over Rs.200 crore since the project was first mooted. If this story sounds familiar, it is. The Vivekananda flyover that collapsed in Kolkata last week had also been plagued by delays. Structural engineers say that the mere fact that a project is delayed NIGHTMARE can compromise the quality of the PROJECTS construction. Mahesh TanNever-ending don, the president of the Indian Association of Structural Engineers, said if reinforcements are left incomplete or poking out of the concrete they can get corroded, or stolen. “These temporary structures are not meant to last for years. The Mandovi bridge that collapsed in Goa too had delays and the trusses were left exposed too long,” said Mr. Tandon. In the case of Rani Jhansi project, land was acquired in a slow and piecemeal way. In fact, a Railway colony in the way is yet to be relocated. A water pipeline of the Delhi Jal Board has not been shifted. But, the North Delhi Municipal Corporation, which is responsible for it, says that the project will be done this year. How exactly that is possible remains to be articulated by the authorities. “We have finally settled the land issues. We have identified land for the Railways to shift to. The DJB should also shift the pipeline soon. We will finish it in six months,” said Mohan Bhardwaj, the chairperson of the North Corporation’s Standing Committee. With a huge gap where the rest of the flyover should be, it looks like an uphill battle to meet the new deadline. Leader of Opposition Mukesh Goel sees the flyover as “a symbol of the BJP’s failure”. “God only knows when it will be done,” said Mr. Goel.



Dean of SASTRA points out errors in varsity rankings STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Dean of Shan-



mugha Arts, Science, Technology & Research Academy (SASTRA), Tamil Nadu, has written a letter to the Chairman of the National Board of Accreditation (NBA) pointing out some errors in the National Institute Ranking Framework (NIRF) released by the HRD Ministry on Monday. “Before the deadline for NIRF data submission, the university had written to the Secretary, MHRD, on January 8, 2016, pointing out certain deficiencies. The NIRF oice had advised SASTRA… to apply under more than one category - University as well as Engineering ,” Dr. S.Vaidhyasubramaniam, Dean Planning and Development, SASTRA University wrote in the letter. “After submitting the data and just before the launch of the report, we received an email from Dr. A.K. Nassa (Member Secretary – NBA), dated April 2, 2016 stating that institutions that submitted data in more than one category if ranked would create confusion and hence SASTRA will be considered only under the category of Engineering,” it further read. “…we are at a loss to understand the unilateral and arbitrary way in which this decision has been taken ,” it added. CM YK



HALF DONE: The 1.6-km-long flyover from Filmistaan Cinema to near St. Stephen’s Hospital was originally proposed in 1998. PHOTOS: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



Four years late, Bijwasan project nears finishing line DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: Four years late, the



railway over-bridge (ROB) and railway under-bridge (RUB) project in South Delhi’s Bijwasan village is finally nearing the finish line. The project, outsourced by the then-unified Municipal Corporation of Delhi, was supposed to have been completed by 2012. The South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC), which inherited the project from the MCD in 2012, only handed over the land to the contractor in July of that year. From then till December 2015, when the ROB portion was opened to traic, residents and those passing by had to take a 12km detour to get from one side of the village to the other. Today, the flyover sees some traic, but there is still no way for pedestrians to cross safely as stairs weren’t part of the plan approved by authorities. They will be added later. The underpass portion of the project is yet to be completed. On one side, the contractor – V.K. Sood PIL (JV) – has tried to block the pathway running underneath the flyover. But, twowheelers and pedestrians just go around the barricade, endangering their lives as mechanical excavators move soil around the



DRAGGING ON: The Bijwasan railway over-bridge, which was a major chunk of the project, was opened to traffic in December 2015. The second



portion of the project — the railway under-bridge — will take another two months to complete. PHOTOS: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



site. The other side has become a makeshift parking lot, with cars parked under the flyover as workers continue to construct the boundary wall of the underpass. A.K. Jindal, the director of V.K. Sood-PIL (JV), said the company had expected to be done with the project in 2012. But since the site was only handed over to them in July 2012, the company’s work was restricted to the casting yard till then. Then the 850-metre-long project ran into trouble when authorities realised they had not made provisions for drains un-



Both project were supposed to be completed by 2012; area councillor calls it the 'worst project' der the Railway line. Then the Railways decided to revise the height, keeping in view future electrification work. Mr. Jindal said his company only got the consent to revise the project in January 2014, when the cost of the project went up from Rs.44.21 crore to



Rs.52.35 crore. The SDMC has spent over Rs.100 crore for the construction, shifting of services and other expenses. “We have incurred huge losses and our machines are lying there for years,” said Mr. Jindal. The bad times seem to be over though, with the Railways completing their portion of the drainage work and handing over the site to the SDMC on Monday. A senior SDMC Engineering Department oicial said: “Our work was dependent on the Railways’. So now, we will take 45 days to complete the RUB.”



Green court tells aviation regulator to turn down the noise STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Taking exception to the



noise aircraft make while taking of and landing at the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGIA), the National Green Tribunal (NGT) on Tuesday asked the aviation regulator why “night curfew on flights is not implemented”, across the country. The NGT took the government and the directorate general of civil aviation (DGCA) to task over lack of norms on noise pollution in residential areas in close proximity to airports across the country. “What steps have you introduced to curb noise pollution in residential areas near airports so that people are not disturbed? Why should there not be night flying restrictions at airports? You give a short note on



NGT asks why night flying restrictions are not implemented. FILE PHOTO



these aspects”, the Bench, headed by NGT chairperson Swantanter Kumar, said. Hearing petitions filed by the residents of South Delhi's Vasant



Kunj, Bijwasan and Indian Spinal Injuries Centre (ISIC), a superspeciality hospital, located very close to the Delhi airport, the green court asked the directorate general of civil aviation (DGCA) to provide data on flights landing at IGIA. The petitioners have alleged that the noise of aircraft at IGIA was badly afecting health of nearby residents. The hospital has claimed that the noise created by planes were usually between the range of 75 and 94 decibels, which was “beyond the standards laid down under the Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000”. The DGCA has been asked to give a break-up of flights landing between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. at the Delhi airport. The NGT also asked the government to file a short note



on the steps taken by it to notify noise-level standards for airport noise zones. The government, meanwhile, told the bench it was adopting various aircraft noise mitigation measures like Continuous Descent Approach and mixed mode approach to bring down noise levels at airports. Continuous Descent Approach or Optimized Profile Descent is a landing method designed to reduce fuel consumption and noise compared to other conventional descents. The NGT had earlier expressed displeasure over the government’s failure to fix environmental norms on noise pollution and directed the Environment Ministry, DGCA and Central Pollution Control Board to convene a meeting and take a clear decision on the issue.



High Court asks Virbhadra why he isn’t joining investigation MOHAMMED IQBAL NEW DELHI: The Delhi High



Court on Tuesday put a poser to Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh about his intention to join the investigation in a disproportionate assets case registered against him by the CBI. The court made it clear that he had to join the probe even according to an order of his State’s High Court. “Your name is there in the FIR? Why don’t you join the investigation? What is the is-



sue [involved] in this?” Justice Pratibha Rani asked Mr. Singh’s counsel Kapil Sibal during the hearing on his plea seeking quashing of the FIR, which has been transferred from the Himachal to the Delhi High Court on the Supreme Court’s direction. When Mr. Sibal said the petitioner was willing to join the investigation, the Judge said another issue was whether she, as a Single Judge Bench, could hear CBI’s application seeking vacation of Himachal Pradesh High



CBI seeks vacation of Himachal High Court's interim order restraining it from quizzing CM Court’s interim order of October 1, 2015 restraining the agency from arresting, interrogating or filing a chargesheet against Mr. Singh. The court pointed out that though the case was transferred to the Delhi HC, the interim order was passed by a



Division Bench of the Himachal HC. “How can a Single Judge modify an order of a Division Bench?” asked the court. The Judge said she would refer the matter to the Chief Justice and fixed the case for Wednesday. Additional Solicitor General P. S. Patwalia, appearing for CBI, said investigation in the case was held up due to the Himachal HC's interim order. The CBI’s preliminary enquiry had found that Mr. Singh, while serving as a Union Minister from 2009 to



2012, had allegedly accumulated assets worth Rs.6.03 crore in his name and in the name of his kin, which were disproportionate to his known sources of income. Meanwhile, Mr. Singh’s daughter Aprajita Kumari and son Vikramaditya moved the HC on Tuesday seeking quashing of a provisional order of the Enforcement Directorate to attach some of their assets under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act. Their petition was listed for hearing on Wednesday.



The area councillor, Praveen Rana, said though he inaugurated the over-bridge in December last, the project is “the worst in Delhi”. “The quality has been compromised. There were serious concerns about the quality of materials used. And the fact the plan did not have provisions for stairs and drains shows how it was flawed from the beginning,” said Mr. Rana. With the contractor, the SDMC and the residents all unhappy with the project, its completion is likely to get a huge sigh of relief from all quarters.



Work on Metrino to start by June: Gadkari ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: Work on the 12-km



Metrino personal rapid transit system from DelhiGurgaon border to Sohna will start by June 1. The announcement was made by Union Minister for Road Transport, Highways and Shipping Nitin Gadkari at the inauguration of the 53-km long ManesarPalwal stretch of KundliManesar-Palwal Expressway on Tuesday. Mr. Gadkari said that if the pilot project was successful, “it will help in bringing down the number of accidents and reduce pollution levels”. The Minister had first announced the construction of the project at the two-day “Happening Haryana: Global Investors' Summit” in March. Mr. Gadkari said that the Centre also had plans to bring in electric cars to reduce pollution levels. The Minister added that inland waterways would be developed as passenger and freight carriage through waterways was cheaper than road or train. He said that the first inland waterways project will start in six months from Palla village in district Faridabad of Haryana to Wazirabad in Delhi. He said that the Centre



The Minister said the transit system would bring down no. of accidents and pollution levels had decided to invest Rs.1 lakh crore on establishing inland waterways. The 53-km Manesar-Palwal stretch of KMP connects NH-2 (Delhi-Agra) with NH-8 (Delhi- Jaipur), without entering Delhi. This stretch has four tolls. Though the stretch has been open to treaic for the past two weeks, the toll collection is yet to start. The stretch between Palwal and Manesar has been completed at a cost of Rs.457.81 crore. The total length of KMP Expressway is 135.6 km. Mr. Gadkari announced that the remaining part of KMP Expressway, connecting Manesar with Kundli, would be constructed with cement-concrete , which will not need maintenance for the next 50 years. He said that work on Gurgaon-Dwarka NH will start soon. He also announced construction of elevated road on NH-2 passing through Palwal, which will cover all the four intersections within the city. ND-ND
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Delhi govt. to sell EWS flats The occupancy rate of these houses is only 10 per cent, making them unprofitable SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: With an occupancy rate of just over 10 per cent, various Delhi government agencies responsible for building flats for the economically weaker sections (EWS) are incurring huge losses. To tide over this situation, agencies like the Delhi State Industrial and Infrastructure Development Corporation (DSIIDC) have now decided to sell the houses. The task of building EWS houses was given to two agencies – the DSIIDC and the Delhi Urban Shelter Improvement Board (DUSIB). While DUSIB has so far completed about 9,000 such houses in Dwarka, the DSIIDC, with around 13,820 dwelling units, has been assigned the maximum housing projects. While agencies have received 50 per cent of the funds for the projects from the Centre under the nowdiscontinued Jawahar Lal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM), recovering the remaining is turning out to be a big problem. “The other 50 per cent is to come from three parties – the beneficiaries, the land owning agencies, and the



state government. While the Delhi government did allocate funds, the other parties have not. In fact, money from the beneficiaries can be completely ruled out as there are no occupants,” said a senior DSIIDC oicial, who is not authorised to speak to the



Students try to submit memo to CM, stopped STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Four students of



Satyawati College, Delhi University, were detained when they allegedly tried to stop Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s car to submit a memorandum to him. The incident happened on Tuesday, when Mr. Kejriwal was leaving the institute after attending a fest there. The Chief Minister and Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia had gone to attend the annual NCC fest, where they were the chief guests.



Dalit student ‘harassed’ STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A Dalit student of



Delhi University has alleged that he was attacked by a group of students at Hans Raj College when he was pasting posters of a protest on the institution's premises. The student also alleged that casteist remarks were passed to harass him. The student also approached Maurice Nagar police station for filing a complaint against the group. “I was pasting posters of a student protest against the rape and murder of a Dalit girl when the group attacked me and passed casteist remarks,” said the victim, Puran. The protest was to be held outside Bikaner House on Tuesday. He added that he went to the Principal and also the police but nobody entertained his plea. The student, a member of the Krantikari Yuva Sangathan (KYS), said that he would approach the National Commission for Scheduled Castes demanding action against the college authorities. Hans Raj Principal Rama Sharma maintained that the student had met her on Monday and when she asked for his ID card, he said he was not a student of the college.



CM YK



The students have been identified as Dhanpal, Raj Singh, Raj Aryan, and Utkarsh Bhardwaj. “We wanted to submit a memorandum of our demands including an AC bus and metro concession passes for students, universityspecial and women-special buses, and better facilities for differently abled students. We wanted to approach him peacefully, but were detained by the police,” Dhanpal claimed. The college authorities, however, said the students wanted to click selfies with Mr. Kejriwal.



media. Keeping this in mind, the DSIIDC had sent a proposal to the state urban development department, in which it had sought to sell its vacant EWS flats to Central government agencies. “We had sent a proposal in



January, and will be pursuing the matter aggressively within the upcoming 15 days. Since rehabilitation of slums and JJ clusters will now be done through in-situ development, the government seems positive about selling these flats,” the oicial added. Last year, the Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) had bought vacant flats which the DSIIDC had built at Narela Phase-II for relocation of industrial workers. This time, too, it plans to approach CISF, among other Central government agencies, to sell these EWS flats. “Among DSIIDC flats, about 2,500 have been occupied so far in areas like Bapraula, Bawana, and Narela. People from the urban poor category are unwilling to come owing to lack of employment opportunities and facilities,” said a Delhi government oicial. Another important reason for these flats lying vacant is the absence of a new allotment policy. The Delhi Slum and JJ Cluster Rehabilitation and Relocation Policy, 2016, is yet to be approved and notified by the Delhi government.



Odd-even scheme: Kejriwal to take a call on female drivers today STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal will take a call on whether female drivers will continue to be exempted from the provisions of oddeven part two at a meeting review meeting here on Wednesday. According to a senior government oicial, Mr. Kejriwal will take the decision on the basis of deliberations held on the issue at the Delhi Secretariat on Tuesday. Chaired by Transport Minister Gopal Rai, the meeting was attended by close to 200 representatives from NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs), the Delhi Commission for Women (DCW), and the Transport Department, among other stakeholders. A senior government oicial said the consensus was in favour of extending exemption to women drivers, with as many as 80 per cent of the respondents of an unoicial poll conducted at the meeting throwing their weight behind it. In fact, according to the official, while the entire list of exempted categories for the upcoming leg of the experiment scheduled to be en-



‘Modi has surrendered to Pakistan’ staged by India to ‘malign Pakistan’. NEW DELHI: Chief Minister Ar“The Prime Minister called vind Kejriwal has said that over ISI oicials despite bePrime Minister Narendra ing aware that they are beModi “surrendered” to Pakis- hind the Pathankot terror attan by inviting ISI to probe tack. This means the the Pathankot terror attack. government has given them a “The country has been be- clean chit. The JIT has retrayed by the Prime Minister. portedly claimed that India On one hand, they say ‘Bharat had itself staged the attack. In Mata Ki Jai’ and on the other, 65 years of India’s history, no they call ISI and backstab Prime Minister has surrenBharat Mata,” Mr Kejriwal dered to Pakistan in the manner in which Narendra Modi tweeted. The Chief Minister’s has,” Mr. Kejriwal said at a Tweet came as a reaction to a press conference at his resireport in Pakistani media, dence at Civil Lines. He added that by inviting which said that Pakistani investigators have concluded ISI to India, Mr. Modi had mathat the terror attack was ligned the image of ‘India’. STAFF REPORTER
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“Modi should apologise to the nation. People want to know what deal has been struck between him and Nawaz Sharif. The attack in Pathankot happened a week after they met in Pakistan,” said Mr.Kejriwal. When asked about his minister’s controversial tweet against the Prime Minister on the same issue, the Delhi CM said one should focus on the sentiments expressed rather than the language used. “The masses of this country are enraged. People are wondering what is happening. The country is being sold, and you are fixated on language,” he said.



POPULAR OPINION: At a meeting held at the Delhi Secretariat on Tuesday, the consensus was in favour of extending exemption to women drivers. PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



Air quality to be monitored NEW DELHI: With the Delhi



government all set to return with the second phase of the odd-even vehicle rationing scheme, the National Green Tribunal has formed a committee to collect ambient air quality samples at diferent forced between April 15 and April 30 is expected to be the same this time around too,



locations in the Capital. The committee comprises oicials from the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Central Pollution Control Board, Delhi Pollution Control Committee, and Shriram Laboratory.— Staf Reporter the Chief Minister is likely to step up his eforts to “request VIPs to voluntarily give up



exemption” and is “hopeful of a positive response”. The DCW, too, recommended that the extension of exemption to female drivers be instituted till the government was “in a position to guarantee” women’s safety aboard public transport. Mr. Rai, who is currently engaged in daily reviews of arrangements to be made aboard Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) buses to be engaged under the Paryavaran fleet meant to be dedicated to the scheme, will announce the details related to its enforcement on April 8.



Transfer of services hits a roadblock ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: The decision of the



Haryana government to bring some of the licensed colonies here under the ambit of the Municipal Corporation of Gurgaon (MCG) seems to have hit a roadblock. Meeting a long-standing demand of the residents, Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar had in February accorded approval for the transfer of Palam Vihar, Sushant Lok Phase-I, and DLF Phase I-III, to the MCG. With services like roads, water supply, sewerage, and



Taking over licensed colonies will cost the Gurgaon civic body Rs.100 crore open spaces in these colonies being operational satisfactorily for more than five years, the colonisers concerned were directed to transfer these colonies to the MCG on ‘as is where is basis’. The transfer, however, hit a roadblock with the MCG itself not being ready to take over these sectors. “No ground work was



done before taking the decision. Many of these colonies lack basic infrastructure such as roads and sewage system. How can the MCG take over without the complete infrastructure in place?” said an MCG oicial on condition of anonymity. The oicial claimed that taking over these licensed colonies will cost Rs.100 crore to the MCG, which is already cash-crunched. “We have written to the higher authorities seeking clarification on certain points. Only after their reply will we move ahead on the issue,” said MCG Commissioner T.L. Satyaprakash.



Clarification The photograph published in the story headlined ‘Sleepless in the Capital’ on page 2 of the edition dated April 4, 2016, was for representation purposes only. Any distress caused to the persons in the photograph or their family members is regretted.
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NEW DELHI: The Aam Aadmi Party govern-



ment on Tuesday sought transfer of the ongoing matter on division of powers between the Centre and the Delhi government for the Capital's administration to a larger Bench of Delhi High Court. A Division Bench headed by Chief Justice G. Rohini is at present hearing the case. In an application filed in the court, the Delhi government said the issue involved interpretation of Article 239-AA of the Constitution regarding the Lieutenant Governor's powers on the governance of Delhi. Since the matter raised substantial question of law of a great public importance, a larger Bench of the High Court should hear it, said the plea. Delhi government's counsel Indira Jaising requested that the court decide as a preliminary issue whether the batch of petitions in the matter should be referred to a larger Bench. The Centre was trying to interpret Article 239-AA to mean that the Union government was the government of National Capital Territory of Delhi, said the counsel, adding that the Capital's



The issue involves interpretation of Article 239-AA of the Constitution regarding the L-G's powers democratically elected government would be reduced to zero by this stand. The Delhi government also said since there had been two contradicting verdicts from High Court on the issue, the case should be referred to a larger Bench. However, Additional Solicitor General Sanjay Jain, appearing for the Centre, said there was no need for referring the petitions to a larger Bench, as “appropriate government” in connection with Article 239-AA meant the Union government, where the Union Territories were concerned. Arguments in the matter, which remained inconclusive, will continue on Wednesday. The High Court's Division Bench is hearing a total of 11 petitions arising out of the dispute between the L-G and the Delhi government over division of powers.



Govt comes forward to help dentist’s son STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The Delhi government is helping Dr. Pankaj Narang’s son in getting admission to a private school in Kirti Nagar, where the family is shifting. The Deputy Chief Minister and Education Minister Manish Sisodia had received a request from Mr. Narang's wife Dr. Upma Narang and the minister has ordered the Directorate of Education to look into the request and get admission for her seven-year-old son in Springdales School or some other private school in Kirti Nagar. “It is the responsibility of the government to help Dr. Upma Narang wife of Dr. Pankaj Narang to get out of the fate-



ful trauma and live life in a peaceful manner. Therefore it is desired the Education Department may look into the request for admission of her son either in Springdales School, Kirti Nagar or any other good school in the vicinity for continuation of his education,” the communication sent to the education department read. On the evening of March 23, a group of about 12 people allegedly dragged Mr. Narang (40) out of his house and attacked him with bats, sticks and rods following which he died. The incident took place after he entered into a heated argument with two of the accused who allegedly brushed past his son on a speeding motorbike.



DEATH



Global Education Fair 2016 Andaman at ITF Ground Near Port Blair Airport from 22nd to 24th April 2016. This Mega Event will give an opportunity to directly interact with students & parents. Also provide spot admissions for eligible students. Interested Colleges/Universities/Institutions to participate or setting up of stall at this mega event visit us at www,vss.ind. in or mail us [email protected] also call us 09933280966.
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SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



GENERAL Indo American College of Nursing Moga (Punjab) requires principal, professors 5, Assist. Professors 5 in all specialities as per Inc norms pay negotiable contact Dr. Sandhu 09814156020, 098551−08443



PUBLIC NOTICES SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



PUBLIC NOTICES PUBLIC NOTICES BOOKS / PERIODICALS
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FOR JOB LISTINGS & ARTICLES, VISIT www.thehindu.com/jobs



The recognition model works all the time Companies are finding out that heart-felt appreciation of good work can go a long way in retaining talent Liffy Thomas o, the incentive has arrived. But the sense of fulfilment is still missing. Not surprising. For, salary hikes don’t always drive motivation. Employee engagement and retention involve a lot more than adding a few more numbers to salaries. In a global survey that covered 2 lakh job seekers, participants were asked to choose the most important element that they wanted to see in their new workplace, out of a list of 26 elements. The one element that most of them were looking for was “appreciation for my work” from the employer and manager, said a report of the survey commissioned by O.C. Tanner Institute. Recognition was closely followed by good relationship with colleagues, good worklife balance and good relationship with superiors. Attrac-



S
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tive salary came in at number 8, said the report. Given this, companies are forced to design human resources initiatives that incorporate a variety of factors that improve employee engagement and retention. But tangible rewards matter too. Some companies have introduced quarterly promotions as opposed to annual ones. A leading multinational company in the IT sector, for instance, started implementing a quarterly promotion system this year, with the objective of checking attrition rate among employees who are in the first three to four years of their career. For the purpose of creating a talent pool and appreciating good work, a leading private sector bank sends its promising middle-level employees to premier B-Schools for shortterm programmes. Research has also proved that recognition encourages innovation and productivity, improves trust and manager relationships and attracts and retains talent. But, are we appreciating our employees enough? “There is never an enough for recognition. Indian companies need to do more,” says Zubin Zack, director and chief recognition strategist, O.C. Tanner India, an employee recognition consulting and services company



Driven by IT sector, Karnataka is country’s top job creator K



arnataka has been ranked as the country’s top jobcreating state with over 24 per cent share during the fourth quarter of the last fiscal, according to a study. It is followed by Maharashtra (23 per cent) and Tamil Nadu (10.5 per cent), said the study by Assocham. Information technology (IT) sector created about 57 per cent of about nine lakh job openings recorded between January and March, 2016, followed by services (19 per cent) and manufacturing (11 per cent), according to the report. Banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI) sector A combination of reward and recognition is accounted for just over eight required to drive employee excellence. per cent share followed by ILLUSTRATION: K.B. JAWAHARR construction and real estate (3.5 per cent share). that designs and implements both employees and their orWithin Karnataka, ITEs acrecognition programmes for ganisations, they say. counted for over 65 per cent The recently held ‘Total Re- share in job openings across clients in India, the United wards Conclave 2016’, orga- the state followed by services States, Canada and Europe. He says vouchers and mer- nised by People Matters — a (16 per cent), manufacturing chandises are passé. “A combi- knowledge and media plat- (eight per cent), BFSI (six per nation of reward and recogni- form in the Human Resource cent) and construction and tion is required to drive space — served as a forum for real estate sector (2.5 per employee excellence,” he says, companies with low employ- cent). adding that companies should ee engagement programme to The Assocham Economic not wait for anniversaries or learn from best practices from Research Bureau (AERB) had special occasions to reward a elsewhere. Among various analysed the data sourced priways in which recognition can marily from vacancies posted good work. However, adopting employ- be shown, Zubin says, is re- by companies via various job ee recognition programmes warding the achiever in the portals together with advermay be a challenge when a presence of his/her family tisements ofering employcompany is going through a members. Or, the head of an ment opportunities published downturn, say analysts. Nev- organisation can write a note in national and regional daiertheless, rewards and recog- of appreciation to the achiev- lies across India. nition programmes benefit er. Karnataka had recorded



Of the nine lakh job openings, about 57 per cent were in the IT sector. FILE PHOTO USED FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE ONLY.



2.16 lakh job openings in the first quarter of the last fiscal followed by Maharashtra (two lakh), Tamil Nadu (93,000), Andhra Pradesh and Telangana region combined (82,000) and Haryana (72,000). Sector-wise, Karnataka leads in terms of job openings in ITES sector with 28 per cent share in over five lakh jobs created by the sector followed by Maharashtra (20.5 per cent), Tamil Nadu (11 per cent), Andhra Pradesh-Telan-



gana (10 per cent) and Uttar Pradesh (eight per cent), it said. Services sector recorded 1.69 lakh jobs in the JanuaryMarch quarter of 2015-16 with Maharashtra accounting for the “lion’s share” of about 24 per cent followed by Karnataka (21 per cent), Haryana (8.4 per cent), Uttar Pradesh (8.2 per cent) and Andhra Pradesh-Telangana (8.1 per cent). In the manufacturing sector, Maharashtra has recorded highest share with 22.5 per



cent in over 99,000 job openings, followed by Karnataka (19 per cent), Tamil Nadu (12 per cent), Andhra PradeshTelangana (9 per cent) and Gujarat (8 per cent). Maharashtra also topped with highest share in job openings recorded in BFSI and construction and real estate with a share of about 31 per cent in both sectors each, while Karnataka followed with a share of 18 per cent and 17 per cent respectively, it added. — PTI
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WAIT OVER



Palwal-Manesar stretch of KMP expressway opened highways has picked up to 20 kms a day, Union Minister Nitin Gadkari said on Tuesday as he inaugurated the long-awaited Palwal-Manesar stretch of the Kundli-Manesar-Palwal (KMP) Expressway. “Highways construction pace has now reached 20 kms a day with a target to reach 30 kms a day shortly. “The focus is to bring in policies aimed at improving the condition of villages, poor people, farmers and labourers. A strong infrastructure plays a major role in fostering development,” the Road Transport and Highways Minister said. About the Kundli-ManesarPalwal Expressway, Mr Gadkari said the project had been languishing for several years but the Centre and Haryana government resolved the issues plaguing it and the 52.33 km long section has been completed in a record time of eleven



SMOOTH SAILING: Union Minister Nitin Gadkari with Haryana Chief



Minister Manohar Lal Khattar at the inauguration of the Kundli-Manesar section of KMP Expressway at Palwal on Tuesday. - PHOTO: PTI



months. Addressing a well attended public meeting, Mr Gadkari announced that the remaining part of KMP E-way, connecting Manesar with Kundli, would be constructed with cement-concrete and a communique in this regard would be sent to the Ha-



ryana government. Such a construction will not need maintenance for next 50 years and the drive will also be smooth and hassle free, he pointed out. About the Eastern and Western Peripheral Expressways, Mr Gadkari said there are plans



‘Political will needed to resolve J&K crises’ PEERZADA ASHIQ JAMMU: Chief Minister Meh-



booba Mufti, who received a call from Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday, appealed for “a decisive political will at various levels to address the problems of Jammu and Kashmir.” Speaking at a party workers’ function here, Ms. Mufti said addressing the genuine political, economic and security concerns of J&K was an issue that went beyond power politics and required a decisive political will. Daring challenge “We shall have to take decisive measures to end the scenario of despair and trust deficit. The most daring challenge for this government is to be with the people and reach out to them,” said Ms. Mufti in her first formal



BJP, Cong. spar over Gujarat panchayat polls



speech after taking over the reins of the State. She underscored the need “to work determinedly towards mitigating the complex problems of J&K, faced as it is with decades-long political uncertainty, economic deprivation, development deficit and mounting unemployment.” She said productive development and inclusive prosperity was possible only in an environment of peace and stability. Modi's support “It necessitates that not only the people of J&K but that of the whole country join this new enterprise of hope to pull the State out of the morass and resolutely address the challenges confronting it,” said Ms. Mufti. She said Mr. Modi on his return from Saudi Arabia had called her up and “reassured



her of full support from the Government of India in mitigating the suferings of the people of J&K.” “Mufti Mohammad Sayeed and Prime Minister Modi had a shared vision for the peace and prosperity of J&K. When I met the Prime Minister in New Delhi recently, he told me that Mufti Sahab’s vision is the only way to end the problems in and around J&K,” she added. She said J&K essentially had huge stakes in peace, harmony and stability, as people both in the Kashmir and Jammu regions had to sufer enormous human tragedies and economic losses because of the hostility. She described the ‘Agenda of Alliance’ as “an agenda of more than one billion people of the country to usher the State into an era of peace, stability and prosperity.”



LUCKNOW: Amidst the row over



the issue of chanting ‘‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’, noted Islamic scholar Khalid Rasheed Farangimahal on Tuesday said institutions like Darul Uloom to complete these projects should desist from issuing fatwas on sensitive issues which within 400 days. “Once the two peripheral ex- could have a negative impact pressways are ready, the traic on the country and the congestion in Delhi will come community. The issue of slogan chantdown by 50 percent, pollution levels will be reduced and the ing has political interests infarmers, traders and the people volved in it, Farangimahal, of the region as a whole will who is also a member of All benefit due to better connectiv- India Muslim Personal Law Board (AIMPLB), said here. ity,” he said. “Communal forces in both The total length of KMP EWay is 135.6 km and spans five the communities have raised districts of Sonepat, Jhajjar, this issue with an eye on the coming Assembly elections Gurgaon, Mewat and Palwal. The stretch between Palwal and if any seminary issues fatand Manesar has been complet- wa on such a sensitive and political issue it will only help ed at a cost of Rs 457.81 crore. Now, the National Highway-2 the communal forces achieve (Delhi—Agra) is connected their goal... why are we ready with NH-8 (Delhi-Jaipur), thus to become a tool in the hands allowing vehicles going to Ra- of such vested interests,” he jasthan and beyond a passage asked. Muslims had raised the slowithout entering Delhi. This stretch has four toll gan of ‘Inkalab Zindabad” points. Though the stretch has during freedom struggle and been opened for traic from also chanted “Jai Hind”, he Tuesday, toll is not being noted, adding that if translated ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ has a charged as of now. - PTI



similar meaning. When one raises this slogan it is not any idol but the map of the country which comes to ones mind, he said. “We should rather go by historical facts and background before arriving at any
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conclusion on any issue,” he said. The issue had taken centre stage last month with AIMIM leader Asaduddin Owaisi insisting he will not chant ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ even if a knife is put to his neck.



Last week India’s largest Islamic seminary, Darul Uloom Deoband, issued a fatwa stating Muslims should refrain from chanting the slogan ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ as it was against the basic tenets of their religion. - PTI



If ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ means ‘Janta ki Jai’, ready to chant: Aiyar BHOPAL: Senior Congress leader Mani Shankar Aiyar on Tuesday said if the slogan ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ means ‘Janta ki Jai’, he is ready to be part of the rhetoric which has become a hot-button issue in the country. “I don’t have to wait for khaki knickerclad men to tell me. We are chanting ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ for a long time, but along with Jai Hind and Jai Bharat,” the former Union Minister told reporters on the sidelines of a training session of his party here. Mr. Aiyar recalled that India’s first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru had written in his book ‘Discovery of India’ that during electioneering in villages, people welcomed him with ‘Bharat Mata



ki Jai’. Nehru had asked them what this ‘Jai’ (praise) was? Whether it was a tree, mountain or earth? In the end he had summed up … “Bharat Mata ki Jai as Janta Ki Jai,” he said. Without naming BJP or RSS, Mr. Aiyar said if they meant ‘Janta Ki Jai’ by saying ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ , then he was ready to be a part of it. Mentioning Subhash Chandra Bose, he said the freedom fighter had named his group as ‘Azad Hind Fauj’ (Indian National Army). He didn’t name his fighting unit as Swatantra Bharat Sena because he wanted to connect all the people (irrespective of their religion) with freedom struggle. - PTI



SP supremo was charged with misusing his office as CM to accumulate vast amounts of wealth LUCKNOW: Samajwadi Party supremo Mulayam Singh on Tuesday charged the CBI with bothering him a lot but said he came out clean and now he was a “CBI-certified honest” person. “The person who progresses from poor section of the society has to face such (CBI probe) problems. All persons should keep their papers and accounts updated otherwise the CBI will frighten them,” he said. Mr. Singh was addressing a gathering at party oice here on the occasion of Maharshri Kashyap Nishadraj Guha anniversary. “The CBI bothered me a lot. It searched my house and also of my relatives for disproportionate assets. Fields and cattle were also counted but they got nothing. In such scenario I can say that now I am ‘CBIcertified honest’,” he said. The CBI had in 2013 cleared



IN REMEMBERANCE: Samajwadi Party president Mulayam Singh paying tribute to Maharshri Kashyap Nishadraj Guha on his birth anniversary in Lucknow on Tuesday. – PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT



Mr. Yadav of charges that he misused his oice as the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh to



Coolest one



accumulate vast amounts of wealth. It had closed the case that



began in 2007, ceding that there is “grossly insuicient evidence” against the chief of



the Samajwadi Party. Attacking Prime Minister Narendra Modi, he said his promise of giving Rs. 15 lakh to every person after getting back black money stashed away in foreign banks and jobs to unemployed remained unfulfilled. “Those who used to talk about chasing away Pakistanis are now shaking hands with them and Mr. Modi had invited their PM Nawaz Sharif for his oath-taking ceremony,” he said. He claimed that when Mr. Modi was shaking hands with his Chinese counterpart, his army was sneaking into Indian territory and when he raised the matter in Lok Sabha a hue and cry was raised and they (Chinese) had to back track. The SP supremo said that for including 17 backward castes in SC category, there was a need to hold a big conference in Delhi. - PTI



Rawat attacks Centre for deploying CISF outside rebel MLAs’ residences DEHRADUN: Former Uttarakhand



State machinary “The BJP is using the State machinery to break the panchayats and other bodies controlled by the Congress,” Gujarat Congress general secretary Nishit Vyas said, adding, “Congress members are ofered money to wrest control over the panchayats where the Congress enjoy slender majority. According to Mr Vyas, BJP may try to topple other panchayats also before the next assembly polls. After dissidence surfaced in several panchayats, the State Congress leaders and in charge of Gujarat Congress affairs Gurudas Kamat held meetings with newly elected members in all the four regions. The party leaders tried to pacify the elected members, who are not happy with panchayat presidents and other oice bearers chosen by the party.
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I am ‘CBI-certified honest’, says Mulayam



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT AHMEDABAD: The Gujarat Congress, which lost control over two district panchayats recently after its members defected to the BJP within a few months of coming to power in the local bodies, has accused the BJP of “luring its members though money and using the government machinery to break Congress ruled panchayats” in the State. In the local panchayats polls held last November, the Opposition party had swept the rural areas winning 23 of 31 district panchayats and more than 130 of 230 taluk panchayats. However, the party already lost control over Somnath and Dangs district panchayats, as some dissident members joined hands with the BJP while in the two other district panchayats, Ahmedabad and Mehsana, dissident Congress members with support of the BJP members have ensured that the panchayat budget proposals are defeated.
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Darul must not issue fatwa on sensitive issues: Islamic scholar



The pace of building highways has picked up to 20 kms a day: Gadkari PALWAL: The pace of building
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FIRST EVER: Motorwoman Mumtaz Kazi checks the air-conditioned suburban local train in Mumbai on Tuesday. - Photo: PTI



Chief Minister Harish Rawat on Tuesday targeted the Centre for deploying CISF personnel outside the residences of the nine rebel Congress MLAs here. “It is hard to understand that the force which is deployed to protect Central institutions is being deployed outside the residences of legislators and that too under President’s rule...It is strange,” Mr. Rawat told reporters. Reiterating his charge that BJP had bought Congress MLAs in Uttarakhand, Mr. Rawat said some “very important people from New Delhi had come in a Honda City car with a heavy escort of Central forces. It must be investigated who these important people were and what was the purpose of their visit.” “They were BJP sharpshooters loaded with bags of money who shot nine of Congress’ MLAs,” he said. Mr. Rawat also alleged the State sufered huge losses due to the Centre’s conspiracy and de-



manded that the Governor implement the decision taken by the Cabinet during his tenure as



chief minister as it was his “constitutional obligation”. - PTI



Bahuguna sends notice to Rawat DEHRADUN: Former



Uttarakhand Chief Minister Vijay Bahuguna has sent a defamation notice to his deposed successor Harish Rawat for alleging that he was paid Rs. 25 crore by the BJP to topple his government. Sent through his lawyer Rajeshwar Singh, the notice seeks an apology from Mr. Rawat within three days failing which appropriate legal action will be initiated against him. However, when asked at a press conference here whether he had received any defamation notice from Mr. Bahuguna, Mr. Rawat replied in the negative



saying if at all he receives such a notice in future he will reply to it in the legally sanctioned way and not through the media. “You have been constantly levelling false and baseless allegations that Rs. 25 crore have been paid into the accounts of my client by the BJP in your press conferences and public meetings,” the notice said. Terming the allegations as “highly derogatory and malicious” levelled deliberately against Mr. Bahuguna to tarnish his image, the notice demanded an unqualified apology from Mr. Rawat within three days. - PTI



Odisha govt. cautioned on violation of Naveen launches Adarsh Vidyalaya project authority of gram sabha under FRA SIB KUMAR DAS



Campaign For Survival Dignity convenor Gopinath Majhi had filed a petition with the Centre STAFF REPORTER BHUBANESWAR: The Union Ministry of Tribal Afairs has cautioned the Odisha government not to erode the authority of the gram sabha while implementing the massive forest regeneration programme – ‘Ama Jungle Yojna’ (AJY). The Naveen Patnaik government has decided to execute conservation of forests through the Vana Surakshya Samitis (VSS), informal village-level institutions, under the AJY scheme. It is proposed to undertake regeneration of forests over 2,60,000



department, which promotes VSS, was trying to usurp the constitutional power of the gram sabha recognised under the Schedule Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, through ha area from 2016-17 to the AJY. Acting on the petition, the 2021-22 The State government will Ministry wrote to Odisha’s spend Rs.1,170.02 crore in six SC/ST Development Secreyears under the AJY which is tary: “Gram Sabha is central expected to create Block to taking any decisions on community forest resources Plantation over 5,000 ha. Campaign For Survival and wherever the FRA is likeDignity (CSD), Odisha, con- ly to be implemented. As per venor Gopinath Majhi had fil- the Forest Right Rule 4(1) (e), ed a petition with the Union the gram sabha is to constituMinistry that the State forest te a committee for protection



State government will spend Rs.1,170.02 crore in six years under the AJY



and management of the Community Forest Resource Rights (CFR).” The Ministry also directed the State government to ascertain whether it was in any conflict with the provisions of the Forest Right Act. It needs to be mentioned that the Odisha government was earlier given clear direction on the authority of the gram sabha under the FRA. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs had issued guidelines that the Joint Forest Management committee or the VSS was not eligible for availing the CFR rights as per the FRA provision.



SASAN AMBAGAON: Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik launched the Odisha Adarsh Vidyalaya (OAV) project at Sasan Ambagaon village in his home constituency Hinjli in Ganjam district on Tuesday with an aim to provide modern schools on the lines of Kendriya Vidyalayas in the underdeveloped rural pockets of the State. The government aims at opening one Adarsh Vidyalaya in each of the 314 revenue blocks of the State. On Tuesday, 100 of these schools started functioning with the oicial launch of the project. The inauguration ceremony organised on the premises of the newly-constructed Vidyalaya at Sasan Ambagaon was at-



tended by Naveen Patnaik, and Ministers including Mass Education Minister Debi Prasad Mishra, Minister for Higher Education Pradeep Panigrahy, Usha Devi and Bikram Arukh. Adarsh Vidyalayas are expected to have hostel facility in future and will be ailiated to the CBSE. They would have English as the first language and Odia as the second language as medium of teaching. These schools will have teacher-pupil ratio of 1:25 and classroom-student ratio of 1:40. Around 50 per cent of total seats would be reserved for the scheduled categories and girls. The State government has appointed special teachers and principals and these schools are to be managed by



the Odisha Adarsh Vidyalaya Sangathan, formed by the State like the Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan. This year, admissions were for Classes VI, VII and VIII. In future, these schools will have classes up to XII. The schools will provide free education to students along with free uniforms and other study materials. However, there are allegations that it is a former Central scheme being projected as a project of the BJD government. Speaking to The Hindu, former Union Minister and Congress leader Chandra Sekhar Sahu termed the launch launching of Adarsha Vidyalaya project as a political move keeping the coming panchayat elections in view. ND-ND
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GREEN NORMS



Govt. notifies new rules on waste management Municipal bodies will be allowed to charge user fees and levy spot fines for littering SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Environment Ministry has notified rules making it incumbent on a wide range of groups — hotels, residential colonies, bulk producers of consumer goods, ports, railway stations, airports and pilgrimage spots — to ensure that the solid waste generated in their facilities are treated and recycled. Though the onus on garbage management would continue to be the responsibility of municipal bodies, they would be allowed to charge user fees and levy spot fines for littering and non-segregation. Though these rules would take efect from April 6, there would be a “transition period” of two to five years, beyond which fines would be imposed, said Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar. Over the past month, the Central Environment Ministry has notified a bunch of rules spanning the recycling and treatment of a variety of refuse, including biomedical, plastic and electronic waste



HEALTH HAZARD: A woman walks past a mound of garbage in New Delhi.- FILE PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



among others. “This is an essential component of Swachh Bharat (Mission) … only 70 per cent of garbage is collected and of that 30 per cent is treated … the rest is what you see around you,” said Mr. Javadekar at a press briefing. The rules on solid waste



management have been amended after 16 years and a key provision is to formalise the profession of rag-picking. “Rag-pickers form a critical arm of society…we cannot shoo them away,” said Mr. Javadekar. Nearly 62 million tonnes of waste are generated an-



nually in India, of which only 11.9 million are treated and nearly half — 31 million — is dumped in landfill sites. According to the Central Pollution Control Board, municipal authorities, as of 2013-14, have so far set up only 553 compost and vermin-compost plants, 56 bio-methana-



The road to their wedding is lined with flowers Girls aged between 14 and 16 sell jasmine in Puttur to meet their marriage expenses K. UMASHANKER CHITTOOR: People driving down the Puttur bypass road in Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh cannot miss the fragrance of jasmine which wafts through the air, with young girls selling the flowers, all neatly-strung and arranged in baskets. Thorur Cross on the outskirts of Puttur is famous for this roadside sale, which helps many girls earn a livelihood and support their families. The money they bring will also help them fund their weddings. The sight of young girls
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GAINFUL ACTIVITY: Girls hope to earn Rs. 20,000 in two years. running after cars on girls rush to vehicles that National Highway 205 stop by the roadside, between Tirupati and ofering flowers measured Chennai with jasmine-filled by the traditional hand baskets is common on the measure (approximately stretch between one foot) priced at Rs. 10 Anjeramma Kona toll plaza each. and the Thorur Cross. The For girls in the 14-18 age



group, marriage is the top priority. They are keen on building up savings, and believe that over a few years there will be enough to help them fund their marriage expenses. They would be immensely happy to even earn their “dowry” and lessen the “burden” on their parents, they say. On an average, the girls hope to earn Rs. 20,000 in a couple of years, mostly in the summer months. Doesn’t the scorching sun bother them? Selvi (16), from a village near Pichatur mandal, has a cool answer: “Our job is to earn ourselves a husband.”



tion plants, 22 refuse derived fuel plants and 12 waste-toenergy plants. By 2031, municipal solid waste is expected to increase to 165 million tonnes and, if untreated, would require 1240 hectares of land. According to the new rules, local bodies with a population of one lakh or more were required to set up solid waste processing facilities within two years, census towns below a lakh would be given three years and old and abandoned dump sites would have to be closed or bio-remedied within five years. Experts rued the rules as “extremely romantic” because there was no binding provision on fines. “There ought to have been something concrete on whether the polluter pays,” said Swati Sambyal, Programme Oicer, Solid Waste Management, Centre for Science and Environment. “Moreover, implementing this across the country would mean that municipalities would have to change several by-laws.”
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Haryana doctors to get Rs. 1,000 for post-mortem, up from Rs. 10 CHANDIGARH: Government doc-



tors in Haryana will now be given Rs. 1,000 for performing post-mortem, marking a huge jump from the meagre Rs 10 they used to get till now. “Now doctors and their assistants of Class IV, shall be given Rs 1,000 and Rs 500, respectively, for performing post-mortem in hospitals,” Haryana Health Minister Anil Vij said on Tuesday. Till now, they have been getting Rs 10 and Re 1 per postmortem. This decision was taken in a review meeting of Health and Medical Education Departments presided over by Mr Vij here, an oicial release said. He said all hospitals shall soon be made online under the e-Upchar system. So far, the complete record of patients of nine district hospitals, a Community Health Centre, a Primary Health Centre, a AYUSH hospital, a Medical Colleges at Khanpur and Nalhar, have been made online, he said. The record of patients taking treatment in these hospitals would also be available online in other hospitals too for their treatment. - PTI
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Reservation issue rocks Maharashtra Assembly STAFF REPORTER MUMBAI: The Maharashtra Assembly on Tuesday had to be adjourned after four protesters entered the Visitors’ Gallery and raised anti-government slogans. The incident brought back the focus on reservation to the Dhangar community, a poll promise by the BJP that is yet to be fulfilled, The Opposition seized the opportunity to slam the government, which assured reservation for the community under the Scheduled Tribe (ST) quota at its first Cabinet meeting after assuming power. The Speaker had to intervene, directing the government to submit its statement on the status of the demand. Following Tuesday’s incident, the Leader of Opposition in the State Assembly, Radhakrishna Vikhe Patil, warned the government of dire consequences if it failed to meet the expectations of the community. “Just like the Dhangar reservation issue, Marathas and Muslims too have been kept waiting,” said Mr. Patil. “We haven’t heard any government representative speaking on this issue. Have they forgotten it?” Nationalist Congress Party



Bengaluru paper leak: Former lecturer emerges key suspect



The House was adjourned on Tuesday over the Dhangar quota issue.



(NCP) leader Jayant Patil said: “Today the angry young men shouted from the audience gallery. Tomorrow they might stop BJP leaders from roaming in their own districts. What will the government do then?” Former Deputy CM Ajit Pawar too reminded Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis of his speech in Baramati, where he had reiterated his government’s promise. “Forget the first Cabinet, almost one-and-a-halfyears have passed, and the government is not moving on the issue. Those who can support you can bring you down as well,” he said. With no Cabinet Minister from the BJP present in the House, it was left to party MLA Yogesh Sagar and Anil Gote to assure the House that the government would not back down from its promise, and the Dhangars would get reservation.



Sajad Lone ‘unhappy’ with portfolio again SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT BENGALURU: The investigation



by the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) into the chemistry question paper leaks has pointed at a former lecturer, Shivakumar, who has now emerged as a key suspect in the scam. He was also the prime accused in the 2012 question paper leakage case. The sleuths, after analysing the mobile phone call records, came across Shivakumar, a former lecturer and a native of Tumakuru, who is now on the run. Sources said Shivakumar took voluntary retirement to start tutorials



Shivakumar



across the State and allegedly had nexus with the DPUE officials to get the question papers. The CID has detained a few associates of Shivakumar



for questioning, and they are suspected to have played an active role in circulating the leaked question papers. The detention of Shivakumar could lead the investigators to the key culprit in the department who may have leaked the paper, sources said. Speaking to reporters during his visit to the DPUE office, Minister of State for Primary and Secondary Education Kimmane Ratnakar said once the CID investigation was complete, action would be initiated against officials who had failed to conduct the exams as per protocol.



JAMMU: Peoples Conference legislator Sajad Lone on Tuesday failed to join the newly allocated State Social Welfare Ministry amid reports of his being disappointed over the portfolio. Sources in the PC said Mr. Lone, who met Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 2014 and later decided to work closely with the BJP after the polls, was disappointed after “the BJP reneged from its promise made to allocate a more significant portfolio.” BJP leaders confirmed that Mr. Lone “was disappointed [with the portfolio]” but denied that he resigned.
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Congress unsure what to think of Bharat Mata Ki Jai



Remembering Chishti



Party leadership is quietly discussing how to construct a response MEHBOOB JEELANI NEW DELHI: At a time when Bha-



GRAND SPECTACLE: Muslims pray at the Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti shrine during the Urs in Ajmer on Tuesday. — PHOTO: PTI



rat Mata Ki Jai slogan is debated in the light of nationalism, the Congress high command has asked its leadership that in order to be clear on the question of patriotism they should read The Discovery of India, a historical account written by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in the early 1940s that emphasises on the need of preserving India’s secular character. “The book explains in totality what Indian nationalism means,” said senior Congress leader Digvijay Singh. “It means that everyone in this country is part of Bharat Mata.” Mr.Singh’s perspective on the slogan, however, contradicts with the party’s minority cell chairman Khurshid Ahmed Saiyed’s, who considers Jai Hind as the “most patriotic”



slogan. “The Congress has been saying Jai Hind from 1925; it was the favourite slogan of Subas Chandra Bose but Bharat Mata Ki Jai is the slogan of the RSS. We don’t like the way they [RSS] are trying to use it against us,” said Mr.Saiyed. While the Congress continues to face questions whether it recognises Bharat Mata ki Jai as an ultimate slogan of nationalism, its leadership is quietly discussing how to construct a response that falls in secular margins and also not “annoy” the country’s majority Hindu population. As the rhetoric around the slogan turned shrill in the last two days, the Congress condemned the statements of Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis who said that those who refuse to chant the slogan have no right to live in



India. It also condemned the statement of Baba Ramdev, a celebrity yoga guru, who said if not for law he would have beheaded “lakhs” of people for not chanting Bharat Mata ki Jai. But at the same time, the party maintained that there is nothing wrong in chanting the slogan. On March 16, the similar ambiguity surfaced glaringly when the Congress legislators in Maharashtra assembly sought the suspension of Waris Pathan, a Muslim member of All India Majlis-E-Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM), after he refused to chant Bharat Mata ki Jai on the House floor. A lawmaker ailiated with the Shiv Sena had asked him to chant the slogan to demonstrate his nationalism. The cry raised by the Congress lawmakers for Pathan’s suspension even stunned the BJP members as they were



Four more held in Kolkata Army to test new recruitment system The changes are partly aimed at flyover collapse case reducing fratricide DEEPU SEBASTIAN EDMOND & DINAKAR PERI



STAFF REPORTER KOLKATA: A city court on Tues-



day remanded eight oicials of the Hyderabad-based construction company, IVRCL, in police custody till April 11, in connection with the Vivekananda flyover collapse on Thursday. Police arrested four more IVRCL oicials late on Monday, taking the total number of arrests in the case to eight. So far, 27 persons have died in the collapse, while



many are being treated in hospitals. “Four more oicials of the IVRCL — A.K. Gopal Krishna Murti, Director of Operations, Monitoring and review (Kolkata Region), S.K. Ratnam, Deputy General Manager (monitoring cell) along with senior engineers Shyamal Manna and B. Manna — were arrested on Monday,” said Joint Commissioner of Police (Crime) Debashish Boral. The flyover, located in the



congested marketplace of Burrabazar in North Kolkata, collapsed partially. With rising public anger, the police slapped murder charges against the arrested IVRCL oicials. Apart from murder, they were also charged with attempt to murder and criminal conspiracy. However, legal experts earlier told The Hindu the charges of murder and attempt to murder may not stand in court as the incident was not pre-planned.



Spanish tourist molested in Ajmer



Congress raps Modi for KG basin fiasco



STAFF REPORTER



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



JAIPUR: Six persons were ar-



NEW DELHI: Seeking a “joint



rested in Ajmer on Tuesday for attacking four foreign nationals and allegedly molesting a Spanish woman. On Monday evening, the tourists were on their way to the Ajaypal temple in Ajmer, when some miscreants started following them. The tourists started running to escape the miscreants. However, the miscreants grabbed the Spanish woman by her hand and allegedly molested her. When her friend tried to save her, stones were pelted at him, which resulted in bleeding from his head, the police said on Tuesday. An FIR against the molestation was registered at the Ajmer’s Ganj police station on Monday evening and six persons were arrested, the Circle Oicer of Dargah police station in Ajmer, Dilip Kumar Saini, told The Hindu. “ The man who sufered head injury was hospitalised and was discharged [on Tuesday morning],” Mr. Saini said.



CHENNAI/NEW DELHI: The Army will begin trials from June on a selection system that will, for the first time, include a psychological test for candidates to non-oicer positions. Manas Kumar Mandal, Director-General (Life Sciences) at the DRDO, linked the changes at least in part to his organisation’s eforts to reduce fratricide and suicide within the forces. “We have suggested the PBOR [Personnel Below Oicer Rank] selection system and it will be implemented



‘BJP should act against V.K. Singh’ OMAR RASHID



parliamentary” probe into the Gujarat government’s investment in the KG basin gas block, the Congress on Tuesday targeted Prime Minister Narendra Modi over a report submitted by Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG), suggesting the project was a “the waste of public money.” Senior Congress leader Anand Sharma said the CAG finding had estimated the loss at Rs. 20,000 crore and squarely blamed Prime Minister Modi since the money was invested when he had been the chief minister between 2011 and 2014. ‘PM is not above law’ “The Prime Minister is not above the law and Rs 20,000 crore cannot be squandered. We demand a joint parliamentary committee probe,” Mr Sharma, a former union minister, said. The CAG report, was submitted in the Gujarat assembly last week, punched holes at the working of Gujarat State Petroleum Cor-



Anand Sharma says the CAG finding has estimated the loss at Rs. 20,000 cr. poration (GSPC), saying there were no signs of gas production in the KG block even a decade after Mr Modi had declared that the Corporation had found gas there. ‘Uncertainty’ The auditor also said future prospects of the block is wrapped in “uncertainty,” said Mr. Sharma. “Then Chief Minister Modi said 20 million cubic feet of gas was discovered in KG basin, worth $50 billion. Films were shown and highly publicised in and around India and the world. Investors were called in and two companies were formed. As per the CAG report the companies were inept. This resulted in a massive loss to Gujarat and its treasury and the state petroleum corporation,” Mr. Sharma added.



LUCKNOW: A day after the BJP sacked its Uttar Pradesh women’s unit president Madhu Mishra for her alleged casteist remarks, Bahujan Samaj Party chief Mayawati on Tuesday said the punitive measure was a mere “eyewash” and a “formality.” Ms. Mayawati said if the BJP “is really serious about the honour of Dalits, it must first act against Union Minister General (retd.) V.K. Singh,” who allegedly used the “dog” allegory while referring to a Dalit’s death. She questioned the silence of Prime Minister Narendra Modi over his Minister’s comments. The “BJP and its company’s casteist and anti-Dalit face is beyond doubt” and it is due to this mentality that even after coming to power the party’s top leaders do not resist from humiliating Dalits and talking of depriving them of their constitutional rights of reservation,” Ms. Mayawati said. She said the BJP’s chaal, charitra and chehra (conduct, character and face) were casteist and anti-Dalit.



and suicide within the forces this June. Like oicers, we will now introduce the selection system to test for all these vulnerabilities on the ground. Therefore, five years down the line, any such incidents will disappear. It is getting implemented at the ADG-level,” said Dr. Mandal. He was answering questions from the audience after delivering the third B.R. Sengupto Memorial Lecture at



IIT-Madras on Monday. “It is being done on a trial basis in the regimental centre right now and not across the country,” said an Army spokesperson on the new tests. He added that a manual had been prepared to conduct the test. Dr. Mandal has worked extensively on fratricides and suicides, weaving his findings into recruitment policy. “There was a time when there was a large number of suicides: about 13.4 per lakh. Today, it has gone down drastically— it is close to eight per lakh. The Indian average is 12.8 per lakh. I think we



have brought it down despite having very diicult situation in the forces, because they never meet their family….but they are safeguarding our borders,” he said. He said that his eforts had been successful when it comes to fratricide: “Today, we are reaching out to every region. We have got such six courses in the Indian Armed Forces, as a result of which, there is a very heavy reduction. There is no fratricide.” Dr. Mandal, devoted almost all of his speech to talk about the need to scout for a new kind of military leadership.



Boyfriend booked for suicide of TV actor in Mumbai SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: The Bangur Nagar police on Tuesday registered a case against Rahul Raj Singh, the boyfriend of actor Pratyusha Banerjee who allegedly committed suicide, for harassing her to the point of taking the extreme step. The police said that the complaint was registered after Pratyusha’s parents recorded a fresh statement with the investigating team on Tuesday afternoon. Police oicials said Rahul had been booked for abetment to suicide, criminal intimidation and assault under the Indian Penal Code. Pratyusha (24), a television actor best remembered for her portrayal of Anandi in Balika Vadhu, was found hanging from the ceiling fan in her Goregaon apartment on Friday last week. A day later, her parents, Shankar and Soma Banerjee, had told the police that they did not have any complaint against Rahul. In the next few days, however, several of her friends in the television industry made



only asking for an apology from him. Back in New Delhi, the party high-command could not rationalise with what had happened in the Maharashtra assembly with some leaders refusing to comment on Mr.Pathan’s suspension, some simply distancing themselves from the controversy. Within 48 hours, the Congress president Sonia Gandhi, as per the party spokeswoman Priyanka Chaturvedi, initiated an internal inquiry—the report of which hasn’t been submitted as yet. Eminent academic and political scientist Zoya Hasan told The Hindu that Congress party’s “ambivalence” on the issue is not surprising “because of the its leadership's realisation that the BJP had come up with a slogan that is striking a chord with people.”



One militant killed in Kashmir gun battle PEERZADA ASHIQ & PTI JAMMU: One militant was killed in gun battle with security forces in Kashmir on Tuesday. Security forces were engaged in gun battles with militants in two separate operations in north and south Kashmir. The first operation began in north Kashmir’s Kupwara district where the security forces spotted more than two militants. “Shiekhpura in Lalpora area of Kupwara district was cordoned of. The hiding militants opened fire at the security forces. They are being chased,” said a police spokesman. The second gun battle started in Pulwama district. An unidentified militant was killed in the Pulwama encounter.



Unrest on NIT Srinagar campus again SRINAGAR: Unrest was wit-



Rahul Raj Singh is still in a hospital in Kandivali. — File photo



Parents give fresh statements; actor’s friends allege that Rahul was abusive and harassed her allegations in the media that Rahul was an abusive boyfriend, and this had led to Pratyusha becoming depressed. They further alleged that Rahul’s ex girlfriend, Saloni Sharma, had also been harassing her. She had gone to the actor’s house and assaulted her. On Tuesday afternoon, Pratyusha’s parents record-



ed a fresh statement with the Bangur Nagar police. “Her parents have said Rahul used to harass her and we have registered a complaint on the basis of their allegations. We will be verify the allegations before taking any further action,” said Joint Commissioner of Police (Law and Order) Deven Bharti. Investigating oicials said Rahul, who is still in the Shree Sai Hospital in Kandivali, would not be arrested before the contents of Pratyusha’s parents’ statements had been verified and corroborative evidence gathered.



nessed at NIT Srinagar on Tuesday, the scene of last week’s clash, with outstation students expressing a sense of insecurity attempted to leave the campus, leading to a confrontation with the policemen who resorted to a lathicharge. Some of the students were injured in the incident. With the situation being tense, the CRPF was deployed later on Tuesday night on the campus and Jammu and Kashmir government assured full security to the students from other states studying here. Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh also called up Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti and discussed with her the situation at the NIT. — PTI



Nitish likely to take over as JD(U) chief AMARNATH TEWARY PATNA: Janata Dal (United)



President Sharad Yadav’s declaration that he would not seek a fourth term as party president has given a fillip to speculation that Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar may don the mantle in preparation for a larger national role ahead of the 2019 Lok Sabha elections. The buzz in the State’s political corridors also suggested that Mr Yadav may once again be given charge of a new party that will follow the merger of the JD(U), Rashtriya Lok Dal and Jharkhand Vikas Morcha (Prajtantrik) (JVM-P). The announcement about the merger and new political formation is likely any day. Since 2006 Mr. Sharad Yadav has been JD(U) party president for three consecutive terms. He was elected for a third term in 2013 by amending party’s constitution which earlier had allowed a maximum of two terms for a party president. The JD(U) National Council CM YK



meeting is scheduled for April 10 to be held in New Delhi. Should he take over, Mr Kumar might be the main contender against Prime Minister Narendra Modi for the country’s top post in 2019. The prelude to that big match will be the Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh early next year. According to party sources, a strategy meeting was held recently in Patna between top JD(U) leaders — K.C. Tyagi, R.C.P. Singh and Nitish Kumar, political advisor and strategist Prashant Kishor, who is working with Mr Kumar, and Jayant Chaudhury, son of RLD Chief, Ajit Singh. The meeting decided to expand the base of the parties beyond their regional constituencies. It was also decided to fast track the merger of the JD(U) with Ajit Singh-led Rashtriya Lok Dal and Jharkhand Vikas Morcha of former Jharkhand CM Babulal Marandi towards that strategy, with the name of the new party likely to be announced



any day. Party sources further said JD(U) leaders K.C. Tyagi and R.C.P. Singh along with Jayant Chaudhury would visit the Election Commission in the next few days to decide on the name, party symbol and the flag of the new party. The name of the newly merged party, sources told The Hindu, could be Jan Vikas Party (JVP). Chief Minister Nitish Kumar aims to repeat the Bihar experience with another Mahagatbandhan or Grand Alliance against the BJP and ruling Samajwadi Party in U.P. Rallies have been planned at Varanasi, Lakhimpur Kheri, Meerut and Basti which will be addressed by Mr Kumar and other leaders in coming days. The Lalu Prasad-led Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD), a coalition partner with the JD(U) in Bihar, has however, kept away from the upcoming merger and is yet to reveal its plans for U.P. polls. “Lalu Prasad is a relative of Mulayam Singh Yadav and hence may be dragging his



feet on joining the alliance against the ruling party SP,” a JD(U) leader told The Hindu. Speculation is also rife that Mr Sharad Yadav may be the national President of the newly merged party, Mr Ajit Singh the chairman of the party’s Parliamentary Board, Mr Marandi the Party vicepresident and Mr Tyagi the general secretary. Mr. Kumar may not hold two posts i.e. Chief Minister and party president, which would allow the opposition to target him. “These are all speculations but nothing can also be ruled out at this stage,” a senior JD(U) leader told The Hindu. Meanwhile, the opposition BJP took a swipe at Mr Kumar over his likely elevation as JD(U) President. “Basically the JD(U) is a oneman party and Nitish Kumar takes all the decision…if he become the party president it will be easy for him to take whatever decisions he wants to take. Will he hold both the posts?” asked senior State BJP leader Nand Kishore Yadav. ND-ND
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The inheritance of loss wednesday, april 6, 2016



Staying accommodative he Reserve Bank of India’s reiteration of an accommodative stance after it cut the repo rate by 25 basis points on Tuesday is a clear and unequivocal message that the monetary authorities stand ready to spur economic growth. Indeed, Governor Raghuram Rajan has gone a step further by explicitly stating that going forward, policymakers will be looking for greater elbow room, including in additional readings of low headline inflation, indications of softening core inflation, and evidence of transmission of its previous interest rate reductions. Explaining the rationale for his policy action, Dr. Rajan said the RBI’s aim is to help give a monetary fillip to private investment, which is currently becalmed by low capacity utilisation. The central bank’s focus on domestic growth comes not a moment too soon. International Monetary Fund chief Christine Lagarde on Tuesday warned that the global economy is losing momentum, with the recovery being “too slow, too fragile”. Among the headwinds that both Ms. Lagarde and Dr. Rajan have cited is China’s current slowdown. For India, this year’s monsoon will be a critical factor. If, as the RBI has assumed in its policy formulation, rainfall during the season is broadly normal after two consecutive years of shortfall, it would provide a healthy supply shock: simultaneously bolstering rural demand and boosting the availability of farm produce. That would help temper inflationary trends. The RBI, for its part, has found comfort in a string of data points. These include its Consumer Confidence Survey that shows a marginal improvement in consumer sentiment and the manufacturing purchasing managers’ index reflecting a continuing expansion. And survey outcomes — both for industrial and services outlook for the first quarter of the new fiscal year — suggesting that business expectations remain positive have fed into the central bank’s decision to retain its 7.6 per cent forecast for growth in gross value added terms for 2016-17. On the inflation front, the RBI has drawn reassurance from the fact that food inflation eased in the second half of the last financial year, notably as a result of a decline in prices and not as a result of the base efect. The central bank expects retail inflation to continue to decelerate and remain around 5 per cent this year. And showing that it has not dropped its guard against incipient price pressures, the monetary authority flagged uncertainties such as historic lows in reservoir levels, the recent upturn in prices of commodities, especially oil, and the impact of the implementation of the Seventh Central Pay Commission’s recommendations, all meriting close watch. Dr. Rajan is convinced that improved monetary transmission holds the key to unlocking credit. To that end, the move to a marginal cost of funds based lending rate regime has already helped pare borrowing costs by at least 25 to 50 basis points, according to initial estimates of the RBI. The coming months will tell if Dr. Rajan’s pointed eforts to clean up banks’ balance sheets will also help augment funds availability in the real economy.



T



Lessons from a massacre t is diicult to equate delayed justice with ‘justice denied’ in all cases. There may be occasions when even a delayed conviction can send out a message that there is no such thing as permanent impunity. The verdict of a Special CBI Court in Lucknow sentencing 47 police personnel to life imprisonment for participating in one of the most heinous massacres perpetrated in the name of an ‘encounter’ with armed terrorists, is one such instance in which some sort of accountability has been established, and the law has caught up with the perpetrators. On July 12, 1991, a bus carrying Sikh pilgrims was intercepted by the police about 125 km from Pilibhit in Uttar Pradesh, and all the men among them were taken away in a van. The police later claimed that the men were terrorists and that 10 of them were killed in three diferent ‘encounters’ in the forests that night. A Central Bureau of Investigation probe ordered by the Supreme Court later revealed that the victims were killed in fake encounters. The agency charge-sheeted 57 personnel, but 10 of them died during the course of the trial. It is worth recalling that militancy was at its peak in Punjab at the time. There were fears that it had spilled over from Punjab to the Terai region of Uttar Pradesh. The police in both States suspected that some Punjab militants were active in the Terai too, and Pilibhit, a district with a significant Sikh population, was under watch. It was also a phase in which the state was seen to be using questionable tactics to eliminate suspected terrorists. A judicial commission appointed by the Kalyan Singh government had given a clean chit to the police, even contending that the oicers involved in the Pilibhit operation deserved ‘commendation’. But the CBI came to a diferent conclusion. However, the agency was faulted by human rights activists for leaving out superior oicers, especially the Superintendent of Police at the time, R.D. Tripathi, from the charge sheet. Many felt that a nightlong operation involving personnel from several police stations could not have taken place without the knowledge of the district police chief. The trial judge, too, has noted that senior oicers posted in the district at the time could have been part of the conspiracy. It is possible to commend the agency for successfully prosecuting those involved, but it is the families of the victims that deserve credit for their perseverance. However, the long delay and the failure to bring higher oicials to book will surely cast a shadow on the quality of justice meted out in such cases. In troubled times, uniformed men tend to resort to extrajudicial killing not only to wreak vengeance on militants or extremists targeting their colleagues and civilians, but also to garner rewards and promotions. It can only be hoped that a verdict fixing responsibility will help end the culture of impunity seemingly enjoyed by the security forces, and bring a sense of closure to instances of such excesses.



I



CM YK



The Jammu and Kashmir Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) captured power a mere three years after it was founded in 1999. As if the lightning speed with which it captured power SIDDIQ was not surprising enough, it WAHID did so with only 16 elected MLAs against the 28 of the National Conference (NC). The result did two things: it created the façade of a democratic choice between two State parties and cut the NC down to size. Those who accuse the deep state in Delhi of manipulating politics to ensure that Kashmir is browbeaten, acquiescent and isolated can be forgiven. The PDP started its first term well in 2002. It instituted the “healing touch” slogan. It managed to ratchet down some of the Army’s easy, overt and self-confident everyday humiliation of civil society that had become a new normal. It introduced cell phones in the State, a bold move then. And it initiated important ornamental developmental projects, such as the one along the Jhelum river. Regionally the PDP devolved power to Ladakh and took Jammu into confidence. Internationally it called for India-Pakistan dialogue on Kashmir with uncanny confidence for an establishment-favoured party and convinced Delhi to allow buses and trucks to ply across the Line of Control, albeit with severe restrictions. On the political front it produced an interesting “self-rule” document that challenged Delhi’s stated position. The second coming So it was not much of a surprise when it won 28 seats in the 2014 Assembly election. In fact, many had expected the PDP to win at least eight or 10 more seats, giving it close to a majority. But that was not to be and it had to settle for a coalition. However, for a party that had steered so deftly through the waters of the troubled Jammu and Kashmir State, the PDP became inexplicably hesitant and



Mehbooba Mufti begins her term as the first woman Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir with her credibility diminished after the vacillation over government formation. How quickly she regains her mojo will determine her political future and that of the State



tually doing what she concludes is best; but giving an ear to the people’s will goes a long way in acquiring a feel for their pulse. The opacity of the PDP’s decision-making process as the BJP allowed them to twist in the wind has done Ms. Mufti much damage. Second, a political leader cannot overlook the first lesson of leadership: taking calculated risks for the betterment of the people you presume to lead. During this latest hiatus in Jammu and Kashmir’s civilian governance, unconfident. Much has been written about ership abilities among the people. Some have Ms. Mufti has shown herself to be risk-averse the oddity of its coalition with its emblematic ofered her the false hope of escaping this in dealing with Delhi when in power and and ideological opposite, the Bharatiya Jana- perception by suggesting that she now has more willing to risk the ire of her constituenta Party (BJP). The arguments and counter- the option of portraying herself as being un- cy. This will not make governance easy. Finally, the ultimate test of leadership is arguments about the coalition can be willing to compromise for power. It is an imsummed up thus: the PDP fell in line with the pression that cannot be sustained in the light courage of conviction in diicult times. It pattern of accepting that political power in of her eventual decision to return to the sta- could not have been easy for the Chief MinisKashmir does not flow from its people but tus quo ante. Besides, the people of Kashmir ter to discover, as it’s rumoured that 15, if not from being submissive to Delhi. It is a pattern are way past such naiveté. But Ms. Mufti’s ac- more, PDP MLAs had indicated a readiness despised because it favours individual legis- tions, or more accurately her inaction, after to form the government with the BJP “with or lators, not the State collective. There were her father’s demise demonstrate that she without Mehbooba”. Everything about her past suggests that if this was true, she would call their bluf, expose the greedy politicians The impression of being unwilling to compromise for power is and give the people an opportunity to punish one that cannot be sustained in the light of her eventual decision them in the next election. To have succumbed to their blackmail was not an into return to the status quo ante. Besides, the people of Kashmir stance of making pragmatic political concessions; it was one of capitulation.



are way past such naiveté....



many who argued that the late Mufti Mohammad Sayeed, if anyone, could best the choppy waters of such an image and its constraints. But, sadly, he passed away after less than a year in oice. Expectations of his daughter Mehbooba Mufti, who has acquired the mantle, were high. After all, she has been credited or defamed, depending on your perspective on State politics, for earning the “soft separatists” sobriquet for the PDP with her activism. However, in the last three months she suddenly became indecisive, awkward and tentative, casting serious doubts about her lead-



may lack the courage of conviction of her pre-election politics and her pre-government-formation posturing. Losing her touch? Three examples will suice as evidence of her backsliding on long-held positions. First, not once did Ms. Mufti, who is known for her rapport with the people, speak to her broader constituency after January 7 [Mufti Mohammad Sayeed’s demise]. She was a perfect candidate to do what politicians do when faced with a Hobson’s choice: approach the people and ask them for their preference. The politician may end up even-



CARTOONSCAPE



The must-do list Thirteen months ago the State Assembly was wobbling immediately after it started. Today it is a house of cards that can tumble even against a moderate breeze. But it would be churlish negativity to not wish Ms. Mufti and the new government well in its uphill trudge, no matter how much one disagrees with them. As for the tasks ahead, there appear to be at least three important ones. To begin with, there is a need for the PDP to regain its credibility in Kashmir, its key constituency. There are those in the kitchen cabinet who probably argue that there will be a turnaround in perception once there is development on the ground. It would be a grim mistake to believe them. Those who enjoy pelf from proximity to power are very few in number. It is the other 90 per cent one has to answer to, and the PDP’s credibility with them is as low as it gets. Ms. Mufti should be harsh on the Trojan horses within her party who believe in grazing on pastures provided to them by the party but drink at the opposite well, even if it be the well of its coalition partner. With the government in place, they will have less manoeuvrability for a while. She should isolate them and weed them out. The people of Kashmir will appreciate it. Third, the PDP must transparently, loudly and unrelentingly press for delivery by the BJP without splitting hairs over the interests of its State unit and the majoritarian rulers at the Centre. It may threaten the government’s longevity, but better the short one of an Achilles than the insulting period of twisting in the wind that the State has seen in the last 15 months. Even in sceptical Kashmir, there is always a honeymoon period for newly elected governments, albeit shorter than that of others. It would not be wrong to assume that the same applies for the first woman Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir. What she can make of it may well determine her political future. Siddiq Wahid is former Vice-Chancellor, Islamic University of Science and Technology, Kashmir.
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The Panama papers



Mehbooba is CM



Last year, it was Swiss Leaks, a global list with over 1,100 Indians holding secret bank accounts in HSBC Geneva, which shaped the debate over black money parked overseas. Now, it’s the Panama papers (“Centre orders probe against Indians linked to tax havens”, April 5). The revelations are a chance for the BJP government to translate its promise of unearthing black money. The list of Indians — some of them so-called “role models” and “brand ambassadors” for us in India such as Amitabh Bachchan and Aishwarya Rai — is an eye-opener.



Mehbooba Mufti has become the byword for empathy and solace, mainly in south Kashmir, on account of her gusto and ability to take on the administration whenever there are excesses. She has an image of being a leader in step with the elected representatives of the Jammu region. Now that she has become the Chief Minister (April 5), she must focus all her energy in being an able chief, with her priorities being school education and inviting industry to Kashmir. She also requires political, moral and diplomatic support to help her succeed against the odds.



M. Govindaraj, Gudiyatham, Tamil Nadu



Vinod C. Dixit, Ahmedabad



Given the appallingly slow pace of investigations into how the rich and the famous use tax havens to hide their wealth, one wonders whether the latest disclosures would eventually lead to the ofenders facing the music. These are not simple cases of tax evasion. Finding out the sources of funding of such ofshore investments is equally important as such money could also be used in money laundering.



One hopes that Ms. Mufti’s chief ministership will be a challenge to fundamentalists and misogynists who cannot countenance a woman becoming the head of government. After playing hardball in renegotiating the terms of the agenda of alliance with the BJP, Ms. Mufti should ensure that the sensitive border State does not drift.



S.K. Choudhury, Bengaluru



The news that some of the “leading lights” of India figure in the papers shows how corruption has exponentially increased in the liberalised Indian economy. The Modi government has not done anything exemplary to look into the issue of black money and it remains to be seen what the Prime Minister intends to do. K.P. Prabhakaran Nair, Kozhikode



For any efective investigation to take place it is imperative to make the findings of the agency transparent and free of political influence. For this the government requires strong political will as there appear to be heavyweights on the list. The government must also closely cooperate with international groups to build a global network that cracks down on money laundering. Gagan Pratap Singh, Noida, Uttar Pradesh



Padmini Raghavendra, Secunderabad



Run-up to TN election The seat-sharing arrangement between the DMK and the Congress will make no diference as the two parties lost heavily in the last Lok Sabha election having been shunned by voters as being scam-tainted (“DMK gives Congress 41 seats”, April 5). The Congress has nothing to lose in tying up with the DMK after G.K. Vasan and Jayanthi Natarajan severed ties with it and went their ways. The AIADMK may have sufered some setback in its flood relief management but its vote bank is intact, notwithstanding the DMK patriarch’s optimism and his son’s novel attempts at galvanising the cadres and people. Other parties in the fringe have a little or no role in the next government formation. S. Vasudevan, Chennai



Ranking institutions The National Institutions Ranking Framework (NIRF) by the Ministry of Human Resource Development



will open a Pandora’s box (“IIT-M, JNU stand first in govt. ranking”, April 5). First in the list is its timing. With the ‘admissions season’ round the corner, students looking to study in reputed institutions will not have much time to make up their minds. The Central and State universities have been clubbed together, so there are bound to be questions on the parameters adopted (“Tamil Nadu editions, “State varsities fare poorly in rankings”, April 5). The country is also being well served by many autonomous institutions that have their own expertise and excellence. Have they been taken into consideration? Disciplines like literature, commerce and social work appear to have been left out. Another point is whether the assessment by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council carries weight now. Since the evaluation has been based on data received from the institutions (“Institutions ranked on selfverification criteria”, April 5), it is advisable to cross-check this with an independent agency. Nicholas Francis, Madurai



Prior to this, Indian students have had to rely on the Shanghai or the QS World Rankings which do not take into account the peculiarities of our subcontinent. In many countries, this exercise has been outsourced to third parties, so the move by the Indian government is praiseworthy. However, the methodology needs to be improve. Ways and means should also be found to reassure students about the authenticity of the data. Third, the categories should include the arts and sciences. Fourth, the rankings should include ‘IPs/ patents by the institute’, ‘student satisfaction’, etc. Outreach and inclusivity are useful data to help students get a feel of the composition and outlook of the university. Saishankar Swaminathan, Chennai



“Graduation outcomes” is one of the evaluation metrics. Many on both “the left” and “the right” passionately oppose an outcomebased approach to education, although their reasons are diferent.



A focus on results, on what students actually learn and how well they learn it, enables taxpayers to hold educators accountable for results. But this apparent good idea has led to considerable conflict, a major reason for this being the point that the Centre/States turned over the task of defining outcomes to the educational oicials most threatened by the process. Educators have proceeded to promote rather vague outcomes, often reflecting politically correct positions, instead of knowledge, skills, and cognitive academic outcomes. Establishing high and uniform academic standards, with a system of accountability, and encouraging greater diversity and types of instruction available through expanded choice programmes are some solutions. K.M.K. Murthy, Kochi



It is surprising that JNU, “oicially” ranked first among the top educational institutions of the country, does not find a place among the ‘top 200 universities in the world’ or the ‘top 100 universities in Asia’ — Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World Asian Universities Ranking. IIT Bombay and IIT Madras are ranked 39 and 40, respectively, in Asia. The Indian Institute of Science is at 73 and Delhi University at 76. The NIRF should be transparent about the criteria adopted by it to rank Indian universities. Does the fact that both JNU and the University of Hyderabad were “recently embroiled in controversies” influence or contribute to their getting top ranks? C.V. Venugopalan, Palakkad



Restorative justice With a staggering burden of a case backlog running into millions and its other serious ills, the criminal justice system in India is headed towards collapse (“Towards restorative criminal justice”, April 5). Without being cynical, one may say that death in many cases disposes of cases sooner than the court does. One can visualise a case where reforms will be vigorously opposed and thwarted. It is unfortunate that the only quick



justice that most people get to see is in media trials. One can only hope that Mr. Modi’s government, which is better placed in the matter of moral values, will treat fair and quick justice (Swachh Nyay) on an equal footing with the other Swachh Bharat Abhiyan initiative. A.N. Lakshmanan, Bengaluru



Ustad’s case The article “Why Ustad must be in captivity” (April 5) should be a lesson to those who mix up conservation with firm steps being taken against rogue animals. The elite, who can aford to observe the star tiger while on an exclusive safari on elephant back, and armchair naturalists will no doubt speak in favour of his being allowed to roam free in Ranthambore, but to expect those who live in and around the reserve to accept this quietly is naïve. Many animal lovers are quick to rise in anger when a maneater or rogue is shot but are mysteriously silent when thousands of domestic animals are slaughtered. They refuse to see things in perspective. M.R. Anand, Chennai



The mind and the disease It was thrilling to read about the extraordinary role the mind plays, if taken cognisance of by a physician, in expediting the cure of certain ailments (‘Open Page’ – “Minding the mind, the way to a cure”, April 5). In one of his essays, Dr. B.M. Hegde had cited the case of Norman Cousins — whose name figures in the article — of being a beneficiary of an unexpected miraculous recovery from his sickness due to induced laughter. Cheerful minds might spell healthier lives and one wishes that humanity grasps this magical truth, becomes more broadminded, less self-oriented and immersed in universal love to live longer. I must cite the privilege I had in talking to Professor K.V. Thiruvengadam, the celebrated chest physician, on reading this ‘Open Page’ article he had coauthored with the late Dr. Kumaraswami. In publishing this, The Hindu has honoured him. S.V. Venugopalan, Chennai ND-ND
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TRAFFICKING



The missing girls of Bangladesh



Tilting towards the Saudis India needs a balanced West Asia policy. By skewing it towards the Saudis in pursuit of short-term goals, New Delhi runs the risk of antagonising Tehran



MEHA DIXIT



STANLY JOHNY



“It was my uncle who sold me to a traicker who brought me to India,” Hamida Akhtar from Satkhira, Bangladesh, said when we were sitting in a softly lit room in a government-run shelter home in Liluah in Howrah district of West Bengal. With a deadpan expression, she continued: “The CID [Criminal Investigation Department] caught the traicker and I was brought to a shelter home.” The 20-year-old is among the 38 Bangladeshi girls I interviewed in three shelter homes in January this year. Of them, 12, all of them poor, were traicked from diferent districts in Bangladesh and brought to West Bengal. Several were lured with the promise of jobs. But once both victim and traicker crossed the border, gone was the promise of a job and the girl suddenly found herself in a brothel in the new country, or sold to a stranger. West Bengal also acts as a transit point for human traicking. Khalida Khatoon, for instance, said she was brought across the porous border from her hometown Barisal, but travelled the breadth of the country to Mumbai, where the traicker sent her. There, the 16year-old was rescued by the police and sent back to West Bengal’s Nadia district where The porous she was in a shelter home for two years. Indo-Bangladesh From there she moved into another shelter home in Kolkata, run by an NGO called San- border makes laap, where she has been patiently awaiting cross-border repatriation for five months. West Bengal is the hub of internal and trafficking in cross-border human traicking in India. It shares approximately 2,220 km of land bor- persons, drugs, der and 259 km of riverine border with Ban- and fake gladesh, most of which is unfenced, making cross-border traicking in persons, drugs, currency seamless and fake currency seamless. The districts in the State which are most vulnerable to cross-border human traicking include North 24 Parganas, South 24 Parganas, Murshidabad, North Dinajpur, South Dinajpur, Nadia, Malda, and Cooch Behar. The State serves as a source, transit point (girls are sent to Hyderabad and Bengaluru, according to a local activist), and destination for traicking in persons.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Saudi Arabia, arguably the leader of the Sunni Muslim countries in West Asia, clearly sets out the priorities of his government’s policy for the region. The Riyadh trip came eight months after Mr. Modi went to the United Arab Emirates, another Gulf nation and a member of the Saudi camp. Historically, India’s West Asia policy has been multi-directional. During the Cold War years, India maintained close economic cooperation with both Saudi Arabia and Iran, the rival poles in regional geopolitics. Even when New Delhi warmed up to Israel in the 1990s as part of the country’s eforts to diversify its diplomatic engagement in the postSoviet world, it was careful not to jeopardise the traditional relations with Muslim countries. The bi-directional approach has been expanded to a tri-directional foreign policy to accommodate the three key pillars of West Asia — Saudi Arabia, Iran and Israel. Ties with Iran, however, took a beating during the sanctions years when New Delhi cut its energy cooperation significantly despite its vitality and huge energy potential. It was during the same time that India deepened cooperation with the Saudis. Mr. Modi’s visit to Riyadh should be seen against this background. His government appears to be following the regional policy set by its immediate predecessor. This approach, while not entirely giving up the tri-directional framework, is tilted more towards the Saudi camp and Israel. Mr. Modi is expected to travel to Israel this year, the first visit by an Indian Prime Minister to the Jewish nation. Many see the trip to Riyadh as part of New Delhi’s balancing act between the Saudis and the Israelis. On the other side, there appears to be a complete lack of interest on India’s part to reboot ties with Iran even after international sanctions on the country were removed following the nuclear deal.



Defining traicking The 2003 UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traicking in Persons, especially Women and Children, supplementing the UN Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, to which India is a signatory, defines traicking in persons. It includes sex traicking and forced labour. Although Article 23 of the Indian Constitution prohibits human traicking, it does not define the term. The country’s first definition of human traicking based on the UN traicking protocol was first seen in the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act of 2013, which substituted Section 370 of the Indian Penal Code with 370 and 370A which deals with traicking of persons for exploitation. However, this does not include forced labour. Nor does the Immoral Traic (Prevention) Act of 1956 (as amended in 1986). Other laws pertaining to forced labour in the country do not adequately address the complex issue of human traicking for the purpose of labour. The critical issue concerning the cross-national victim is that while the perpetrator or traicker (Indian or foreign national) may receive modest punishment, traicked persons are victimised twice. Once the cross-national victim and the traicker are arrested in India, they are both charged under the Foreigners Act of 1946. According to the Act, if an ofender is a foreigner, he/she should be punished under this Act and deported. As a result, the traicked person is treated as a criminal for his/her unlawful presence in India. While the perpetrator, if a foreigner, is deported to his/her home country following the completion of the sentence, the victim is transferred to a shelter home in India and is required, as per court orders, to remain there till the court hearing, since he/she is the witness in the case. Further, Indian laws do not target traickers and their associates or penalise them adequately. The traicker can be charged under Section 366B of the IPC which states that importation of a female below the age of 21 years is a punishable ofence. However, this provision is rarely implemented, as police oicers are mostly unaware of its existence. Moreover, the penal clauses are not used adequately to bring the clients to justice. Another critical issue relating to the cross-national victim, as noted by a senior oicial at a shelter home in Kolkata, is that the verification of the addresses of individuals lodged in shelter homes in West Bengal may take as long as two or three years. The reasons for this include delay in confirmation by the Bangladesh government, or incorrect, incomplete, or vague addresses given by the traicked persons at the shelter home. There are a number of NGOs in West Bengal working on internal human traicking, but few deal with cross-border traicking. There is also a lack of adequate human resources to deal with this issue. Some local activists have suggested that to efectively address it, transit homes run by NGOs in collaboration with the Border Security Force (BSF) along the Indo-Bangladesh border can be set up. Once the traicker and the victim are apprehended by the BSF along the border, the victim can be sent to a transit home rather than to a police station till her antecedents are verified by the Bangladesh government. Further, according to NGOs in the State, the BSF should develop a good rapport with child care and protection agencies. There is a need for community mobilisation, sensitisation of the BSF on the issue of crossborder traicking, and good networking between community-based organisations and BSF border outposts. Finally, there should be better coordination between the governments and NGOs on either side of the border. Meha Dixit has taught at Kashmir University, and worked with Amnesty International.



FROM THE ARCHIVES (dated April 6, 1966)



U.S. to give 3 million tonnes of wheat India is likely to receive during the course of the rest of the year as much as three million tons of foodgrains as a donation from the United States. On this quantity, which is covered by Title I and Title II of the Food for Peace programme, India would not have to pay the freight. It is also diferent from the more normal Title-I programme, under which India pays for the wheat received in Rupees. The three million ton donation will not all form part of the three and-a-half million tons sanctioned by President Johnson last week. While a part of this may come as donation, an additional quantity, to make up a total of three million tons, will come out of future U.S. shipments after the latest allocation is exhausted.



Maharashtra demands parts of Mysore A resolution demanding early merger of the Marathi-speaking areas in Mysore State with Maharashtra was unanimously passed by both Houses of the Maharashtra Legislature to-day CM YK



[April 5, Bombay]. The resolution which was moved by Mr. V.P. Naik, Chief Minister, in both Houses, urged the Central Government to take immediate steps for the merger in order to “enable the people of those areas to participate in the coming general elections as an integral part of Maharashtra State.” The resolution said, “This House takes cognisance of the hunger-strike resorted to by the people of the Marathi-speaking areas, which are at present part of Mysore State, for including those areas in the State of Maharashtra and expressed its full sympathy with the sentiments and aspirations of the people.”



Girl’s request to police A five-year-old girl walked into a village police station with an unusual request — she wanted the police to make here father buy her a new dress. After all, she tearfully complained, “he has heaps of bank notes. He prints them every day.” The intrigued police asked the girl to take them to her father’s printing shop, where he and an accomplice were arrested on counterfeiting charges, Cairo newspapers reported to-day [April 4, Cairo].
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The Saudi significance To be sure, there’s a consensus in India’s foreign policy establishment that maintaining vibrant ties with Saudi Arabia is imperative to its national interest. Today, Saudi Arabia is India’s largest supplier of crude oil. That India is dependent on imports to meet around 70 per cent of the country’s energy demand itself makes Riyadh a vital player in the country’s quest for energy security. Besides, India is the largest recipient of foreign remittances from the kingdom. Of the 11 million Indians working in West Asia, nearly three million are in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, stability in the region, and particularly in Saudi Arabia, is high on India’s core agenda. But bilateral relations have gone beyond the economic realm in recent years, acquiring a strategic sense and pushing both countries to beef up their security partnership.



na is raising its profile in West Asia. Chinese President Xi Jinping recently visited Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Iran. The relationship between Beijing and Tehran is particularly going strong. Enhanced ties with India are important for Saudi Arabia as well. The kingdom is facing economic strain in the wake of persistently weak oil prices. The U.S. is no longer as dependent on the region for energy as it used to be, thanks to the shale boom. Demand from China is also receding in the wake of a slowdown. Besides, competition in the oil market is expected to tighten with a sanctions-free Iran entering the global economic mainstream without any bars. In this context, India is a vital market for Saudi Arabia. There is believed to be friction between Islamabad and Riyadh over the former warming up to Tehran and their growing energy cooperation. Pakistan also refused to join Saudi Arabia’s war coalition that has been bombing Yemen for the past one year in the name of fighting the Iran-backed Shia rebels.



ENHANCED TIES: “Saudi Arabia is a vital player in India’s quest for energy security.” PM Modi with Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in Riyadh. — PHOTO: AFP



For decades, India was a passive playThe broader framework for reactivaer in West Asia — a beneficiary of good ting India’s Saudi ties was set in the relationships with multiple actors. De- post-9/11 world where counter-terror spite the growing economic ties, politi- cooperation became a new diplomatic cal contacts between Saudi Arabia and norm between terror-afected counIndia were at minimum till the Manmo- tries. Dr. Singh found it an opportunity han Singh government took oice in to deepen security ties with Sunni Mus2004. West Asia aclim countries, and Mr. quired great significance Modi appears to be takIf India looks only in Dr. Singh’s world ing this policy a step view; he even appointed through the Pakistan forward. The main foa special envoy for the of his trips to both prism, it might end cus whole region. The Januthe UAE and Saudi up making strategic Arabia was counterary 2006 visit of the late King, Abdullah bin Abterrorism. Both Abu mistakes dulaziz, to Delhi set a Dhabi and Riyadh are new tone for bilateral ties. Dr. Singh re- Pakistan’s historical allies. The joint ciprocated the visit in 2010 — the first statements, issued in August with the Indian Prime Minister visiting Saudi UAE and this week with Riyadh, are unArabia in nearly 30 years — and signed surprisingly similar. And both have indithe Riyadh Declaration, which set the rect references to Pakistan’s dual policy framework for enhanced cooperation in towards terrorism. It is clear that Mr. the security, defence and economic Modi is giving a Pakistan spin to the ‘Act spheres. Since then, there has been West Asia’ policy of his predecessor. Inmarked improvement in security coop- dia’s objective appears to be to build a eration and intelligence sharing be- “counter-terror narrative” in diplomatic tween India and Saudi Arabia. Riyadh engagements with Pakistan’s close allies also extradited several terror suspects which could complicate the latter’s forto India in a clear departure from its es- eign policy. India would also not prefer tablished policy towards New Delhi. to sit on the margins at a time when Chi-



The sore points But the question is how far both sides will go. Will Saudi Arabia abandon Pakistan and support India’s positions in multinational forums? The Saudis may like to use their growing relations with India to put pressure on Pakistan, but a structural overhaul of Riyadh’s South Asia policy is not on the cards. Pakistan, after all, is the country with an “Islamic bomb”, a “historic ally” of the Saudis. So if India, while reactivating its West Asia policy, looks only through the Pakistan prism, it might end up making strategic mistakes. Another sore point is the growing Saudi-Iran rivalry, which has always influenced West Asian geopolitics. By skewing its West Asia policy towards the Saudis, even though it might help meet its short-term goals, New Delhi also runs the risk of antagonising Iran at a time when the country is emerging a stronger player in West Asia post the removal of sanctions. Then there’s the ideological problem. While Saudi Arabia denounces all forms of terrorism, Saudi money is funding Wahhabi Islamic groups around the world. Many extremist outfits are inspired by the Wahhabi branch of Islam. Saudi Arabia’s aggressive foreign policy in West Asia under King Salman bin Abdulaziz al Saud is doing great damage to regional stability, which is India’s most important goal in the region. In Syria, the Saudi support for the rebels has played a key role in destabilising the regime, leading to the rise of the Islamic State. In Yemen, the war has unleashed chaos and a humanitarian catastrophe, creating conditions for radicalism to flourish. So Saudi Arabia is not always a source of stability in West Asia, it is a disruptor too. India will have to factor these developments in its overall West Asia approach. The best way to do it is to restore the balance in its West Asia policy. [email protected]



Nudging the voter in one direction? Simultaneous elections for State Assemblies and Parliament can have a tangible, and perhaps undesirable, impact on voter behaviour PRAVEEN CHAKRAVARTY



‘The permanent campaign’ was a phrase coined and popularised by Sidney Blumenthal, adviser to Bill and Hillary Clinton, in his 1980 book that lamented the culture of election campaigns crowding out time for policymaking. Prime Minister Narendra Modi agrees with Mr. Blumenthal. He recently bemoaned the incessant demands of electioneering for various State elections leaving little time for governance. He called for reforming India’s electoral cycle to hold simultaneous elections to State Legislatures and Parliament, ostensibly to break out of this ‘permanent campaign’ syndrome. In India’s own version of the ‘permanent campaign’, in the last 30 years, there has not been a single year in which there has been no election either to a State Assembly or to Parliament. In 1967, 22 States held elections along with the Parliament elections. That number dwindled to four by 2014. Eiciency arguments of costs and resources aside, the intangible impact of this perpetual election mode on the legislative and executive abilities of the Central government is perhaps far more onerous to the nation than mere exchequer losses. The Bharatiya Janata Party’s manifesto for the 2014 national elections had also mooted this idea. This reform seems to have won support across the political spectrum, including regional parties, save for the Trinamool Congress. The benefits of simultaneous elections aside, it is also important to ask the question — will holding simultaneous elections to the State Legislature and the Lok Sabha impact voter behaviour, and hence electoral outcomes? Voting for the same party It is a widely held belief among political observers and politicians that the Indian voter is astute and distinguishes between voting for her State government vis-a-vis the national government. As with most such electoral narratives, this too is devoid of any evidence. Our analysis shows that on average, there is a 77 per cent



chance that the Indian voter will vote for the same party for both the State and Centre when elections are held simultaneously. We analysed electoral data since 1999, the year from which Assembly-wise results of Lok Sabha elections are made available by the Election Commission, to understand voter behaviour in simultaneous elections and otherwise. There have been four Parliament elections starting 1999. We chose all States that have had coinciding elections with each of these Parliament elections, and compared Assembly segment-wise winners for Parliament and Assembly. In 16 cases of simultaneous elections between 1999 and 2014, cumulatively 302 million voters expressed their choices across 2,601 Assembly constituencies in six States. In 77 per cent of these constituencies, the winner came from the same political party. In other words, when handed two ballots at the same time to



The belief that the voter distinguishes between voting for her State government vis-a-vis the national government has no evidence choose their representative for both Parliament and State Assembly, voters chose the same party in 77 per cent of the cases. Analysis This trend of choosing the same party has gone from 68 per cent in 1999 to 77 per cent in 2004 to 76 per cent in 2009 and 86 per cent in 2014. Contrary to the popular notion that the average voter is acutely discerning of the diference between voting for her State representative and national, there is very little actual evidence of it. If any, as our analysis shows, the abil-



ity or willingness of the voter to vote differently is only decreasing with time. To determine a truer impact of concurrent elections on voter behaviour, we analysed six cases during this same period when Parliament elections and State Assembly elections were held separately but within six months of each other. That comprised 1,131 Assembly constituencies and 155 million voters. In 61 per cent of Assembly segments, the voters chose the same party for both Parliament and State, down from 77 per cent when elections were held at the same time. This includes the large State of Maharashtra where elections were held at the same time in 1999 while in 2004, 2009 and 2014, the elections were held six months apart. Karnataka presents an even more intriguing picture. Elections were held at the same time to both Assembly and Parliament in 1999 and 2004 while in 2009 and 2014, State elections were held four years after the prior Parliament election and one year before the next. In the years that elections were held together, 77 per cent of the Assembly constituencies produced a winner from the same party. When the cycle was broken, only 48 per cent of the constituencies produced the same party winner. We readily acknowledge that in a complex plural democracy such as India’s, electoral outcomes are a manifestation of various factors. This is an analysis of 513 million voter choices expressed over a 15year period across six States that reveals the plausible impact of concurrent elections on voter behaviour and potentially nudging voter preferences in one direction. This article is not to argue against holding concurrent elections which requires cautious consideration of all attendant costs and benefits. This is to merely present evidence of one crucial cost of voter behaviour that has often been ignored and presumed to the contrary, through popular narrative. Justifiable attempts to alter India’s permanent election malaise can have a tangible and perhaps undesirable impact on voter behaviour. Praveen Chakravarty is fellow in political economy at IDFC Institute, a think tank in Mumbai. Rithika Kumar and Swapnil Bhandari, associates at the institute, have also contributed to the article. ND-ND
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freedom to plan your travel and customise it the way it suits a particular person. Taking a cue from there, we decided to go ahead with the ‘azadi’ angle. Our focus in the ad is to showcase the new product in a humorous and fun manner, something that will stay with you even after the ad finishes.” According to the website, the ad is currently trending on Facebook and other social media platforms. Marketing professional Santosh Desai says the nearsaturation coverage of Mr.



‘BCCI has become a mutual benefit society’ The Bench said records of payments submitted by the Board show that certain member-States like Gujarat, Goa and Tripura were allocated sums several fold more than 11 neglected States like Bihar and Chhattisgarh. “These 11 go begging for assistance. They go without a penny. Huge amounts like Rs. 572 crore are distributed every year. Next year it may be over Rs. 1000 crore. Should your system of disbursal not be perfect?” Chief Justice Thakur asked the BCCI. The Bench asked why Gujarat got Rs. 60 crore from the BCCI whereas Bihar none. The BCCI countered that Gujarat was a full member and was eligible for the Rs. 60 crore allocation considering its cricketing activity. Bihar, on the other hand, had refused to submit its accounts. Disparity in allocations But Chief Justice Thakur questioned the Board’s logic behind the allocation by pointing to Goa, which got Rs. 57 crore despite having a population of only about 10 lakh. “Eleven States here have zeros against their names. Goa gets Rs. 60 crore while Chhattisgarh gets Rs. 1.47 crore... you see your



‘Goa got Rs. 60 cr. and Chhattisgarh Rs. 1.47 crore. You did nothing for... neglected areas’ whole mandate is to promote the game all over the country. You have done nothing to develop the game in certain neglected areas,” he told the BCCI. The Bench then asked why the Railway Sports Promotion Board, a full member, did not get anything. Anomalies When the BCCI said they don’t have an international stadium, Chief Justice Thakur asked why Tripura, with a 25-lakh population, got Rs. 60 crore even before an international stadium had been constructed. Reiterating its faith in the Lodha Committee report, the Bench said: “This committee is not an ordinary one peopled by government oicials for you to complain about. A former CJI headed the committee and we repose faith in their findings which are a result of extensive deliberations with a broad spectrum of people spread through a year.”



Kanhaiya by news channels ensured that the news went beyond a single news cycle, perhaps, leading to what is called a popular cultural phenomenon. However, Mr. Desai adds: “A left-wing student leader becoming currency is a bit of a joke in today’s context.” Academic Apoorvanand says it is the liberal appeal of Mr. Kanhaiya’s message, which is actually free from ideological bias, that appears to have caught everyone’s attention, from the media to marketing professionals.



Nation with us on nationalism, says Amit Shah “There is no contradiction, or do you want that we disband our armed forces,” Mr. Shah said. As the campaign heats up in the other States, Mr. Shah said his party was hopeful of doing well in all States, even in Tamil Nadu where it has of late become aggressive in its criticism of Chief Minister Jayalalithaa. “It isn’t true that we haven’t been aggressive about attacking the Chief Minister’s record. Every time I have travelled to Tamil Nadu, I have attacked the corruption of that government. Nobody can say the current government in Tamil Nadu is not corrupt,” he said. “Tamil Nadu is a State where the DMK and the AIADMK have thoroughly corrupted the election process, and our fight is largely to overcome this subversion of the system,” he said. “The BJP is no longer considered just a party of Hindi-speaking parts…This time, you will have to turn conventional electoral wisdom in Kerala and Tamil Nadu on its head when the results are out,” he said.



Bihar imposes total ban on alcohol However, he said, Army cantonment areas would be exempt as they regulate sale and consumption of alcohol in their own way. Asked about the fate of the liquor companies and factories in the State after the total ban, Mr. Kumar said they can continue to manufacture “but cannot trade in it within the State.” “They can use digital lock system and GPS monitoring equipment in vehicles transporting the liquor manufactured in Bihar to places outside the State for sale,” he said. Earlier, the Bihar government had banned sale and consumption of countrymade liquor across the State from April 1 with provisions of even death penalty for those involved in trade of hooch. However, IMFL initially planned to be banned in the second phase, was to be sold
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Black money hunt yet to yield results No clear estimate about how much money is parked in tax havens SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Despite several oicial eforts to trace and recover black money India has not registered any major success, and investigation agencies are still struggling to estimate how much Indian wealth is parked in tax havens. While the Panama papers bring out yet another list of India’s rich and influential who have parked money in tax havens, oicials are grapping to find credible ways to verify a new estimate showing that over $505 billion (approximately Rs. 33,83,500 crore) has left India during the 2004-13 period. Oicials who have worked with the Special Investigation Team (SIT) on black money say that India is too



JUBILATION TIME: Members of the Mahila Brigade celebrating



the ban on liquor in the State.— PHOTO: RANJEET KUMAR



State Secretariat had pledged not to drink liquor and even prevent others from consumption. Welcoming the decision, senior State BJP leader Sushil Kumar Modi tweeted, “BJP and media compelled Nitish Kumar to declare total prohibition…BJP supports this decision of the government.”



far away from making any major breakthrough on the hunt for black money. “On our own there is very slim chance that we would be able to make any major breakthroughs,” a senior oicial who has been integral part of SIT consultations said. He pointed out that all major databases on which action have been initiated have all come from foreign sources. “Be it HSBC Geneva or Liechtenstein, they have all come from abroad,” he said. Justice M.B. Shah, chairman of the SIT on black money, told The Hindu, “Lot of things have been done, but it cannot be seen easily.” As an example, he pointed out that new restrictions are in place to control misuse of exportimport facilities. Strict implementation of the Black Mon-



such schemes, until the Modi government came to power in 2014. In 1997, the Voluntary Disclosure of Income Scheme was the most successful of all of them, collecting Rs. 9,745 crore in taxes.



ey (Undisclosed Foreign Income and Assets) and Imposition of Tax Act 2015 could lead better results, the former Supreme Court judge said. Voluntary disclosure Over the years, the Indian



Panama ofers to help India KALLOL BHATTACHERJEE NEW DELHI: The government of Panama on Tuesday promised India assistance in investigating those who figure on the latest list of the rich and the influential who have parked money in secretive tax havens. The list, which includes at least 500 Indian citizens, has emerged from Mossack Fonseca, a law firm registered in Panama, which helped its elite transnational clientele to evade taxes for several decades. “The government of Panama will vigorously cooperate with any request…should any judicial proceedings arise. The administration of President Juan Carlos Varela reaffirms that in its 21 months of government, it has demonstrated an absolute commit-



Bhatkal man held at Pune airport



Juan Carlos Varela



ment to transparency in legal and financial services,” said a statement sent to The Hindu by the Embassy of Panama in New Delhi. The statement said the government of Panama had already started introducing tighter financial regulations, with new laws limiting the use of bearer shares by Panamanian corporations. “With



VIKAS PATHAK



from Bhatkal in Karnataka was detained at the Pune airport on Tuesday when he was about to board a flight to Dubai for onward journey to Syria to join the Islamic State terrorist outfit. Oicials identified the man as Ismail Musab Raoof Ahmed, a resident of Bhatkal in north Karnataka. He was to board an Air India flight to Dubai, when he was detained by intelligence oicials at the Pune airport. Security agencies have been keeping a strict vigil after his name cropped up during Internet chats with members of the IS, which is being monitored to look for possible followers of the terror group, active in parts of Syria and Iraq. They said Ahmed was detained as the Union Home Ministry had issued a Look Out Circular against him sometime ago.



these new regulations, those legal entities that have issued bearer shares must deliver them to the custody of authorised agents and regulated financial entities,” it said. The Panama government said the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) had recently taken note of the steps taken by the country for transparency in its economy. At its February 19 meeting, the FATF “congratulated” Panama and Angola on taking steps to prevent moneylaundering. As a result, the FATF assigned the task of supervising Panama’s financial services to a regional FATFstyle organisation in Central America. Panama has the largest community of Indians in Central America, mostly in the Panama Canal Zone.



government has made several attempts to recover black money, by mostly ofering opportunity to people to declare their black money. The first such scheme was in 1951, which led to the collection of Rs. 10.89 crore in taxes, and there have been eight more



644 declarations only The Modi government’s first major announcement was the setting up of the SIT on black money. It followed it up with a three months compliance window between July and September 2015 under the black money Act. It resulted in 644 declarations, totalling declaration of foreign assets worth Rs. 4,164 crore. A total of Rs. 446 crore was collected as tax and penalty. Oicials admit that what has been collected is negligible. Despite several agencies and an SIT looking into black money, there is no clear estimate about how much Indian money is parked in foreign tax havens.



My name has been misused: Bachchan SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: Bollywood star Ami-



tabh Bachchan, in a statement released on Tuesday, denied any connection to the companies which, according to the ‘Panama Papers’, are registered in his name in foreign ‘tax haven’ countries. The ‘Panama Papers’, a set of leaked documents of a Panama-based law firm, are reported to contain evidence about Mr. Bachchan as well as his daughter-in-law Aishwarya being linked to companies in the Bahamas and the British Virgin Islands. “I do not know any of the companies referred to by Indian Express… . I have never been a director of any of the companies. It is possible that



Amitabh Bachchan



my name has been misused,” Mr Bachchan said in his statement on Tuesday. He added: “I have paid all my taxes including on monies spent by me overseas. Monies that I have remitted overseas have been in compliance with law, including remittances through Liberalised Remittance Scheme.”



Nothing un-Islamic: RSS Muslim front



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: A 34-year-old man



through 655 liquor outlets opened by Bihar State Beverages Corporation Limited (BSBCL). But, when the BSBCL started opening its outlets and vends even in Patna both men and women came out on the streets in protest. Earlier, legislators, policemen and employees of the
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Brand Kanhaiya takes wing Sources in the Arvind Kejriwal government point to the tweet sent out by the Chief Minister after Mr. Kanhaiya’s JNU speech that sparked the idea to cash in on ‘azadi’. @ArvindKejriwal tweeted “Heard Kanhaiya’s speech many times. Amazing clarity of thought expressed wonderfully. He said wat most people have been feeling. God bless him”. Chief Marketing Oicer of Yatra.com Vikrant Mudaliar says, “We believe in ‘Creating Happy Travellers’ and one of the methods we follow is the
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NEW DELHI: The Muslim Rashtriya Manch, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh’s Muslim front, is set to discuss and pass a resolution in favour of the slogan Bharat Mata Ki Jai (Glory to Mother India) at its national executive to be held in Nagpur later this month.



‘Needless controversy’ “We have our national executive from April 16 to 18, which will be attended by delegates from all over India. We will discuss the unnecessary controversy over Bharat Mata Ki Jai and pass a resolution to disseminate our views,” Manch convener Mohammad Afzal told The Hindu. “There is nothing un-Islamic about the slogan and all Muslims should chant it.” In a line that goes against the Islamic seminary Deoband’s fatwa against the slogan, Mr. Afzal said the slogan salutes the motherland,



which was not the same as “worshipping” it. Days back, Deoband had said that Muslims love “Bharat Mata” but could not worship their Maadar-e-watan (mother country) as the idea was against the Islamic emphasis on monotheism. “Bharat Mata Ki Jai would mean Maadar-e-watan Hindustan Zindabad (glory to



mother land Hindustan) in Urdu. It nowhere says a Muslim should worship the nation,” Mr. Afzal said. “And to hail the motherland is something all Muslims must do. Islam itself enjoins us to love our nation.” Mr. Afzal sought to justify his argument by saying that “it is under the motherland that Muslims would remain



buried till the Day of Judgment and this meant that they should show it greater respect than even those who are cremated.” Senior RSS leader Indresh Kumar has been mentoring the Manch, which, though technically outside the Sangh Parivar, is an organisation that aligns itself with its vision.



Amit Shah backs yoga guru SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: BJP president



Amit Shah on Tuesday came out in support of yoga guru Baba Ramdev for his remarks on the row over Bharat Mata Ki Jai, even as Parliamentary Afairs Minister Venkaiah Naidu said the government’s position is that it is not mandatory. “Baba Ramdev is not a member of the BJP. However, I want to know



from those who talk of free speech, does it not apply to Baba Ramdev,” Mr. Shah asked in an interview to a private TV channel. Venkaiah difers However, distancing the government from the controversial statements by Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis and Baba Ramdev over the slogan, Mr. Naidu said the views expressed by them do not reflect the



government’s position. “In a democracy, people will say so many things. At the end, what the government decides is binding on all,” Mr. Naidu said at an interaction with the Indian Women Press Corps. Two days ago, Mr. Fadnavis said those who do not chant the slogan should leave India, while Baba Ramdev said he would have “beheaded lakhs” for the same, but for the law of the land.



‘U.S. doesn’t see India as hyphenated with Pak.’



Pak. media report a ‘total concoction’, says Centre



SUHASINI HAIDAR



NEW DELHI: A media report in



NEW DELHI: The U.S. no longer



sees India as “hyphenated” with Pakistan, says former senior U.S. oicial and President of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, William Burns, particularly after the India-U.S. civil nuclear deal was agreed to in 2005. Mr. Burns, who was U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State until 2014, was responding to a strong statement from the Ministry of External Afairs on Monday that accused U.S. President Obama of having a “lack of understanding of India’s defence posture”. Mr. Obama had spoken of concern about rising nuclear stockpiles in India and Pakistan, a comment that was seen in India as a “re-hyphenation” or coupling of the U.S.’s view of both countries. “The significance of the U.S.-India civil nuclear deal was not just our bilateral understanding, but the acceptance of India’s emergence as a responsible nuclear power. I think the reality is when you are speaking CM YK



Narendra Modi greets William J. Burns in New Delhi on Tuesday.— PHOTO: PTI



of potential nuclear risks of countries with arsenals this kind of issue will get raised, but I think the era of hyphenation is long passed,” Mr. Burns told The Hindu in a limited media interaction. “My understanding is that the U.S. commitment comes particularly to India’s case, and not lumping it together with anyone else. The significance is that we have moved past the era of hyphenated thinking about India,” Mr. Burns said when asked if President Obama’s comments would afect India’s chances at membership of the NSG and other nuclear regimes.



VIJAITA SINGH



Pakistan about the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) blaming India for the Pathankot attack was a “total concoction,” government sources said on Tuesday. According to the report, that originated in the daily Pakistan Today and was subsequently circulated by other news agencies, the JIT was preparing to submit a report that would be critical of India, including complaining of a lack of proper access to the Pathankot airbase, a lack of evidence, and even suggesting that India had “staged” the attack. “The report in Pakistan Today is a total concoction. While in India, the JIT took onboard the detailed evidence which was shared by the NIA. Since the JIT collected evidence in accordance with a Pakistani law which applies to Pakistani citizens committing an ofence abroad, the involvement of Pakistanis in the Pathankot attack is self-evident,” a senior oicial said. Speaking to The Hindu, another top government oi-



Protested against Pak probe team STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Delhi Water



Pakistan’s Joint Investigation Team at NIA headquarters in New Delhi last week.— PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



cial also said on Tuesday that India was not going to “fall into the trap.” “Let Pakistan react to the probe done by the National Investigation Agency oicially, we don’t want to react to media reports. There is a section in Pakistan which wants to create a web of confusion, we don’t want to fall into the trap,” the oicial said. Both MEA and MHA oicials said they had provided all the evidence required to the JIT. “If we have given the evidence that can withstand in-



ternational judicial scrutiny, then the efort should not be negated by using these gimmicks,” said the oicial. The oicial also said that they had asked the JIT whether it wanted to look at the bodies of the four terrorists killed at the airbase, and which are still being preserved at the Pathankot civil hospital, but the Pakistan team declined. The report in Pakistan Today said the JIT had finalised its report where it said the “Indian government did not cooperate with the JIT.”



Minister Kapil Mishra has also penned a poem, ‘Jai Bolo Bharat Mata Ki’, and turned it into a four-minute-long video clip with pictures of J&K Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti and Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Mr. Mishra had gone to Pathankot last week to protest against the Pakistani probe team’s visit to the attack site. “The Modi government has double standards. On one hand, they invoke nationalism referring to the soldiers who died at Pathankot, and on the other, they ask ISI to investigate. The BJP brands anyone who doesn’t chant ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ as anti-national, but will Mehbooba Mufti chant it? ” said Mr. Mishra.



Azhar on radar since 1993, India tells U.N. SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Jaish-e-



Mohammad chief Masood Azhar, who allegedly masterminded the attack on the Pathankot airbase, has been on the radar of the Indian security establishment since 1993 when he was a 25-year-old member of Harkat-ulMujahideen (HuM), India has told the United Nations Taliban/Al Qaeda Sanctions Committee. India’s draft note was sent to the Committee where China blocked New Delhi’s efort to declare Azhar a global terrorist. India also told the U.N. panel that Azhar (48) was one of the handlers of terrorists who attacked the airbase in January this year and that his outfit received arms training from the Taliban. The two-page note, sent by India to UN 1267 Taliban/ al-Qaeda Sanctions



Committee to proscribe Azhar as an international terrorist, says he first came to the notice of Indian authorities in 1993 when he tried to arrange money and recruits for Al-Itihaad AlIslamiya, an Al Qaedaaligned Somali terrorist group. Azhar was closely associated with HuM, another Pakistan-supported terrorist outfit and visited Somalia during that time and facilitated recruitment of Yemeni mercenaries to Somalia. India has conveyed to the world body that he and his terrorist group JeM have continuously engineered terror attacks against India, the latest instance being the strike at Pathankot. “The attack was engineered by terrorists belonging to JeM and credible evidence has emerged that their handlers were senior leaders of JeM, including Masood Azhar,” said the Draft List Entry submitted in the U.N. ND-ND
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ASSAM, WEST BENGAL, TAMIL NADU, KERALA, PUDUCHERRY



Sullen skies do not rain on Shah’s parade Starting with a cry of Bharat Mata Ki Jai, BJP president dwells on nationalism and migrant issue during his whistle-stop tour of Assam NISTULA HEBBAR GUWAHATI: A day after Assam



saw heavy voting in the first phase of polling for the Assembly elections, BJP president Amit Shah arrived in rainy Nalabari for an extended campaign pitch for the second round on April 11. Lower Assam is not as good a hunting ground for the BJP as Upper Assam, but hopes are up because of the high polling percentage. As his helicopter lands, Mr. Shah looks up at the ominous sky, and asks his party’s chief ministerial candidate, Sarbananda Sonowal, rather worriedly, “It



His parting instruction to the cadre: “It’s raining nowadays. Make sure our voters come out to vote” looks like it will pour; I hope people don’t stay away because of that?” At the Nalbari college ground, a sea of red awaits



him, not a good sight for the chief of the safron party, but the sight of a sizeable crowd holding their redcoloured chairs over their head as shelter from rain pouring now does cheer up Mr. Shah. He instructs that pictures of this must be taken and sent to the BJP’s social media team. His speech, which was varied in his next three public meetings only for certain hyper local references, begins with a cry of Bharat Mata Ki Ji, as the debate on nationalism, conflated with the issue of Assamese identity, is the party’s calling card. “Say it loudly enough so that Rahul Gandhi in Delhi can hear you,” he says. “We all know that [Assam Chief Minister] Tarun Gogoi and Badruddin Ajmal [chief of All India United Democratic Front] may oppose each other in public, but are prepared to join hands in private and maybe after the elections. We will not allow this to happen,” he says in Nalbari, Dharmapur, Mangaldai and Palash-



says. Ms. Sarma’s husband, former AGP leader Nagendra Sarma, was gunned down by ULFA militants a few years ago. The other theme he repeats is that this is a referendum on Tarun Gogoi’s 15year rule and not the NDA government. “Sonia Gandhiji said in one of her rallies that Modiji’s government must explain its record. I want to tell her that these



DUSTTRACK



HIGH HOPES: BJP president Amit Shah and party leader Sarbananda Sonowal in Assam on Tuesday.— PHOTO: PTI



bari, the spots that he hits on his campaign trail. He makes a special reference of the fact that Alaka Desai Sarma, former Asom



Gana Parishad MLA from Nalbari, is present on the dais. “We all know the sacrifices her husband made for the cause of Assam,” he



are Assembly polls, not for Lok Sabha, we will present our record in 2019 when the nation will judge us; now it is Assam’s turn to judge Tarun Gogoi,” he says. In Dharmapur, he makes a special mention of the fact it is the site of Billeshwara Devalaya, an important Shaiviite shrine. Later, he tells this correspondent that the area was an important centre for astrology, spreading onwards to Darbhanga in Bihar. “Arjuna [one of the Pandavas] on



his way to Manipur was waylaid by floods, and spent some time here,” he said. Asked if the localisation of the election, fewer rallies by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and announcing Mr. Sonowal as the chief ministerial candidate were a reaction to the loss in Bihar, his answer is characteristically pugnacious. “You people [the media] think every election has to be fought with one strategy, because you all don’t contest polls. Every election is diferent and we strategise diferently,” he says. In Dharmapur and Palashbari, crowds thong the route to the venue, waving at Mr. Shah and Mr. Sonowal. “They want to see you, wave to them,” he instructs Mr. Sonowal and the local candidate travelling with him. His parting instructions to cadre, “It’s raining nowadays, make sure our voters manage to come out on polling day.”



Siliguri, where the Left and Congress got together first



Run, cheer, run



SHIV SAHAY SINGH



RALLYING POINT: ‘Votathon’, a run to create awareness of the



importance of voting, organised in Kollam in Kerala on Tuesday as part of a campaign by the poll panel. — PHOTO: C. SURESH KUMAR



SILIGURI: At the oice of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) on Hill Cart Road in Siliguri town, party workers start trickling in from the morning. Though Mayor Asok Bhattacharya, the CPI(M) candidate from the constituency, filed his nomination papers a few days ago, the party cadre are getting ready for a rally in support of another candidate, who is filing his nomination later in the day. “Sankar [Sankar Malakar, Congress MLA and candidate from the Matigara Naxalbari constituency] is calling. They are waiting for us,” Mr. Bhattacharya tells Jibesh Sarakar, secretary of the Darjeeling district committee of the CPI(M). The Left Font workers gather at the party oice and go in a rally for a few hundred metres, bringing the traic to a halt, before they are joined by Congress supporters. They then march together to the subdivisional oice for the fil-



ing of nomination of the Congress candidate. The bonhomie between the supporters of the Left Front and the Congress on the streets of Siliguri clearly shows that the much-touted “Siliguri model” of uniting the Opposition forces against the Trinamool Congress is working in this key constituency. Mr. Bhattacharya told The Hindu that the first step was bringing all parties in the Opposition together and ensuring that voters, irrespective of party ailiation, got the confidence to exercise their franchise without fear. “We did not do any seatsharing in Siliguri. What we said was ‘Remove Trinamool Congress, Save Siliguri’. Now this is being said all across West Bengal — ‘Remove Trinamool Congress, Save Bengal’,” Mr. Bhattacharya said. He, however, said the success was a result of a sustained movement launched by the Left parties over the past few years on several civic and social issues.



Asok Bhattacharya



From being in the third position in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections — trailing behind the BJP and the Trinamool Congress — the Left Front, under Mr. Bhattacharya, not only made a turnaround but also successively brought the Congress to its side. Electoral understanding It was the success of the united Opposition in the Siliguri Municipal Corporation polls in April 2015 that laid the ground for the LeftCongress electoral understanding for the Assembly elections. While Mr. Bhattacharya is hopeful that the “Siliguri



model” can be successfully implemented across the State, people and politicians in the second largest town of the State feel that it is his charisma that has brought the two parties together. Subin Bhowmick, a secretary of the State Congress, sitting in an oice not far from Mr. Bhattacharya’s, said the model would not have been a success but for the veteran CPI(M) leader. Sports enthusiast Though pitted against Trinamool Congress candidate and football icon Baichung Bhutia, the former Left Front Minister, whenever asked about his opponent, starts a discussion on Mr. Bhutia’s soccer skills. A sports enthusiast, Mr. Bhattacharya said the election campaign had made him fitter and happier. “All the walking for campaigning has kept my weight and blood sugar in check and made me happy because it allows me to be in constant touch with the masses,” the 67-year-old leader said.



Poll languor, Poila Boisakh mirth in Kolkata chromosome The City of Joy is witnessing one of the blandest elections, and nothing seems to wake the metropolis from its stupor BISHWANATH GHOSH KOLKATA: Tamil Nadu is oneand-a-half times the size of West Bengal; yet it will go to the polls on a single day, on May 16, while in the eastern state, the elections are being conducted in six phases, spanning over a month. That should give you an idea of how politically volatile West Bengal is, and you will expect the State capital, Kolkata, to be sizzling with election activity. But no. The City of Joy is already looking forward to Poila Boisakh, the Bengali New Year, which falls in mid-April. The Bengal Club, in fact, has already announced its festival lunch menu; and in its hallowed portals on Sunday evening, as West Indies clashed with England barely a few hundred metres away at the Eden Gardens, one could overhear conversations about cricket and Bharat Mata —



but not elections. This is one of the blandest elections Kolkata is witnessing, though one thought that the Narada sting operation and the collapse of a flyover in the city would raise decibel levels. Though some of the local newspapers and TV channels are trying their best to whip up an uproar, aimed at Mamata Banerjee, the man on the street seems to be unperturbed and, surprisingly, indiferent. Suman Paul was a picture of calm as he contemplated his next move on the chessboard under the Gariahat flyover in south Kolkata, where local people gather every evening to gossip, argue, drink tea — and play chess. “Tell me,” Mr. Paul said without looking up, “what is so unusual about politicians taking bribes?” He was replying to my question about the Narada channel clips.



STOP PRESS: Not campaign posters. A press in Kolkata churns out calendars for the Bengali New Year, starting April 14. — PHOTO: REUTERS



“It is no big deal in a country where we have to pay bribes to even get birth and death certificates,” he said. “What about the flyover collapse,” I asked him. “Who do you think is to blame?” “Bridges collapse even in China, in Japan. Such things



happen,” Mr. Paul replied. Why is a city so alive to politics being so subdued and indiferent at the time of elections? I put the question to cab drivers, who usually have a finger on the pulse of a city. Mahadeo Pandey, who drove me to Kumartuli the



day before the flyover collapse, said: “If this government has not been good, it has not been bad either. It has done some good work, people are in no hurry for a change.” Pintu Das, who drove me to Maheshtala the day after the flyover collapse, said, “The



ruling party knows it will win, therefore it is quiet. The Opposition knows it will lose, therefore it is quiet. There is nothing more to it.” Even pockets where emotions should be running high don’t appear to be in the grip of election fever. For instance, Barabazar, where the underconstruction flyover collapsed last Thursday. It came crashing on the intersection between Vivekananda Road and Radindra Sarani — a stone’s throw from Tagore’s birthplace — but in less than 48 hours, Shree Jagdamba Tea Company, which sits right on the intersection, was back in business. “I was coming back from Lalbazar in a tram. Since the tram got stuck in traic, I decided to walk to the shop and I walked under the flyover. Ten minutes later, it collapsed, in a matter of four or five seconds,” recalled its owner Kamal Sharma, in between playing a shopkeeper and a tea-taster — he had eight cups laid out in front of him. “It would be unfair to blame the chief minister alone.”



POLLDIARY Polls have driven up cash in circulation by Rs. 60,000 crore, says Raghuram Rajan MUMBAI: Red-flagging a massive



surge in cash circulation during the ongoing Assembly elections, RBI Governor Raghuram Rajan on Tuesday said money in people’s hands had gone up by over Rs. 60,000 crore, which was “not normal” and needs to be looked into. “Around election time, cash with the public does normally increase ... You can guess as to Raghuram Rajan reasons why, we can also guess,” Mr. Rajan told presspersons here after announcing his first bimonthly monetary policy review of this fiscal. However, cash in people’s hands is up by more than Rs. 60,000 crore at present, which is “not normal”, Mr. Rajan added. “You see some [spike] not just in the States going to elections, but also in the neighbouring States. There is something... We need to understand it better,” the RBI Governor said. — PTI



Another sting embarrassment hits Trinamool; BJP approaches EC for MLA’s disqualification KOLKATA: Yet another sting operation aired by a television channel has become a source of further embarrassment for the ruling Trinamool Congress, with the BJP approaching the Election Commission on Tuesday seeking disqualification of an MLA, who is contesting the Assembly elections, involved in the expose. The video aired by the television channel showed MLA and Mayor of Bidhanagar Sabyasachi Dutta endorsing syndicates and even going to the extent of saying they were “funding” his election campaign. Syndicates are cooperatives operating in the housing and infrastructure industry, often resorting to extortion and forcing people to buy building material from the cooperatives. — Staff Reporter



Women voters outnumber men in phase 1 of Assembly elections in Assam GUWAHATI: Women voters outnumbered men in the first phase of the Assembly elections in 65 constituencies in Assam on Monday. Data released by Election Office here said the voting percentage of women was 82.58 and that of men 81.84. In the previous Assembly elections, 77.02 per cent of men voted as against 75 per cent of women. The highest total poll percentage of 88.07 was recorded in the Naoboicha constituency in Lakhimpur district, while the lowest of 75.05 per cent was at Silchar in Cachar. Women also recorded a higher turnout in constituencies of the chief ministerial candidates of both the Congress and the BJP. —PTI



42 candidates in phase 2 of Assam elections have criminal cases pending against them NEW DELHI: Forty-two of the 523 candidates contesting in the second phase of the Assam elections have criminal cases pending against them, and 32 of them face serious offences such as murder, kidnapping and crimes against women, shows an analysis by two think thanks. The All India United Democratic Front tops the list with 10 (21 per cent) of 47 candidates fielded by it having declared criminal cases followed by the BJP’s five (14 per cent) out of 35 nominees, as per the report by Assam Election Watch and the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR). Five (9 per cent) of 57 candidates given the ticket by the Congress have declared a criminal background, while the CPI and the CPI(M) have one candidate each with a criminal background. Assam Election Watch and ADR said they had analysed the sworn affidavits of the candidates. — PTI



AAP goes back on its resolve to contest Puducherry Assembly elections NEW DELHI: The Aam Aadmi Party has decided not to contest the Puducherry Assembly elections. The party had in February declared that it would contest all 30 seats, but its leaders say that because of the floods in Tami Nadu and Puducherry in December, they lost out on the two crucial months for garnering support for the party. “After the rain and floods, our volunteers couldn’t campaign for the party,” said Somnath Bharti, AAP’s Sah Prabhari (in-charge) for Telangana, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep and Puduchery. “Though the internal surveys indicated that the AAP is immensely popular, contesting elections is different,” Mr. Bharti said. — Staff Reporter



TONGUE IN CHEEK Surendra



SOUND BITES Making people happy will be what I will be doing as a politician too Mukesh, Actor and CPI(M) candidate in Kollam CM YK



We are sure that 95% of DMDK members wanted to align with the DMK [in Tamil Nadu]



Chandhirakumar was with us (PWF) for three days last week. It's betrayal and I'm shocked



[Mamata Banerjee] is scared. She has realised that people are deserting her



V.C. Chandhirakumar,



Vaiko,



Surjya Kanta Mishra,



Dissident DMDK MLA



PWF Convener



CPI(M) Bengal Secretary



Do you still believe going it alone was a good decision? ND-ND
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Probes opened globally after leaks



We understand India’s security concerns: U.S.



A lot of it’s legal, but that’s exactly the problem, says Obama; Sharif sets up commission



VARGHESE K. GEORGE



PANAMA PAPERS



LONDON/HONG KONG: Authorities across the globe have opened investigations into the activities of the world’s rich and powerful after a cache of leaked documents from a Panamanian law firm showed possible wrongdoing using ofshore company structures. The “Panama Papers” have cast light on the financial arrangements of high profile politicians and public figures and the companies and financial institutions they use for such activities. Among those named in the documents are friends of Russian President Vladimir Putin and relatives of the leaders of China, Britain, Iceland and Pakistan, and the President of Ukraine. Leading figures and financial institutions responded to the massive leak of more than 11.5 million documents with denials of any wrongdoing as prosecutors and regulators began a review of the reports from the investigation by the U.S.-based International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) and other media organisations. Following the reports, China has moved to limit local access to coverage of the matter with state media denouncing Western reporting on the leak as biased against non-Western leaders. With the fallout from the leaks reverberating across the globe, British Prime Minister David Cameron also came under fire from opponents who accused him of allowing a rich elite to dodge their taxes. U.S. President Barack Obama said the Panama Papers showed tax avoidance was a major problem and urged the U.S. Congress to take action to stop U.S. companies from taking advantage of loopholes allowing them to avoid paying taxes. “We’ve had another reminder in this big dump of data coming out of Panama that tax avoidance is a big, global problem”, he told reporters. “It’s not unique to other



Khaleda gets bail in sedition case HAROON HABIB DHAKA: Former Prime Minis-



ter and Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) leader Khaleda Zia secured bail in a total of five cases, including a sedition case, after she surrendered before separate courts in Dhaka on Tuesday. A judge at the Metropolitan Magistrate’s Court granted her bail in the sedition case filed by a Supreme Court lawyer for her derogatory remarks on the number of country’s Liberation War martyrs. The magistrate took cognisance of the sedition charge. Police had initiated two other cases — one for death and arson attack on a passenger bus and the other over an anti-government agitation which the complainants said she had instigated. The court earlier issued arrest warrants against Ms. Khaleda and 27 others in the two cases. It also directed the police to submit reports by April 27 on the execution of arrest warrants.



countries because frankly there are folks here in America that are taking advantage of this same stuf. A lot of it’s legal, but that’s exactly the problem”. In Britain, the leader of the opposition Labour Party demanded that the government tackle tax havens, saying it was time Mr. Cameron stopped allowing “the super-rich elite” to dodge taxes. “There cannot be one set of tax rules for the wealthy elite and another for the rest of us”, Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn said. “The unfairness and abuse must stop”. Other leading figures and financial institutions responded to the leak with denials of any wrongdoing as prosecutors and regulators began a review of the investigation by the U.S.-based International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) and other media organisations. Britain, France, Australia, New Zealand, Austria, Sweden and the Netherlands are among nations that have started inquiries. French Finance Minister Michel Sapin said Paris would put Panama back on its blacklist of uncooperative tax jurisdictions. The Central American nation is one of the most secretive of the world’s ofshore havens and has refused to sign up to a global transparency initiative. Mossack Fonseca has set up more than 240,000 ofshore companies for clients around the world. Its Hong Kong office said on Tuesday the firm had never been charged with or formally investigated for criminal wrongdoing in its nearly 40 years of operation. Meanwhile, in Pakistan, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif addressed the nation by television on Tuesday to defend his family’s business practices, denying any wrongdoing and calling corruption claims “old accusations repeated over and over again”. — Reuters



Islamic State (IS) threatened to carry out terror attacks in London, Berlin and Rome — as deadly as the Paris massacre — in a chilling video which shows images of the U.K. Parliament and Eifel Tower crashing to the ground. The video shows footage of the Paris and Brussels attacks as well as of the 9/11 strikes, calling the previous massacres a “cautionary message”. “If it was Paris yesterday... tomorrow it will be London, or Berlin, or Rome. Nations of the cross, this message is for you. Know that your options are few, either you join Islam, or pay tribute, or freeze the war”, warns the video released by the group’s Alwa’ad media arm on Monday. It also shows other iconic European landmarks such as the Rome’s Coliseum interplayed with footage of executions and beheadings from Syria and Iraq. The threat has come a week after British Prime Minister David Cameron warned that LONDON:



spill in the Gulf of Mexico. A U.S. judge on Monday approved the settlement deal, resolving years of litigation over the worst offshore spill in the nation’s history. The money is to be paid out roughly over 16 years. The settlement, first announced in July, includes $5.5 billion in Clean Water Act penalties and billions more to cover the environmental damage caused. — PTI



Zuma faces impeachment move CAPE TOWN: South African



President Jacob Zuma faces an impeachment attempt in Parliament on Tuesday after the country’s top court ruled that he had violated the Constitution over spending on his private residence. The court had asked him to repay parts of the money. Mr. Zuma will almost certainly survive the vote, which requires a two-thirds majority to succeed, as his ruling African National CM YK



Gunnlaugsson in Reykjavik on Monday. — PHOTO: REUTERS



Iceland Prime Minister resigns REYKJAVIK: Iceland’s Prime



Minister resigned on Tuesday, becoming the first political victim of a mushrooming worldwide scandal over hidden ofshore financial dealings exposed in the so-called Panama Papers. Prime Minister Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson was the biggest casualty of a worldwide media probe into 11.5 million leaked documents that purportedly reveal the ofshore financial activities of 140 political figures, including 12 current or former heads of state. “The Prime Minister told [his party’s] parliamentary group meeting that he would step down as Prime Minister and I will take over,” the Progressive Party’s deputy leader Sigurdur Ingi Johannsson told a live



IS vows ‘Paris-like attacks’ in other cities



Court signs BP’s $20 bn settlement



HOUSTON: In the largest environmental settlement in U.S. history, oil and gas giant BP will pay over $20 billion to the American government as damages over the 2010 oil



PUBLIC OUTCRY: People demonstrate against Iceland’s Prime Minister Sigmundur David



Congress holds an overwhelming number of seats. — AFP



Releases video showing images of the U.K. Parliament and Eiffel Tower crashing IS was willing to use “whatever materials they can get their hands on” to attack the West. ‘IS used mustard gas’ IS Syrian Army troops with mustard gas in an ofensive against a Syrian military airport in the eastern province of Deir al-Zor that borders Iraq, state media said on late Monday. Syrian state media did not disclose how many casualties were sustained in the latest drive by the militants to capture the heavily defended airport located south of Deir al Zor city, whose main neighbourhoods are under the militants control. Deir al-Zor is a strategic location. The Province links Islamic State (IS)’s de facto capital in Raqqa with its fighters in Iraq. — PTI



Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson. — PHOTO: AFP



broadcast. Mr. Gunnlaugsson had been under immense pressure after the papers appeared to show that he and his wife Anna Sigurlaug Palsdottir owned an ofshore company in the British Virgin Islands and placed millions of dollars there. Though the Prime Minister denied ever hiding money abroad, pressure on his government had mounted, with egg-throwing



protesters gathering in the streets Monday and fresh demonstrations planned on Tuesday. Earlier, Mr. Gunnlaugsson asked the President to dissolve Parliament, but the President refused. President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson, who cut short a U.S. visit to return to Reykjavik earlier to deal with the crisis, told a televised press conference he wanted to consult the government’s junior coalition member. Mr. Grimsson said a meeting with the Premier “resulted in me refusing to sign a declaration to dissolve Parliament nor make any promises to the Prime Minister that I would agree to that before I knew and had conversations with leaders of other parties about their stand”. — AFP



WASHINGTON: The U.S. understood India’s security concerns, and would be “concerned about and attuned to the national security concerns that are expressed by close partners…like India”, the White House said on Monday. The White House statement came soon after India interpreted President Barack Obama’s call for reduction of nuclear stockpiles in South Asia as a possible “lack of understanding of India’s defence posture”. White House spokesperson Josh Earnest also underscored a lingering U.S. concern about the region — the possibility of a nuclear flareup between India and Pakistan, and called upon the countries to de-escalate tension as a priority. “We continue to make the case to our partners both in India and Pakistan that de-escalating the tension between these two countries is a priority”, Mr. Earnest said. He expressed hope that the recent improvements in relations between the two countries “greatly enhance prospects for lasting peace, stability and prosperity in the region”. “[W]e’d need to see pro-



gress in Pakistan and India, that subcontinent, making sure that as they develop military doctrines, that they are not continually moving in the wrong direction,” Mr. Obama had said last week at the Nuclear Security Summit. Mr. Earnest said the President’s comments were motivated by concerns regarding the growing nuclear stockpiles, particularly tactical nuclear weapons that are designed for use on the battlefield. Pakistan continues to deploy these weapons despite repeated calls by the U.S. to desist from doing so and considers these as a major strategic move against India. At the Summit, Prime Minister Narendra Modi did raise the possibility of nuclear weapons reaching the



Pak. to get Viper attack helicopters WASHINGTON: The U.S. is poised to sell nine AH-1Z Viper attack helicopters worth $170 million to Pakistan, weeks after Obama administration decided to provide eight F-16 fighter jets to the country despite the strong opposition from some Congressmen and India. The Pentagon has awarded Bell Helicopter a contract to manufacture and deliver the choppers to Pakistan under its foreign military sales funds. In a statement, the Defence Department on Monday said the work would be performed in Fort Worth



Bell AH-1Z Viper helicopter



and Amarillo (both in Texas) and was expected to be completed in September 2018. The contract, which also includes nine auxiliary fuel



kits for Pakistan, is part of the $952 million military hardware sale by the U.S. which was notified to the Congress last April. On April 6 last year, the State Department had notified to the Congress its decision to sell military hardware worth of $950 million to Pakistan. As per the State Department notification to the Congress, Pakistan has requested a possible sale of 15 AH-1Z viper attack helicopters, 32 T-700 GE 401C engines (30 installed and 2 spares), and 1000 AGM-114 R Hellfire II Missiles in containers. — PTI



Expectations high from Ranil’s China visit ATUL ANEJA BEIJING: Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe arrives in Beijing on Wednesday on an upbeat note after his government cleared the stalled $1.4 billion Colombo Port City, which had become an irritant in the ties between the two countries after a change of guard in Sri Lanka. The Sri Lankan Cabinet had formally cleared the project last month, paving the way for Mr. Wickremesinghe’s visit. The decks were cleared after Sri Lanka’s International Trade and Strategic Development Minister Malik Samarawickrama visited China and held talks with the Chinese authorities on a cluster of issues, including the Port City Project. The signals that Sri Lanka was set to resume the project were loud and clear when in Davos, Mr. Wickremesinghe announced that impediments to big-ticket Chinafunded infrastructure projects in Sri Lanka had been removed. “So, we are going ahead with many of those projects, including the Port



Sri Lanka’s Cabinet formally cleared the Colombo Port City project, funded by China, last month The expansion of the Hambantota Port is expected to cement China-funded infrastructure along a string of Indian Ocean ports. — FILE PHOTOS: R.K. RADHAKRISHNAN, AP



City,” he said. But going beyond infrastructure, the Sri Lankans are seeking Chinese investments in their capitalstarved country. “We are looking at the Chinese participation in the logistics hub of Sri Lanka as well as further investments in the real-estate sector”, Mr. Wickremesinghe said. Mood upbeat in Beijing In Beijing, the mood was upbeat ahead of the Prime Minister’s arrival. “We commend the Sri Lankan government’s positive policies towards China and are ready to



jointly consolidate the traditional friendship, and deepen pragmatic cooperation through this visit, pushing the China-Sri Lanka strategic cooperative partnership to new heights”, said Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hong Lei, ahead of the visit. Analysts say that the doors are now wide open to deepen Colombo-Beijing ties in all fields, including defence. Mr. Wickremasinghe arrives soon after Beijing hosted Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli of Nepal, a visit that has signed a major transit agreement as part of Beijing’s Belt



Thein Sein becomes monk for five days YANGON: The retired junta general who steered Myanmar’s last five years of reforms has temporarily become a monk, according to state media, days after he ceded power to a new government led by Aung San Suu Kyi’s pro-democracy party. Pictures widely shared on social media showed Thein Sein wearing his trademark spectacles and draped in the deep maroon robes of the Buddhist clergy. Myanmar’s state newspaper Myanma Alinn said he had entered a monastery in the central town of Pyin Oo Lwin on Monday for a five day stint, taking the monk title “U Thandidamma”. “Those close to U Thein Sein said he will practise meditation during a temporary monkhood of about five days,” the paper said. It added that he had promised Buddhist elders he would be ordained as a monk once he finished his role as President. While not in Parliament



White House press secretary Josh Earnest. — FILE PHOTO: AP



hands of non-state actors who might collude with state actors, but did not name Pakistan. “[T]hese systems are a source of concern because they’re susceptible to theft due to their size and mode of employment. Essentially, by having these smaller weapons, the threshold for their use is lowered, and the risk that a conventional conflict between India and Pakistan could escalate to include the use of nuclear weapons. So this is why the administration has regularly expressed concern about any sort of tactical nuclear weapon,” Mr. Earnest said. When it was pointed out that India’s reference to its “defence posture” could be an allusion to China and asked how the U.S. understood it, Mr. Earnest said: “The U.S. is committed to developing the U.S.-India relationship into one of the defining partnerships of the 21st century. And that includes pursuing the strategic security dialogue that provides a dedicated venue to exchange ideas on India’s intentions and defence needs, and to discuss issues that they may have related to strategic stability.”



and Road connectivity initiative. China also attaches centrality to Sri Lanka to amplify its Maritime Silk Road — an oceanic connectivity initiative that covers the Indian Ocean. In a bid to anchor their presence in the Indian Ocean, the Chinese have also been engaged in developing Pakistan’s Gwadar Port. China is also establishing Djibouti in the Horn of Africa as a military base to service logistical needs of Chinese warships. The expansion of the Hambantota Port, to which Mr.



‘Capital punishment rose by 54% in 2015’ GARIMELLA SUBRAMANIAM



A



NEW ROLES: Former President Thein Sein; (right) Foreign Minister Aung San Suu Kyi with her Chinese counterpart Wang Yi in Naypyidaw. — PHOTOS: TWITTER, REUTERS



Mr. Sein is expected to continue to lead his Army-backed party, now in Opposition. Suu Kyi’s first meet Myanmar’s Foreign Minister Aung San Suu Kyi met her Chinese counterpart on Tuesday in the first diplomatic foray of her new pro-democracy government, underscoring the importance of relations with Beijing. The new civilian



administration, sworn in on March 30, faces a host of economic challenges as it inherits the government of the impoverished nation from the military. Ms. Suu Kyi invited China’s Wang Yi for talks in the capital Naypyidaw. Meanwhile, Myanmar’s military lawmakers made clear their opposition to a bill to create a powerful new presidential advisory role for Ms.



Suu Kyi on Tuesday by refusing to take part in a lower house of Parliament vote on it. The bill, which creates a state counsellor position enabling Ms. Suu Kyi to work in both in the executive and legislative branches of government, passed in the lower house but not before raising tension between the military and Ms. Suu Kyi’s party. — AFP, Reuters



Wickremasinghe alluded, is expected to cement Chinafunded infrastructure along a string of Indian Ocean ports, starting from Myanmar’s port of Kyaukphyu, within the ambit of the Maritime Silk Road. Observers say that China’s growing influence in South Asia poses a challenge to New Delhi, which could do well to revamp of its neighbourhood policy. Xinhua had earlier reported that Sri Lanka hopes to strengthen its defence ties with China this year. It had paraphrased remarks by Sri Lankan defence secretary Karunasena Hettiarachchi that “China supported Sri Lanka to end the war against Tamil Tiger rebels and the government is in discussions to further strengthen the defence relations between the two countries”.



t least 1,634 people were executed by 25 countries last year alone, according to Amnesty International (AI). Its Death Penalty Report 2015-16, to be released on Wednesday, says the number shows an alarming 54 per cent increase over the previous year. Significantly, the rise also represents the maximum number the group has recorded in a single year since 1989. Most executions take place in China, where such data remains a state secret. Barring information from Beijing, the Asia-Pacific region saw 367 people subjected to the death penalty — more than a ten-fold rise from 2014. Pakistan alone accounted for 326 of them (the highest recorded by AI). West Asia and North Africa saw a 26 per cent rise in



executions, even if there was no addition to the eight countries that resorted to the punishment in 2014. While Iran accounted for 82 per cent of executions in the region, for Saudi Arabia, the total rose by 76 per cent over 2014. But the 158 executions were the highest i since 1995. For the seventh year running, the U.S. remained the lone country in the Americas to have executed convicts. But the numbers were the lowest since 1991. Four more countries abolished the death penalty for all crimes in 2015, taking the tally of abolitionist states to 102. “The understandable anger at perpetrators of violence must not be used by governments to violate the rights of those convicted of violent crimes,” said Abhirr V.P., Campaigner, Amnesty International India, in an email response. ND-ND
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For me, India is the backbone of our group, it is what holds everything together PAUL HERMELIN, Chairman, Capgemini



SENSEX 05-04-16 24,884 04-04-16 25,400



516 POINTS



Modi unveils scheme to make Dalits entrepreneurs Stand-up India will help create 2.5 lakh entrepreneurs YUTHIKA BHARGAVA



P



rime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday unveiled the ‘Stand-up India’ scheme to promote entrepreneurship among women, scheduled castes and tribes by enabling them secure easier loans and said this could be an engine of job creation for the youth. “Dalits and poor people, if given an opportunity, can bring in various reforms in the country. That’s my vision for Stand-up India…This scheme is going to transform the lives of Dalit and tribal communities,” Mr. Modi said while introducing the scheme in Noida, Uttar Pradesh. Under the scheme, SC/ST and women enEASY trepreneurs will be LOANS provided loans of between Rs.10 lakh and youth Rs.1 crore for setting up new enterprises. Mr. Modi said this will help in creating 2.5 lakh entrepreneurs throughout the country as every bank branch will be required to provide two such loans – to a Dalit or SC/ST person and a woman. The Prime Minister said the scheme, which was announced dur-



Dalits and poor people, if given an opportunity, can bring in various reforms in the country. That’s my vision for Stand-up India…This scheme is going to transform the lives of Dalit and tribal communities. Narendra Modi
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GREEN RIDE: Prime Minister Narendra Modi taking an e-rickshaw ride at the



Stand Up India Programme, in Noida, on Tuesday. — PHOTO: SANDEEP SAXENA



ing his Independence Day speech last year, is being unveiled on April 5 to mark the birth anniversary of Congress Dalit Leader Babu Jagjivan Ram. “Whatever one’s party or ideology may be, we want to remember those who have lived and toiled for the nation. As agriculture minister, Babu Jagjivan Ram did a lot to usher in the green revolution. During the 1971 war, which we won, very few people would know that he was the defence minister,” he said. Mr. Modi’s remarks and his choice of venue to unveil this scheme assumes significance in view of the upcoming assembly elections in five states where the Dalit and other backward class votes could be critical. Uttar Pradesh, which goes to polls early next year, has the highest Dalit population among all states. The prime minister said the scheme aims to empower every Indian and enable them to stand on their feet. It seeks to convert “jobseekers into job-creators.” In an indirect jibe at Mr.Vijay Mallya, who is currently facing charges of wilful default on bank



SC/ST and women entrepreneurs will be provided loans of between Rs.10 lakh and Rs.1 crore loans, the prime minister said people have tried to find ways to run away after borrowing money from banks “but the poor of the country, whom we had asked to open zero balance accounts… have put in a total of over Rs.35,000 crore with accounts opened under PMJDY.” Mr. Modi also distributed 5,100 erickshaws under the scheme and 151 women were among those whoreceived the vehicles. “E-rickshaws will be given to those who do not own rickshaws. Beneficiaries of this will be the poor,” he said. This will also benefit the environment, he said pointing out that India spends billions on importing oil while these rickshaws will run on batteries charged using solar power. These e-rickshaws have been distributed for use in Delhi-NCR region.



GOLD 05-04-16 04-04-16



MUMBAI
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RUPEE 05-04-16 66.46 04-04-16 66.21



0.25 ₨/$



BRENT OIL 05-04-16 37.64 04-04-16 38.30



Not proper to reveal names of all defaulters: Rajan



Stocks slump after RBI rate cut as IMF spooks investors



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



MUMBAI: Reserve Bank of India



MUMBAI: The benchmark BSE



(RBI) Governor Raghuram Rajan said on Tuesday that it was not proper to make the names of all defaulters public as it would hurt the risk-taking ability of entrepreneurs. Dr. Rajan said only wilful defaulters’ names should be made public. “Sometimes, you default on credit card bill. Do you want to your name to be put out in public?” Dr. Rajan asked during a post-policy interaction with the media. “What we are saying is that the act of default happens in business. Sometimes because not of your own fault,” he said. Earlier, the central bank submitted a list of names of large defaulters to the Supreme Court in a sealed cover but requested it not to make it public. “We believe, simply any act of default, without understanding the severity, if it just put out for the public to consume, it could create both loss of business as well as undue anxiety and panic and therefore chill business activity. If you are a promoter why will you take risk if there is a slightest chance of default and your name is put up in public for shame. I don’t think we wanted that kind of move, that was our plea to the Supreme Court for keeping this confidential,” the governor said. But he justified why the names of wilful defaulters should be made public. “We have no problem if the intent is to publish wilful defaulters list. That is where the promoter has, in the eyes of the bank, taken it for granted. The bank has gone through a legitimate process of declaring the promoter as wilful defaulter. That can be made public. In fact, some courts have prevented banks from making that list public,” Dr. Rajan said.



Sensex slumped 516 points on Tuesday with bank stocks bearing the brunt as investors ignored a widely anticipated 25 basis points rate cut by the RBI amid a global sellof. Stocks declined in Asia and Europe as oil fell and the IMF warned that the global economy was losing momentum. The Sensex lost 2 per cent to close at 24,883.59. The broader Nifty settled below the 7,700 mark at 7,603.20, down 155.60 points or 2.01 per cent. This was the biggest single-day fall in nearly two months. “The rate cut of 25 basis points was on expected lines and largely discounted in the markets,” said Kamlesh Rao, Chief Executive Oicer, Kotak Securities. “Thus, with no positive surprise, markets came of, post the policy announcement.”



Banking stocks lost the maximum with the BSE Bankex shedding 592 points or 3.21% However, the measures announced by the central bank will enhance liquidity and that should lead to better transmission of rates over the medium term, which will be a positive from economic growth perspective, he said. Banking stocks lost the most with the BSE Bankex shedding 592 points or 3.21 per cent – the highest among all sectoral indices. Heavyweights like ICICI Bank and State Bank of India lost over five per cent each. Yes Bank, Bank of Baroda and Punjab National Bank lost in the range of 4-5 per cent each. Jayant Manglik, President Retail Distribution, Religare Securities said the RBI rate cut that was in line with mar-



0.66 $/bbl



ket expectations failed to cheer the markets as a result of which profit taking was witnessed across the board with rate-sensitive sectors like banking, auto and realty losing maximum ground. Global equity declines also weighed on sentiment. The Nikkei slid 390 points, while the Hang Seng lost 1.57 per cent. Almost all the European indices were also trading in the red at the time of going to press. Back in India, the overall negative trend was corroborated by the weak market breadth with the advance-decline ratio of almost 1:2. On the BSE, 1,664 stocks lost ground as against 857 gainers. Foreign institutional investors (FIIs) sold shares worth Rs.16,647 crore in the first two months of 2016. Only Lupin managed to buck the trend with a marginal gain of 0.12 per cent.



Global economy losing momentum, governments must act: IMF’s Lagarde FRANKFURT: Global economy is



losing momentum and governments should take action to preserve the recovery, Christine Lagarde, the chief of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), has cautioned. “The recovery remains too slow, too fragile,” she said at Frankfurt on Tuesday. Advanced economies still face a hangover from the global financial crisis of 2007—2009 in terms of too much debt, low investment, and, for some, high unemployment. A stronger dollar has weighed on growth in the United States, while China’s economy has slowed.



Christine Lagarde



She said the global outlook for the next six months had weakened, suggesting that IMF may be revising its forecasts. The speech sets the stage for the IMF and World Bank meetings in Washing-



ton later this month. In January, the IMF forecast global growth of 3.4 percent this year. Lagarde urged governments to take pro-growth reforms and to increase spending on public infrastructure. Mediocre growth that doesn’t help ordinary people much risks political backlash that “has consequences for the social and political fabric in many countries,” she said. She warned against turning to protectionism favouring domestic producers in competition with foreign firms as a response. “The answer to the reality of our interconnected worth is not fragmentation, it is cooperation,” she said. —AP



BRIEFLY Credit growth healthy, says Jayant Sinha NEW DELHI: The government



refuted industry criticism about a sharp slowdown in credit growth on Tuesday, arguing that credit is still available and is growing at a ‘healthy’ rate. Minister of State for Finance Jayant Sinha said that credit growth must be viewed in relation to the country’s nominal GDP growth rate. He was responding to a statement by JM Financial founder and chairman Nimesh Kampani red-flagging issues facing the economy, including slower credit offtake. “If you are finding credit hard to come by from the public sector banks, you can always go across the road to the private sector banks,” Mr. Sinha said in response to a statement that they were finding it difficult to secure credit. “If you actually look at credit growth across the system, public sector banks and private banks, it is running at 11-12 per cent, which is a fairly healthy credit growth rate when nominal GDP is more like 5-6 per cent,” Mr. Sinha said at a CII session on financing growth. —Special Correspondent



Exchange Rates Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m on April 05



Currencies U.S. Dollar Euro Pound Sterling Jap Yen (100 Units) Chinese Yuan Swiss Franc Singapore Dollar Australian Dollar Canadian Dollar Swedish Kroner Danish Kroner New Zealand Dollar Hongkong Dollar Malaysian Ringitt Kuwaiti Dinar UAE Dirham Bahraini Dinar Qatari Riyal Saudi Riyal Omani Riyal



TT TT Buying Selling 66.26 66.58 75.30 75.66 94.02 94.49 59.88 60.18 10.22 10.30 69.11 69.45 48.80 49.05 49.95 50.19 50.32 50.56 8.13 8.18 10.12 10.17 44.86 45.09 8.54 8.58 16.85 16.97 219.18 220.97 18.03 18.13 174.58 177.90 18.23 18.27 17.70 17.75 171.58 173.30



Source: Indian Bank



Bullion Rates April 05 rates in rupees with previous rates in brackets



Chennai Bar Silver (1 kg) Retail (1 g) 24 ct gold (10 g) 22 ct gold (1 g)



36,315 38.90 29,150 2,726
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(35,765) (38.30) (28,690) (2,683) ND-ND
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Babus to suggest ways to reboot flagship schemes Group of joint secretaries will evolve strategies for greater visible impact YUTHIKA BHARGAVA



A



head of its second anniversary next month, the NDA Government has constituted a group of joint secretaries from select ministries to evolve strategies to put more substance and speed into the action plans for flagship programmes such as Digital India, Swachh Bharat, Skill India and Make in India. The final presentations will be made to Prime Minister Narendra Modi The mandate of this group, which marks a departure from the traditional approach of setting up groups of ministers or committees of secretaries to devise such plans, is to finalise a strategy over the next month and a half to ensure these programmes deliver outcomes with a greater visible impact on the ground before the 2019 general election. ACTION Some new initiatives could be unPLAN veiled on the basis of these deliberations anniversary during the government’s second anniversary celebrations. “The idea is to work on the major themes of this government such as Digital India, Swachh Bharat and Skill India as well as initiatives in the health and education sectors,” a senior government oicial privy to the developments told The Hindu. Marathon interactions are being held to evolve a fresh strategy for



each of these that can be executed before the next general election. The group of joint secretaries has been tasked with formulating a blueprint for each programme. Initial presentations have been circulated to the respective nodal ministries for their comments and inputs. The ministers concerned have also been instructed to hold discussions with oicials at the level of deputy secretary and above to finalise a strategy. The final presentations are to be made to the Prime Minister. “The objective of the action plan is to take the development model to the next level for quicker delivery. The plans will be based on views of multiple ministries with the involvement of all mid-level and above government oicials,” said the oicial. Former cabinet secretary Naresh Chandra said, “It is a good move if it helps to improve the ease of doing



business in these sectors and accelerates investment flows. Monitoring and setting up committees alone, however, will not work if the oicials working at the ground level are not helpful.” The new action points formulated by the joint secretaries’ group that pass muster with the government could then be added to the Prime Minister’s monthly monitoring system to ascertain the status of various critical projects and policies across the country. On the fourth Wednesday of every month, the Prime Minister usually meets secretaries of the Union government and chief secretaries of all State governments to review the progress of projects under implementation. These meetings are held over video-conference, using an ICTbased multi-modal monitoring system called PRAGATI (Pro-Active Governance and Timely Implementation).



Orahi acquires Odd-Even.com STAFF REPORTER
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Gadkari proposes four-member panel to resolve road sector issues SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



Gurgaon-based carpooling app Orahi on Tuesday said it has acquired Odd-Even.com, a platform to find partners to commute during the odd-even rule, for an undisclosed amount. OddEven.com was started by Akshat Mittal, a 13- year-old. During the first phase of the odd-even plan implemented by the Delhi government, cars with even and odd numbers took turns on the road, to bring down pollution levels. With this acquisition, Mittal will be inducted to the company’s advisory board as a technical and domain expert and Orahi will provide him mentorship on running a carpool business. Orahi will now have a combined user base of 70,000. “The move will benefit all odd-even.com and Orahi users,” said Arun Bhati, Founder & COO, Orahi.
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BENGALURU:



NEW DELHI: Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari has proposed to the Finance Ministry that the resolution of disputes over stalled projects be tasked to a four-member panel led by a former High Court judge. “We need some legal and logical solution to the issues. A lot of cases are pending in the Supreme Court and the High courts. Litigation is not good for industry. We need a free, fair and transparent judicious mechanism….I have requested the Finance Minister to appoint a four-member panel to look into the cases,” Mr. Gadkari told reporters at the sidelines of CII’s Annual Session 2016. He said the panel would have a former High Court judge, an ex-banker, a retired engineer and a retired IAS of-



Nitin Gadkari



ficer. He said the pending issues related to the previous United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government cannot be solved without the interference of the Finance Ministry and Law Ministry. “The problems (in the road sector) related to the previous government are huge but



I am not willing to take any responsibility for that. I have made a suggestion to the Finance Minister…I am positive about solving the problems which should be done in a legal and a transparent manner with the advice of the Finance Minister,” Mr. Gadkari said during his address at the event. Mr. Gadkari said there were 384 stuck road projects when the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government took charge in May 2014. He said the pace of road construction has reached 20 km a day at present. He, however, admitted that the government’s target to increase it to 30 km a day by May this year will be diicult to achieve. “But by May, we will be constructing 24-25 km roads every day,” the Minister added.



AstraZeneca upgrades its scale of operations N. ANAND CHENNAI: AstraZeneca, the British-Swedish global biopharmaceutical firm has said that it plans to bring down the quantum of outsourcing of Information Technology (IT) work and has, towards this end, increased the scale of operations at its Chennai Global Technology Centre (GTC). The centre, which now has 1,500 qualified IT professionals, is expected to have over 2,000 by the year end, out of the 3,100 employees of global



The centre is expected to have over 2,000 IT professionals by the year end IT division. Over the next two to three years, it will increase to 2,500. It plans to bring down the quantum of technology work that it outsources to vendors – from 40 per cent of its total IT budget, to about 25 per cent.This is indicative of a trend where



companies that use technology now increasingly prefer to do more of the work in-house, taking work away from vendors to whom they had originally outsourced. In a report released in mid-2013, titled, ‘From Bengaluru to Boston, the trend of bringing your outsourced IT deal back inhouse’ Deloitte Consulting had cited trends that showed insourcing as a small but growing pattern among technology users. Set up during September 2014, the GTC is AstraZene-



ca’s first in-sourced IT global facility. Over the past 18 months, the centre had insourced IT applications and infrastructure management functions that were previously outsourced to eight global vendors. This centre supports 61,500 employees worldwide. David Smoley, Chief Information Oicer, AstraZeneca, said that the centre was established to reduce the global IT budget of $1.3 billion in 2013, and to bring down the level of outsourcing – 70 per cent of its work.



Centre may propose solution in call drops stand-of KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: The government may propose a “solution” in the Supreme Court to end the impasse between the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) and major telecos over the new regulations making the service provider liable to compensate consumers for call drops. Attorney-General Mukul
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Rohatgi sought time till next Tuesday from a Bench of Justices Kurian Joseph and Rohinton Nariman, which is hearing a plea by the Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) against TRAI’s controversial Telecom Consumers Protection (9th Amendment) Regulations of 2015. Mr. Rohatgi told the Bench that he would make his sub-



The 2015 rules constantly “changed the goal posts affecting the sector’s growth” missions in the case on April 12 and may even present a solution to the issue. Earlier during the hearing, counsels for COAI argued



that “nobody is running away from call drops issue”, but the 2015 regulations signalled a constant “changing of the goal posts which would afect the orderly growth of the sector and make it impossible for them to plan their businesses”. They termed the call drop regulations a “knee-jerk reaction, a sudden departure from accountability.”
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‘Watson, Binny make RCB a balanced squad’ PRINCIPAL CORRESPONDENT BENGALURU: Daniel Vettori be-



lieves the presence of allrounders Shane Watson and Stuart Binny will give Royal Challengers Bangalore the balance it previously lacked in the IPL. Watson was acquired for Rs. 9.5 crore and Binny for Rs. 2 crore at this year’s auction. “Last year, we did lots of things well, but the likes of Watson and Binny give us a really balanced squad,” said RCB head coach Vettori on Tuesday. “To have those guys that have the ability to bat in the top order and bowl four overs is a real luxury. You look at the teams that have been successful in the IPL — CSK with the likes of (Ravindra) Jadeja, (Suresh) Raina and (Dwayne) Bravo and KKR with Shakib (Al Hasan). So we’re banking on the fact that we have six or seven bowling options. “The Chinnaswamy Stadium is a tough place to bowl at, so to give ourselves those options is very important.” Starc’s absence a big blow Vettori admitted that the absence of Mitchell Starc, who is recovering from a foot injury and will likely miss the IPL, was a big blow. “Everyone’s seen how Mitch has bowled in the last couple of years, particularly T20s and his death bowling.



IPL-9: viewers as third umpires
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Itching to get back on the field: Zaheer Khan SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: He may be pushing



40, but as captain of Delhi Daredevils in the ninth season of the IPL, Zaheer Khan is upbeat about not just his own performance but also the chance to pass on his expertise to the youngsters in the side. His pre-tournament press interaction peppered with words like “young energy”, “obsession with numbers” and



“giving back to the game”, Zaheer made it clear that he was looking to have some fun through the competition. Having retired from international cricket a year back, the fast bowler said he was looking forward to getting back to competitive action after a year. “I have hardly played any cricket since the last IPL, so I am itching to get back on field and looking forward to some young energy that will be visi-



ble on the field. We have a lot of youngsters, these are guys who have been performing consistently in the domestic season — Shreyas Iyer, who has had a great season, Karun Nair and Sanju Samson, Mohammed Shami is coming back from injury... It’s amazing to see the energy in practice sessions,” the 37-year old said even as he swept aside age concerns. “I think it’s all about clear thinking and strategy. If you



are good enough to play and cope with the pressures of the format, why not?” “At times, I think we get too caught up in terms of numbers, whether it is statistics on the field or age of it and I think we all need to move on from that,” he said. Asked about having second thoughts on retiring from the international arena after an impressive showing by experienced Ashish Nehra in the re-



Teamwork made WT20 a success: Sridhar V.V. SUBRAHMANYAM HYDERABAD: Former Hyderabad



RUN FEST: Daniel Vettori, snapped during Royal Challengers



Bangalore's training on Tuesday, feels the pitches will be full of runs during the IPL. — PHOTO: K. MURALI KUMAR That’s something we’re going to miss. It’s diicult bowling here and with Starc we knew we had those four overs up our sleeve. That’s a loss, but it’s an opportunity for the likes of Adam Milne and Kane Richardson to step up,” the Kiwi said. RCB will also be concerned over the fitness of Samuel Badree, who has flown back home after the World T20 with a shoulder injury. The leg-spinner played a key role in West Indies’ triumph and is now the ICC’s top-ranked T20I bowler. “He’ll see a specialist there (in Trinidad) and we’ll get some



feedback soon,” Vettori said. “That was always the plan. We’re just hoping he recovers from his injury and gets back to the team as soon as possible.” Vettori felt pitches in India, largely spin-friendly during the World T20, would be full of runs during the IPL. “The wickets were really conducive to spin (during the WT20) and it was great to see from a personal perspective,” he said. “But I think we’ll see a lot of the wickets that we’re used to in the IPL and a lot of high-scoring games. It’s going to be a challenge for the bowlers.”



Ranji captain Dr. M.V. Sridhar, the Tournament Director of the just-concluded World T20, has every reason to look back at the successful mega event with a sense of pride. “I can proudly say that it was all because of great teamwork,” said Sridhar in an interview with The Hindu on Tuesday. Sridhar said the biggest challenge was the mind-boggling logistics involved — 26 teams and 58 matches in 30 days. Proper planning “A month before the event, it was definitely mind-boggling. But four weeks of boardroom planning ensured that everything was in place. “The key to the success was that the communication chan-



It’s like moving house: Raina SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



MUMBAI: IPL chairman Rajiv



Shukla said the viewers too will get a chance to air their views on decisions referred to the third umpire during IPL-9. “They will be given a placard, and whatever they say — out or not out — it will be caught by the camera and shown on screen. “However, the decision of the third umpire will be final,” said Shukla, who felt that this would increase the involvement of the viewers. “Their opinion will not matter to the third umpire who will go as per what he sees on the (TV) screen,” he added. — PTI
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MUMBAI: Forced to cast of the famous yellow jersey of the Chennai Super Kings (CSK) for IPL seasons 9 and 10 after the Chennai franchise was suspended for two years, Suresh Raina said, “It’s like moving house where you have lived for eight years. I learned a lot of things from the seniors at CSK. Gujarat Lions will be the new house; it’s diicult and it will be a challenge.” The highest run-getter in the IPL admitted that being a captain will be diferent from being a player. “I have a bigger responsibility. We are lucky to have the CSK players (Brendon McCullum, Dwayne Smith and Ravindra Jadeja), other world-class



Suresh Raina. — PHOTO: SHASHI ASHIWAL players and match-winners as well. IPL is a world platform. “Captain is just a name. You



need 11 good players on the park. God has been really kind to us in the last few years. There were some great players. The next two years will be exciting for the youngsters who will get a chance to improve,” added Raina. The Lions skipper, who launched the Spanish energy major Repsol’s lubricant, will join his team at Rajkot on Wednesday. “I will have a chat with the coaches and seniors. Our first match is against Kings XI at Mohali (April 11).” Asked whether he would prefer an Indian or foreigner as coach, Raina said: “The BCCI looks after such matters. “I have played for India for many years, and know my responsibilities.”



nels were open 24x7. Each one of us knew what was happening and what had to be done,” revealed Sridhar. “It was a gigantic task. For instance, there were 6,000 room bookings across the venues hosting these games,” he said. “All this was possible just because of the support from the respective State cricket associations,” said the former cricketer, who is also General Manager (Operations) of BCCI. “I must thank the BCCI top brass, including president Shashank Manohar and secretary Anurag Thakur, for giving me the complete freedom in my job,” said Sridhar. Referring to the shifting of the high-profile India-Pakistan match from Dharamshala to Kolkata, Sridhar says it was done taking great pains. “Our objective was to show-



M.V. Sridhar. — FILE PHOTO case the venue to the outside world since it was a global event. It was known more as the place of the Dalai Lama.” Sridhar admitted that that one week was the most challenging phase for him as the director. “Suddenly you had to take care of so many critical subjects like playing area, security and ticketing. I must thank



the CAB, headed by Sourav Ganguly and Abhishek Dalmiya, for coming forward to host the match. “Pakistan was somehow uncomfortable with the idea of playing at Dharamshala. I was engaged in talks with their delegation about hosting the match there. “Unfortunately, the local government was not forthcoming and giving ambiguous statements of support. Ultimately, we were glad that the damage done was bare minimum because of the shifting of the big match.” He said they had saved at least 30 per cent of the total budget (which is said to be about Rs. 300 crore). Sridhar concluded saying that it was a huge learning curve for him and was glad that he had lived up to expectations.



Venkatesh Prasad seeks a return to coaching at the highest level AMOL KARHADKAR MUMBAI: Venkatesh Prasad, the



chairman of the national junior selection panel, has expressed his desire to be moved back into a coaching role at the highest level. The Hindu understands that Prasad, in a letter to BCCI secretary Anurag Thakur and MV Sridhar, general manager, cricket operations, has sought to be re-assigned to the coaching role. Prasad, in his letter, is understood to have stated in the letter to be considered either for a coaching role with the national team or at the National Cricket Academy. Ever since the conclusion of the under-19 World Cup in



앫 Has written to the BCCI



about a possible role with Team India or NCA



February Prasad has been sending feelers to the BCCI hierarchy about filling in as a member of the coaching staf. With the terms of all of India’s coaching staf members, including team director Ravi Shastri and bowling coach Bharat Arun, having expired with India’s semifinal exit from World Twenty20, Prasad thus becomes the first to apply for their replacement. However, if the BCCI doesn’t consider him for the India coach or bowling coach role, Prasad is also open to



contribute as bowling coach at the NCA. The post of the bowling coach at the NCA has been lying vacant since T.A. Sekhar’s appointment was stalled. Sekhar, also a mentor at Delhi Daredevils, has declined to discontinue his association with the IPL franchise, thus forcing the NCA Board to not formalise his appointment. Prasad worked with the Indian team as bowling coach for two and a half years from May 2007. Since then, he has worked as bowling coach for RCB and the head coach for U.P. Ranji team before taking over as the chairman of the junior national selector for a second term last year.



cent World T20, Zaheer was categorical. Happy for Nehra “I am very happy with the decision I took! That said, I am happy to see Ashish Nehra do so well, in fact he has motivated me a lot to get back to training. But I was very clear about walking away from international cricket per se, and just happy with this form of cricket,” he clarified.



Viewership will not drop: Sony CHENNAI: The viewership



of the upcoming Indian Premier League will not be afected even though Chennai Super Kings is not part of the tournament, according to the executive vicepresident and business head, Sports Cluster, Sony Pictures Networks India, the oicial broadcaster of the event. “ People will still be interested in IPL. We might not get the occasional spike that we usually get from here for the CSK matches. “I don’t see the viewership going down. But other than that I don’t see the interest dramatically going down,” he said. Present at the formal unveiling of Sony’s regional campaign for this year’s IPL, he said that last year saw the maximum viewership in five years. “We expect it to increase by 15-20 percent this year.” — Sports Reporter



Goalless draw MADRID: Levante and Sport-



ing Gijon played out a 0-0 draw in La Liga on Monday, a result that kept both clubs in the relegation zone. Levante has 25 points from 31 games while Sporting moved to 18th with 28 points. The results: La Liga: Levante 0 drew with Sporting Gijon 0. Serie A: At Milan: Bologna 0 lost to Verona 1 (Samir 42). — Agencies ND-ND
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BETWEEN WICKETS Cruelty and compassion — the final images of an inclusive World Cup SURESH MENON



W



hen Brazil win in football or West Indies cricket, there is much rejoicing and a feeling that god’s in his heaven and all’s right with the world. These teams play their sports with flair and communicate their enjoyment to the audiences. There will never be another Pele, just as there will never be another Garry Sobers, geniuses both. But each player in these teams has it in him to become a short-term genius. Like Carlos Brathwaite on Sunday night. In seven matches before that, he had made 25 runs in five innings. Few people outside the West Indies had even heard of him. And now he is the toast of the cricketing world. Doing the unexpected The West Indies were the first great team in one-day internationals, winning the World Cup twice in a row (‘75, ‘79). Now they are the first great team in T20 cricket. Champion sides must be capable of doing two important things — the expected, and the unexpected. Four sixes in the final over to win a match is about as unexpected a denouement as one can get in any class of cricket. If six were needed, Brathwaite would have provided them, such was his command. But spare a thought for Ben Stokes who demonstrated once again that cricket is a game of centimetres. The difference between a run-choking yorker and an invitation to send the ball into the crowd is almost negligible. Almost, but not quite. In the end, Stokes sat clutching his face, his aspect that of a man who had accidentally blown up the bridge carrying his mates across a river. It wasn’t just disappointment, there was horror. Sport can be cruel, imposing on young men — Stokes is only 24 — a strong sense of guilt for a moment gone wrong. Stokes didn’t lose England the World Cup, no one believes it for a moment, but it will be diicult to convince Stokes himself.



It was a marvellous tournament, full of character and characters, and with signposts to the way the game is evolving



I-LEAGUE



BADMINTON



Mumbai FC splits points with East Bengal AMITABHA DAS SHARMA KOLKATA: Mumbai FC held



home favourite East Bengal to a 2-2 draw in a 15th round ILeague match at the Vidyasagar stadium, Barasat on Tuesday. Steven Dias put Mumbai FC ahead early in the first half before Ranti Martins fetched the leveller a few minutes later. After the interval, Bernard Mendy made it 2-1 for East



Lajong holds Mohun Bagan



Bengal before Ashutosh Mehta scored the equaliser. Having beaten Mohun Bagan 2-1 in the previous round, East Bengal hoped to get back into the race with another win at home. The host conceded an early goal when Dias scored from a brilliant free-kick in the 15th minute. East Bengal regrouped well and striker Martins found the equaliser in the 25th minute of a fine side volley.



Prajakta, Chirag help AAI trip Telangana; Petroleum in final



East Bengal attacked with more purpose after the break and saw Mendy finding the net while making the most of an assist from Martins. But just as East Bengal looked to have sealed the game, Mehta nodded home a Jayesh Rane free kick to make the honours even. The result: East Bengal 2 (Ranti Martins 25, Bernard Mendy 59) drew with Mumbai FC 2 (Steven Dias 15, Ashutosh Metha 76).



RAKESH RAO CHANDIGARH: Prajakta Sawant and Chirag Shetty played their part to perfection as the three doubles combinations carried Airport Authority of India past Telangana 3-2, in four hours, for its maiden entry into the team final of the National badminton championship here on Wednesday. After Petroleum duly took its place in the final, AAI stared at defeat after losing the two singles and trailing by a game in the men’s doubles. Chirag Shetty, who won the admiration of Chief coach P. Gopi Chand with his display, and his partner M. R. Arjun held their nerves on the big points and bounced right back to stop Rahul Yadav and Arjun Reddy 20-22, 21-11, 21-17 in 45 minutes and kept AAI alive in the contest. Thereafter, Prajakta and J. K. Malavika rallied brilliantly following the loss of the first game and went on to overcome a 10-13 deficit in the decider to win in 55 minutes. With the tie locked at 2-2, there was a 20-minute rest period for Prajakta, who was lined up to play back-to-back matches. She joined hands with Chirag to script a narrow 21-19, 21-19 victory by converting the fourth tie-point. Earlier in the quarterfinals, Petroleum was expectedly tested by Maharashtra but the 3-0 margin does not reflect the closeness of the contest. The results: Team championship: Semifinals: Petroleum bt Haryana 3-0 (B.



TENNIS



SHILLONG: Mohun Bagan had to



settle for a 2-2 draw against Shillong Lajong after conceding a last-minute goal to see its title defence slip further in the Hero I-League football, here on Tuesday. This was its third winless match on the trot. The result: Shillong Lajong 2 (Souza Silva 39 & 90+5) drew with Mohun Bagan 2 (Lalpekhlua 18, Yusa 77). — PTI



Sarfraz named T20 captain LAHORE: Wicketkeeper-batsman Sarfraz Ahmed was on Tuesday named captain of Pakistan’s Twenty20 team, replacing Shahid Afridi. Commenting on this development, PCB chairman Shaharyar Khan said Ahmed was the natural choice for the leadership role. “I spoke to Sarfraz this morning and conveyed to him that he was our natural choice for this position. His appointment is open-ended. I wish him good luck in his new role,” he said. — PTI



Siddhant shines as India blanks Indonesia SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Indian boys



sharpened their game for bigger challenges, blanking Indonesia 3-0 and assuring themselves of a quarterfinal berth from Group-A in the AsiaOceania junior Davis Cup under-16 tennis tournament at the DLTA Complex here. Siddhant Banthia, who tasted defeat on the opening day, notched up a victory in both singles and doubles, while the team’s No. 1 player Adil Kalyanpur was given a tough test by Muhammad Althaf Dhaifullah who hits double-fisted on the forehand as well as the backhand. Captain Vishaal Uppal continued to play his cards smartly, resting Adil in doubles and showing faith in the third member of the team — Megh Patel — and ensuring that everyone had enough rest and also court time.



India will meet Japan on Wednesday to decide the top team from the group. In Group-B, Malaysia will face second seed China, while Malaysia will clash with Vietnam. China has two wins already, and Malaysia and Hong Kong one each. The results (league): Group-A: India bt Indonesia 3-0 (Siddhant Banthia bt Iswandaru Kusumo Putro 6-2, 6-3; Adil Kalyanpur bt Muhammad Althaf Dhaifullah 6-3, 7-5; Siddhant Banthia & Megh Patel bt Muhammad Althaf Dhaifullah & Iswandaru Kusumo Putro 6-2, 6-3). Japan bt Thailand 3-0 (Rimpei Kawakami bt Noppadol Noikor 6-1, 6-0; Naoki Tajima bt Tonkla Mulada 6-7(6), 7-5, 6-4; Rimpei Kawakami & Naoki Tajima bt Natthayut Nithithananont & Noppadol Noikor 6-4, 6-3). Group-B: China bt Malaysia 3-0; Hong Kong bt Vietnam 3-0. Group-C: Korea bt Syria 2-1; New Zealand bt Kazakhstan 3-0. Group-D: Australia bt Uzbekistan 3-0; Chinese Taipei bt Philippines 3-0.



COMBINING WELL: Sai Praneeth and Pranaav Jerry Chopra downed Akshay Dewalkar & Akshay Raut.— PHOTO: AKHILESH KUMAR



Sai Praneeth bt Aman Kumar 21-10, 21-16; Rituparna Das bt Shivani Singh 21-8, 21-13; K. Tarun & Arun Vishnu bt Ketan Chahal & Saurabh Sharma 1921, 21-6, 21-16). Airport Authority of India (AAI) bt Telangana 3-2 (Kusal Dharamamer lost to Siril Varma 15-21, 14-21; Rasika Raje lost to G. Vrushali 22-24, 14-21; M. R. Arjun & Chirag Shetty bt Rahul Yadav & Arjun Reddy 20-22, 21-11, 21-17. Prajakta Sawant & J. K. Malavika bt G. Vrushali & Sri Krishna Priya 1821, 21-17, 21-17; Prajakta Sawant & Chirag Shetty bt Sri Krishna Priya & Arjun Kumar Reddy 21-19, 21-19). Quarterfinals: Petroleum bt Maharashtra 3-0 (R.M.V. Gurusaidutt bt Harsheel Dani 25-23, 17-21, 21-18; G. Ruthvika Shivani bt Neha Pandit 21-12, 21-15; B. Sai Praneeth & Pranaav Chopra bt Akshay Dewalkar & Akshay Raut 21-17, 12-21, 21-17).



Haryana bt Chandigarh 3-1 (Ketan Chahal bt Oscar Bansal 22-24, 21-12, 21-17; Shivani Singh lost to Kailash 13-21, 23-21, 14-21. Ketan & Saurabh Sharma bt Sachin Garg & Varun Sharma 21-16, 2116; Komal Antil & Lalita Dahiya bt Kailash & Kawaljeet Kaur 21-14, 21-16). AAI bt Uttar Pradesh 3-1 (Pratul Joshi bt Arshalan Naqvi 21-19, 21-15; Rasika Raje lost to Riya Mookerjee 21-11, 10-21, 16-21. M.R. Arjun & Chirag Shetty bt Shivam Sharma & Vinay Kumar Singh 21-8, 16-21, 21-12; J. K. Malvika & Prajakta Sawant bt Shruti Mishra & Samriddhi Singh 21-15, 21-6). Telangana bt Assam 3-0 (Siril Varma bt Hirak Jyoti Neog 21-15, 21-12; G. Vrushali bt Chimran Kalita 21-10, 21-15. Rahul Yadav & Arjun Reddy bt Anjan Buragohain & Ranjan Buragohain 21-12, 21-14).



Stokes and solitude Great footballers have missed crucial penalties, golfers have choked at the final putt, Tour de France cyclists have been overtaken just when they thought they had won. None of that will be consolation for Stokes. He won’t want anybody’s sympathy, nor even anyone’s understanding. He will just want to be left alone. And pray that redemption is around the corner. In the end, the best all round team won the World T20, and in doing so, underlined an important lesson for India: A team needs six-hitters. Sharply run twos are no match for the well-struck sixes, a lesson that became obvious when India lost to the champions in the semifinals, the six-hitting there being done by a diferent set of batsmen. Both England and India were short by around 15-20 runs. You can over-analyse that or enjoy the West Indies response in each case. Did India relax a bit after they dismissed Chris Gayle? Perhaps. Did England believe they had it in their pocket when Chris Jordan’s final delivery of the 19th over was a dot ball? Perhaps. How boring would sport be if everything went according to plan! Amazing Afghanistan One team, Afghanistan, beat the champions. And for many, the story of the tournament is the story of Afghanistan, whose entry into the main draw had all the romance and fantasy connected with sport. A collection of enthusiastic amateurs had earned the right to sup at the high table with the best in the world. No team celebrated with greater abandon, not even the West Indies, no team could have inspired their beaten rivals to join them in celebrations as they did. T20 suddenly seemed to be the upholder of the spirit of cricket. And just as suddenly, West Indies cricket, at least of the limited over variety, seems to be on the road to rejuvenation. It was the English poet George Herbert who said the best revenge is living well. For Darren Sammy and his men, the best revenge was playing well, and winning the Cup. The West Indies Cricket Board is forced to talk to the players, sort out the money issues, work towards getting the best to play. The team nearly did not make it to India, and it might be overly optimistic to expect a turnaround given deeper issues especially in the Test arena. But who knows how many youngster this will inspire? Sportsmanship “Marlon (Samuels) told me to swing for the hills,” Brathwaite told Cricinfo after the final. More significantly, he had a message for Stokes. “To Ben, tough luck (and) commiserations. Wish he has a long and successful career ahead of him.” Four sixes in four balls and such compassion too! This was a marvellous tournament, full of character and characters, and with signposts to the way the game is evolving. The format has room for both Kohli and Brathwaite, Root and Finch, Badree as well as Willey. Cricket-wise, this has been the most inclusive of World Cups, with enough in it for all age groups from seven to seventy (and beyond).



VARIETY THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11669 1
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19



should be returned (4,2) 18 Award cash for Australian swimmer (5) 22 Stuck-up, left lying next to one in desi hang-out (2-2-2) 23 Constant absence of barriers, say, for wise guys (4-4) 24 Aimless rover, having crossed fifty, pleased — more or less (8) 25 Female swans taking on grooms (6)



8 Hot dog, panting like crazy over sea dog? (3,2,1,7) 13 One mugging silly Latin, stupidly cramming answer (9) 15 Religious circle represented by a Liberal (8) 16 Symbol in mathematics, one possibly connecting a number (8) 19 Satisfied with money collected in welfare drive (6) 20 Heart-rending devotional song for one from Barbados (5) 21 Manage without posh car (5)



21



22



Down



23



24



25



Across



7 Vest husband wears at home before retiring (6) 8 Calmed down when position described at depth (8) 9 Opener, yards away, stranded — falling and getting up (8) 10 Heavy loss of wickets leaving CM YK



score below hundred (6) 11 Changes to copy trend around school (5) 12 Make beloved finish kissing each fingertip (6) 14 Treating public as foe at head office perhaps (5,2,8) 17 Just when reasonable margins in venture



1 People, without exception, fancy land alone (3,3,3) 2 Fraud bound to go up round these days (6) 3 Bespoke, centrally vented, tailor-made suit (5) 4 Bottom line: census periodically skipped without justification (8) 5 Parasite in spleen infecting pet (6-2) 6 Mole, black, an eyesore perhaps popping out of skin (5)



Solution to puzzle 11668 M A H A R A J A



A S C O R O O U N A G E



F W L O I O Z WE E E N R E S



Q U E S P E P C R S E S H O E N I S N D L I S T L E G E R Y S A X N E E M R E R O E N C L O T H I R A K S H I S T E E H I D E N T S



C O M P E L L E D U B O A T



I F I A N I N S H T T T A M G A R R I N O D



I C R G O W I N S D P E V D I A A N C G E



FAITH



SU | DO | KU



Temporal and permanent goals The ultimate goal of all created beings in the entire universe, ranging from Brahma to any small creature is freedom from birth. This is known as liberation and is described as a state of permanent and eternal bliss unlike what is considered as happiness in worldly terms. Then why is it that the Vedas mention in detail the sacrifices and the fruits to be obtained through the performance of these sacrifices? One has to read between the lines and understand that the aim of the Vedas is to motivate us to understand the diference between temporal and permanent goals, pointed out Sri K. Srinivasan in a discourse. They make it clear that all human beings are in debt and that all karmas have their efects. The most important of our obligations are to the celestial beings, the rishis, the departed souls, to living beings and animals. The debt to the celestials is to be paid through sacrifices or yagas and yagnas; to the sages with feelings of admiration and devotion; to departed spirits with prayers in their behalf; to living men with love and kindness; to animals with food and drink. It is the duty of every human being to apportion a share of whatever nourishment is partaken to all these with suitable prayers and mantras. No moral merit accrues from the due discharge of these debts. Failure to comply with this obligation will lead to lose the advantage of one’s status as a human being. These duties must be performed with no thought of self or selfish ends but simply because they are for a righteous man duties and because they purify the heart. The teaching is to refrain from striving to fulfil the desires for happiness in worldly comforts which, even after possession can never give wholesome joy.



A mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. The solution to yesterday’s puzzle is at left. ND-ND
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Dev Javia to lead the Indian challenge NEW DELHI: Dev Javia, who had a



fine run making a final and a semifinal in the Asian under-14 developmental event in Vietnam, will lead the Indian challenge in the Asia-Oceania World junior tennis under-14 competition in Nonthaburi, Thailand, from April 16 to May 1. The team, with a surprise choice of Varun Walia as captain-cum-coach, will have Aaryan Mehul Zaveri and V.M. Sandeep as other members. The girls’ team has Tanisha Kashyap, Sanya Singh and Shreya Gulia with Olympian Rushmi Chakravarthi as captain. The chairman of the selection committee, Anil Dhupar stated that the choice of players was on the basis of their performance in the Asian under-14 developmental events. The teams: Boys: Dev Javia, Aaryan Mehul Zaveri and V.M. Sandeep. Coach/ captain: Varun Walia. Girls: Tanisha Kashyap, Sanya Singh and Shreya Gulia. Coach/captain: Rushmi Chakravarthi.



Conte courting trouble ROME: An Italian court on



Tuesday called for new Chelsea coach Antonio Conte to receive a sixmonth suspended prison sentence over match-fixing allegations. The current Italy manager, who will take over Chelsea after Euro 2016, is accused of sporting fraud. The Calcioscommesse corruption probe says the 46-year-old former Juventus boss failed to expose an alleged rigged second division match in May 2011. The game involved Siena, which Conte managed at that time, and AlbinoLefe. Conte denies any wrongdoing. — AFP



India to meet Japan in Azlan Shah opener
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Gold for Chitra, Varshaa



HASTINGS (NEW ZEALAND): The In-



HOCKEY / Australia has brought its strongest squad to Ipoh IPOH (MALAYSIA): Eyes firmly set



on a much improved performance in Olympics, an experimental Indian men’s hockey team will kick-start its preparation for the quadrennial event with the Sultan Azlan Shah Cup, where it will meet Japan in its opening match, here on Wednesday. Eight-time Olympic gold medallist, India’s tune-up for the Rio Games will get underway at this quaint capital of Malaysia’s Perak state as the opening fixture against Japan allows the team an opportunity to find its feet before running into stronger oppositions that include reigning world champion Australia. India has picked a squad with many young players from the core group as coach Roelant Oltmans is eager to test their ability and match temperament before he decides on the team for the Olympic Games in August. Oltmans makes no bones about the Sultan Azlan Shah Cup being a test for the youngsters, inducted into the Indian squad in place of several seasoned players, who have been provided much needed rest. “International sport is all about showcasing your skills on the big stage. The young players will be under scrutiny,” said Oltmans, a former Dutch national coach who has now spent considerable time in diferent roles with the Indian squad. India’s major challenge is expected from a strong Australian outfit, which is keen to reclaim the title from Oceania rivals New Zealand. Australia has won the Sultan Azlan Shah Cup on eight occasions, followed by India’s five title triumphs. Last year, Australia was beaten 3-1 in a penalty shootout by New Zealand after a thrilling 2-2 draw in



Chitra Magimairaj.



Varshaa Sanjeev.



BENGALURU: India’s Chitra Ma-



Varshaa bagged the Eden WC Plate event, too. “I am very happy,” Varshaa told WLBS. “In the beginning I wasn’t playing so well and I didn't qualify for the knockout. But I wanted to give my best and I started winning!” The duo, however, earned only a bronze in the team event, falling in the semifinals. “It was a very close loss,” Chitra said. “We should have won. One mistake cost us. Earlier, in the Ireland team event (2013) we had won bronze and this time we wanted to go one step further. I hope we will get another chance to do better at the World team championship in Egypt in June. I thank the Department of Youth Empowerment and Sports for its consistent support.”



gimairaj and Varshaa Sanjeev won the seniors’ and under-21 gold medals respectively at the WLBS World snooker championship which concluded in Leeds on Tuesday. Veteran Chitra defeated Sandra Bryan, Dannie Findlay and Michelle Brown before prevailing over Sharon Kaur 3-0 in the final. Varshaa on the other hand overcame Claire Edgington and Yan Shut before putting it across Jeong Min Park 3-0 in the final. “It’s the second time in the seniors and my second win,” Chitra told The Hindu. “The competition was more this time with good English and Australian players. I am now looking forward to the World championship.” In addition, 19-year-old



CRICKET



Kunal gives North trophy TOUGH TEST: Sardar Singh will lead a bunch of youngsters who were inducted into the Indian



squad in place of several seasoned players.— FILE PHOTO regulation period. Between them, Australia and New Zealand have won the last five titles since 2011. The last of India’s five titles came in 2011, when it shared the trophy with South Korea as torrential showers washed out the final encounter. Asian Games gold medallists India, the lone men’s team from this continent to qualify for the 2016 Olympics, will lead the challenge of four Asian sides. Former world champion Pa-



GOLF



kistan, host Malaysia and Japan complete the line-up for the tournament that will be played on a round-robin basis, with the top two teams clashing in the final and the next two in the bronze medal play-of game. Australia has brought its strongest squad to Ipoh. Leading the Australian charge is ace striker Jamie Dwyer, a veteran of 351 international appearances. He is backed by robust defenders like Mark Knowles (275 international caps) and Chris Cirrello (177 caps).



The Ipoh outing will be a test of the Indian players’ ability to assess diferent styles of play and strive to match them. Captained by Sardar Singh, the Indian team includes some seasoned performers like vicecaptain S.V. Sunil, Rupinder Pal Singh, Kothajit Singh and Manpreet Singh. — PTI 앫 Live on STAR Sports 1, 3 &



HD 1 & 3, 1.30, 3.30 & 6 p.m.



NEW DELHI: Kunal Chandela hit a triple century (318, 479b, 39x4, 6x6) to help North Zone beat West Zone on the basis of first innings lead and lift the Vizzy Trophy at the Jamia Millia Islamia ground here on Tuesday. Kunal, who represents HNB University (Dehradun) and plays for Gush CC in Delhi, added 316 for the third wicket with Saleem Ansari (102, 240b, 10x4). The scores: West Zone 603 drew with North Zone 604 for six in 168 overs (Kunal Chandela 318, Saleem Ansari 102,



Kunal Chandela (318). Rajesh Sharma 89, Puneet Tripathi three for 123). North won on first innings lead .



BADMINTON



McIlroy ace sparks Masters roar Gopi expects seven shuttlers in Rio AUGUSTA: Rory McIlroy didn’t let the Masters field finish Monday’s opening practice day before sending the message that he will contend to complete a career Grand Slam this week at Augusta National. The four-time Major winner from Northern Ireland fired a hole-in-one at the par-3 16th to inspire cheers from the spectators as loud as anything tournament play has among the Georgia pines. “I don’t think I’ve ever heard a roar that loud in a practice round,” McIlroy said. The 26-year-old used a 7iron to connect from 170 yards and ensure he owned bragging rights for the round over playing partner Chris Wood of England. McIlroy is trying to win the Masters to become sixth player to complete a career Grand Slam, joining Jack Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, Gary Player, Ben Hogan and Gene Sarazen. He has captured the 2011 US Open, the 2012 and 2014 PGA Championships and the 2014 British Open, but all of those came after he led the 2011 Masters only to squander his chances for a green jacket with a nightmare back nine on Sunday. “What’s great about Augusta National (is) we have really



CHANDIGARH: With the cut-of



GEARING UP: Rory McIlroy plays his shot from the sixth tee



during a practice round prior to the start of the Masters tournament. — PHOTO: AFP good drama on the back nine on Sunday,” said reigning British Open champion and 2007 Masters winner Zach Johnson. “There’s an aura about it. It’s really hard to pinpoint. It’s something intangible,” he said. Relax on focus for a single shot and title hopes can vanish into the water or the pine trees, as McIlroy knows all too well. Dustin Johnson, whose sixth-place efort last year was his best showing in six Masters starts, agreed, saying, “There’s a lot of opportunities to make birdie and then there’s a lot of opportunities to make disasters, too.”



A host of worldwide stars are expected to be among Sunday’s back-nine contenders, including recent US PGA winners Jason Day and Adam Scott of Australia, two-time Masters winner Bubba Watson of the United States and Charl Schwartzel of South Africa, who birdied the last four holes to win the 2011 Masters. Defending champion Jordan Spieth got his first in-depth sense of the Augusta National atmosphere as a Masters winner. “It’s a diferent feeling on the grounds having won the tournament,” he said. — AFP



GENERAL



Figo launches Premier Futsal SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: Luis Figo is hopeful that FIFA, which had seen some tumultuous times in the recent past, will get better under its new president Giovanni Infantino. “Infantino was the candidate I supported. He supported me when I was the candidate. Basically we share the same ideas about what FIFA needs to get back the credibility that an organisation which runs global football should have. I have my hopes that he can change everything,” he said, talking on the sidelines of launching Premier Futsal, a five-a-side indoor football competition in India. The former World Player of the Year and Ballon d’Or awardee was one of the contestants for the post of FIFA president before withdrawing his candidature for the elections held in February at Zurich. “I did not know about futsal’s feasibility here till my partners made me aware of football’s popularity in India



CM YK



the shuttle will be slow and one should be ready for longer rallies. I would prefer at least 10 days in Rio for the players to get acclimatised. Since it will be diicult to find practicepartners in Rio, we will have to see whether we can fund a couple of players and take them along to give our qualified players some useful practice.”



RAKESH RAO



NEW ASSIGNMENT: Portuguese star Luis Figo at the launch of



Premier Futsal in Mumbai on Tuesday. — PHOTO: VIVEK BENDRE and the scope for futsal,” said the player who achieved fame with stints in FC Barcelona, Real Madrid and Inter Milan. Premier Futsal Management Private Limited plans to cash in on Figo’s presence worldwide to develop the July 15-24 tournament into a global event. Eight internationals, billed as marquee players, will take part in the event featuring eight city-based teams across India. “I know about the Indian



Super League through some of my friends who have played it and others willing to come here in future,” he said. He explained that five-aside football was his entry point into the game. “There was a futsal pitch behind my house and I had played with friends. I believe the skills developed in futsal helped me later as a professional. Most of the world’s top pros started with street football, playing five-a-side games.”



date of May 5 for ensuring a berth for the Rio Olympics in sight, the Indian badminton players are focused on the job ahead. Chief coach P. Gopi Chand, guarded as ever, is hoping two entries in the women’s singles, one each in women’s doubles and men’s doubles, apart from one in men’s singles, to form the Indian challenge. “Some of the players will have to maintain their current position in the world rankings while some other need to perform better this month to be part of the draw in Rio,” said Gopi, speaking on the sidelines of the on-going National badminton championship that he inaugurated on Wednesday morning. “It is too early to assess the form of the players going to the Olympics. After one-and-ahalf months of training just before the Games, the players are going to look diferent. At present, everyone is a bit tense while chasing ranking



WORDS OF WISDOM: According to P. Gopi Chand, it is too early to



assess the form of the players going to the Olympics. — PHOTO: PTI



points,” he said. When asked for his views on the first-round exit of the Indian men in the last week’s India Open in New Delhi, Gopi said, “That did not come as a surprise. After all, the players have been busy since January. From playing the Premier Badminton League, the Syed Modi Grand Prix and the South Asian Games before going on



to play in diferent continents, in diferent time-zones. It is not easy.” But knowing the energy-sapping schedule, why did he not reduce the participation the players in these events? To which, following a pause, Gopi said, “I would rather not answer this question.” Looking ahead to Rio, Gopi said, “since Rio is at sea-level,



Talking of singles, Gopi said, “Only Srikanth has a realistic chance (among men). P. Kashyap is not fit and expected to resume training after two weeks. H. S. Prannoy needs to defend points in the coming weeks. He requires at least two semifinal-appearances (out of three tournaments) to not only defend the points earned last year but also to enhance his current tally. That seems pretty tough.” Assuming that Saina Nehwal and P. V. Sindhu would make the “cut”, Gopi also hopeful of G. Jwala and Ashwini Ponnappa being among the qualifiers, much like the men doubles pair of Manu Attri and Sumeeth Reddy.



TENNIS



SWIMMING



Acceptance list for ATT event



Kitajima fumes after Rio flop



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Former national



champion Vishnu Vardhan, Vijay Sundar Prashanth and reigning national champion Sriram Balaji will be the leading players in the first tournament of the Asian Tennis Tour (ATT) to be played at the DLTA Complex here from April 18. Sidharth Rawat, Ronit Bisht, V.M. Ranjeet, Kaza Vinayak Sharma, Kunal Anand, Niki Poonacha and junior Adil Kalyanpur figure in the acceptance list of the $5000 tournament which ofers an additional $2000 in all to the 16 main draw players as allowance. The qualifying draw will also have 16 players. Sharmal Dissanayake of Sri Lanka and Kenny Bun of Cambodia are the two foreign players expected to feature in the qualifying event. The champion will get $900 and the runner-up $600. The semifinalists and quarterfinalists will gain $400 and $275 respectively. The first round entrant will be guaranteed $200. There will be two $5000 events in the week, as a mandatory feature, and thus a first round loser is assured of $650



앫 Sharmal Dissanayake of Sri



Lanka and Kenny Bun of Cambodia are the two foreign players expected to feature in the qualifying event



including allowance from the two events. The $5000 events will ofer Asian ranking points of 12, 7, 4, 2 and 1. These points, along with the points from ATP and ITF events, will be taken into consideration for the Asian ranking, which will be the best 26 tournaments of a player in a 52week period. The Davis Cup performance will also get ranking points in a structured fashion from the regional group stages to the World Group. It has been mentioned that the points from the ATP and ITF tournaments will take precedence in deciding the Asian ranking of a player. In the year-end ranking as on December 19, the Asia No.1 will get a bonus of $15,000 and the No.2 $10,000. The third and fourth-ranked Asians will get $5000 each and the fifth to eighth ranked players will be given $2500, as an added incentive.



Third straight loss for India



NOT ENOUGH: Kosuke Kitajima failed in his attempt to make it to Rio in 100m breaststroke. — PHOTO: AFP TOKYO: Japan swim king Ko-



suke Kitajima was furious at himself on Tuesday after failing in his bid to qualify for this summer’s Rio Olympics in the men’s 100 metres breaststroke. The 33-year-old, who won double gold in the 100 and 200m breaststroke at the 2004 and 2008 Summer Games, had been expected to qualify for his fifth Olympics. But Kitajima cut a forlorn figure after losing his battle with Yasuhiro Koseki at the Japanese championships as



both missed out on the qualifying mark of 59.63 seconds. “I’m speechless,” a dejected Kitajima told reporters after clocking 59.93 in the Tokyo final, a day after dipping under the Rio standard in the semifinals. “It’s just so upsetting I couldn’t swim my usual race. I was thinking too much and swam a negative race. It’s my own problem, I’m gutted. I need to go and cool my head and come back ready for the 200.” — AFP



dian women’s hockey team’s dismal run continued as it suffered a 1-2 loss to World No. 5 China in its last Pool B match of the Hawke’s Bay Cup here on Tuesday. India had gone down to New Zealand and Ireland in its last two matches. Rani gave India the lead in the 19th minute, but Yu Qian scored the equaliser in the third quarter before Wang Mengyu sealed the match in the final quarter. Speaking after the game, coach C.R. Kumar said, “we gave a tough fight to a team that is ranked higher than us. Crucial mistakes at the end of the final quarters denied us the points.” India next plays Japan on April 7. — PTI



Dhvaj Haria rallies to beat Aditya Mehta KOLKATA: Young cueist Dhvaj



Haria rallied from two games down to beat National snooker champion Aditya Mehta 3-2 on the opening day of the billiards competition in the 12th Petroleum Sports Promotion Board (PSPB) inter-unit billiards and snooker championships at the Calcutta Swimming Club here on Tuesday. Haria showed tremendous resilience to beat Mehta, a professional snooker player, 64100, 92-100, 103-80, 100-43, 100-0. In another closely-fought match, National junior champion Ishpreet Singh Chadha got the better of Jaiveer Dhingra 102-13, 71-101, 100-34, 17-100, 100-75. However, the individual event lost some sheen due to the absence of 15-time world billiards and snooker champion Pankaj Advani, who pulled out in the last minute due to a painful neck. Fans and organisers will have to wait to know whether Advani, who has never given the championship a miss since its inception in 2004, will get fit for the team events and compete for three-time defending champion Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC). The results: Billiards (100-up, best of five): Manan Chandra (BPCL) bt Himanshu Jain (GAIL) 100-62, 10068, 100-76; Dhvaj Haria (IOCL) bt Aditya Mehta (IOCL) 64-100, 92-100, 103-80, 100-43, 100-0; Sourav Kothari (ONGC) bt Shahbaaz Khan (BPCL) 100-80, 101-20, 5-101, 100-61; Ishpreet Singh Chadha (GAIL) bt Jaiveer Dhingra (ONGC) 102-13, 71-101, 10034, 17-100, 100-75; Brijesh Damani (IOCL) bt S. Srikrishna (BPCL) 102-37, 101-3, 102-49; Alok Kumar (ONGC) bt Ketan Chawla (GAIL) 102-13, 100-23, 100-79.



Rathee dominates rapid fire pistol SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: Wazeer Singh Rathee



continued to assert his prowess in the men’s 25-metre rapid fire pistol as he topped the competition for the second time in the shooting National selection trials at the Dr. Karni Singh Range, Tughlakabad, on Tuesday. Wazeer pipped Harpreet Singh 26-24, and the two pushed Olympic silver medallist Vijay Kumar to the third sport. The defeat apart, Vijay Kumar should be happy with his consistent performance in the qualification phase in which he was one point behind topper Harpreet (577). In men’s air rifle, Parul Kumar topped ahead of Ashok Chavanke by 0.6 point. Paru had on Monday lost by 0.1 point to Akhil Sheoran, who finished 11th among 237 shooters, and missed the final by 0.7 point. In free pistol, Gurpal Singh topped ahead of Deepak Sharma and Omkar Singh, in the second set of trials. The results: Men: 10m air rifle: 1. Parul Kumar 206.7 (622.6); 2. Ashok Chavanke 206.1 (624.1); 3. Imran Hasan Khan 184.8 (624.0). 25m rapid fire pistol: 1. Wazeer Singh Rathee 26 (568); 2. Harpreet Singh 24 (577); 3. Vijay Kumar 19 (576). 50m free pistol: 1. Gurpal Singh 190.9 (546); 2. Deepak Sharma 185.9 (546); 3. Omkar Singh 168.7 (553).



Lysenko provisionally suspended PARIS: Russian hammer thrower Tatyana Lysenko, the reigning Olympic champion and twotime former world gold medallist, has been provisionally suspended for doping, the IAAF announced on Tuesday. Lysenko, now known under her married name of Tatyana Beloborodova, tested positive after retesting of samples taken at the 2005 World championships in Helsinki. — AFP ND-ND
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How to build robots we can understand better



Viswanathan Anand to be honoured



North Atlantic played key role in last climate change



British scientists have found that by getting robots to “talk with their hands,” we can understand them as well as we do our fellow human beings. The study was published in the journal Frontiers in Psychology.



Chess legend Viswanathan Anand will be honoured with the Hridaynath Mangeshkar Award. Maharashtra Governor C. Vidyasagar Rao will present the award in Mumbai on April 12.



The North Atlantic Ocean played a key role in the last climate transition, says a study providing valuable insights into why large continental ice-sheets first grew in North America and Scandinavia some 2.7 million years ago.



TECHNOLOGY



Marshalling drones to airdrop lifesaving supplies An American startup will use a fleet of robot planes to shuttle blood and medicines to remote locations in Rwanda JOHN MARKOFF HALF MOON BAY (CALIFORNIA): From a bluf overlooking the Pacific Ocean, a loud pop signals the catapult launch of a small fixed-wing drone that is designed to carry medical supplies to remote locations almost 40 miles away. The drones are the brainchild of a small group of engineers at a Silicon Valley startup called Zipline, which plans to begin operating a service with them for the government of Rwanda in July. The fleet of robot planes will initially cover more than half the tiny African nation, creating a highly automated network to shuttle blood and pharmaceuticals to remote locations in hours rather than weeks or months. Rwanda, one of the world’s poorest nations, was ranked 170th by gross domestic product in 2014 by the International Monetary Fund.



And so it is striking that the country will be the first, company executives said, to establish a commercial drone delivery network — putting it ahead of places such as the United States, where there have been heavily ballyhooed futuristic drone delivery systems promising urban and suburban package delivery from tech giants such as Amazon and Google. “The concept of drone ports is something that a very small decision-making unit in the country decided they were going to do,” said Michael Fairbanks, a member of Rwandan President Paul Kagame’s presidential advisory council. “It took a very short time. It’s something that America could learn from.” That Rwanda is set to become the first country with a drone delivery network illustrates the often uneven nature of the adoption of new technology.



LIFESAVER: After delivering packages, a Zipline drone will return to its home base to prepare for a new mission. — PHOTO: NYT



In the United States, drones have run into a wall of regulation and conflicting rules. But in Rwanda, the country’s master development plan has placed a priority on the use of the machines, first for medicine and then more broadly for economic development. “Rwanda has a vision to become a technology hub for East Africa and ultimately



the whole continent of Africa,” said William Hetzler, a founder of Zipline, which is based in the seaside town of Half Moon Bay, California. “Projects like ours fit very well with that strategy.” The new drone system will initially be capable of making 50 to 150 daily deliveries of blood and emergency medicine to Rwanda’s 21 transfusing facilities, mostly in hospi-



tals and clinics in the western half of the nation. The drone system is based on a fleet of 15 small aircraft, each with twin electric motors, a 3.5-pound payload and an almost 8-foot wingspan. The system’s speed makes it possible to maintain a “cold chain” — essentially a temperature-controlled supply chain needed to provide blood and vaccines — which is often not practical to establish in developing countries. The Zipline drones will use GPS receivers to navigate and communicate via the Rwandan cellular network. They will be able to fly in rough weather conditions, enduring winds up to 30 mph. When they reach the hospitals, they will not land but will drop small packages from very low altitudes. The supplies will fall to earth suspended by simple paper parachutes. The planes will then return to a home base, where



they will be prepared for a new mission by swapping in a new battery and snapping in a new flight plan stored in a SIM card. The future “This is the new face of the aerospace industry,” said Jay Gundlach, president of FlightHouse Engineering, an Oregon-based aviation consulting firm. Like Zipline, others are attempting to solve the problem of the autonomous distribution of medical supplies. “I always think of Peter Thiel, the venture capitalist, who said, ‘They promised us flying cars and all we got was 140 characters,’” said Paul Willard, a former Boeing aerodynamics engineer who is now an investor in Zipline, referring to the social media service Twitter. “This feels a little bit more like flying cars.” — New York Times News Service



‘Sorry, our scoop is costlier’ TOKYO: Sombre-looking executives at a Japanese frozen dessert maker have appeared in a national television advertisement to apologise for raising the cost of a popular ice cream — by 9 cents. Akagi Nyugyo, a brand popular with millions of schoolchildren, increased the price of its GariGarikun lollies on



Friday for the first time in a quarter century following years of deflation and falling prices in Japan. Fearing a backlash, the firm issued an apology in an advertisement that ran on nationwide TV channels on Friday and Saturday. It has been watched more than 9,00,000 times on YouTube. — AFP



STAR TREK Rowling’s chair to be auctioned



A



chair J.K. Rowling used to write the first two volumes of her best-selling Harry Potter series is set to sell at auction in New York on Wednesday. Pre-auction bidding via the Internet had reached $65,000 on Monday for the modest 1930s-era oak chair on which Rowling, 50, sat while writing Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, published in Britain in 1997, and Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (1998), the first two of seven volumes. Rowling received the chair — one of a mismatched set of four — free when she was a young single mother living in subsidised housing in the Scottish city of Edinburgh. “This was the comfiest one, which is why it ended up stationed permanently in front of my typewriter, supporting me while I typed,” Rowling wrote in a letter accompanying the chair, the auction house conducting the sale, Heritage Auctions, wrote on its website. “My nostalgic side is quite sad to see it go, but my back isn’t,” she added. — AFP



JLo announces new single



P



op star Jennifer Lopez has announced her new song Ain’t Your Mama, which she will be releasing in a few days. The news comes just a month after she signed a multi-album deal with Epic Records. Lopez, 46, was chatting with a fan about the upcoming “American Idol” finale when she revealed that she was going to perform the tune live for the first time during the show’s Thursday episode. She then played a portion of the upbeat track, which includes lyrics like, “I ain’t going cook all day, I ain’t your mama/ I ain’t going to do your laundry, I ain’t your mama.” The song will hit iTunes after her performance.. — PTI



Imtiaz Ali directs short film



F



ilmmaker Imtiaz Ali, who is known for his out-ofthe-box ideas for films, has come up with a short film India Tomorrow, and he will take the digital route to promote it. “With this short film, I am opening up the doors to the digital world, to have conversations with interested people and organisations. I have these powerful, shorter stories that must be told and now can be told,” the Highway film-maker told reporters in Mumbai. He stressed that the fact that the short films are available on the internet, makes access easy and gives them longevity. “I think web series, short films are exciting forms that hold potential to bring about change in storytelling and entertainment.” — IANS



What it takes to be a villain



B



ollywood’s ‘bad man’ Gulshan Grover says a good-looking average actor can get away as a hero, but an anti-hero ought to be an excellent actor. “I believe that to be a hero, you can get away with good looks and average acting skills, but to be a villain, you have to be a fantastic actor,” he said. On being asked about his favourite villain, he said: “Look at the names of great villains in Hindi films — Pran saab, Amjad Khan saab, Amrish Puri... all of them. Villains are not going to do something you can’t predict and yet they create an aura on screen. Therefore, it is very unfair to say any name particularly. I have learnt from all of them.” The actor is all set to star in a web movie called “BadMan”, where he will play himself. — IANS CM YK



ND-ND
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